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PREFACE

~·~~

Snr. Curt Nimuendaju of Belem do Para has been for
decades a resident of Brazil, a sympathetic student of her
native tribes, and an indefatigable collector of specimens
for European institutions, such as the Museum of Gothenburg. The extraordinary value of his paper on Guarani
cosmology, "Die Sagen von der Erschaffung und Vernichtung der Welt als Grundlagen der Religion der Apapocu'vaGuarani'" (Zeitschrift filr Ethnologie, 46: 284-403, 1914)
has been long recognized.
For a long time Snr. Nimuendaju has devoted himself to
an intensive investigation of the little-known Ge tribes, and
his preliminary publications on the social organization of
the Canella have been full of surprises. For several years
he has been doing field work for the Institute of Social
Sciences of the University of California and as a result has
submitted three substantial manuscripts in German on the
R~mko'kamekra (Canella), Sere'nte, and Apinaye', respectively, each of which tribes presents some distinctive traits
of the utmost interest, along with certain basic similarities.
Thus, moieties occur in all three, but descent is patrilineal
among the Sere'nte, while the Apinaye' share the matrilineal rule of the Canella, yet dissociate exogamy from their
moieties and lack the fourfold dichotomy of the Canella
system. The material on the Apinaye' is presented herewith, preceding the far ampler data on the R~mko'kamekra,
which await preparation for the press. But precisely because the structure of Apinaye' society is simpler it affords
a clearer initial view of Northern Ge culture in its essential
features.
In working over Snr. Nimuendaju's manuscripts the
translator has naturally encountered some problems, which
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have been discussed and re-discussed with the author in
dozens of letters. This correspondence has naturally been
drawn upon to amplify and correct the original typescript.

*

*

As for diacritical marks, the acute accent after a vowel
denotes stress. The tilde over a vowel indicates nasalization; a short right-turned hook below a vowel designates
it as postpalatal (e.g.,~).

e has the sound of the first " e " in German
o is equivalent to "o " in German "ohne"

o,
:ti

s
c
z
x
x
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HISTORY

The Apinaye' consider themselves an off shoot of the
Timbira living east of the Tocantins, more specifically, of
the Krikati' (Caracaty) now residing at the headwaters of
the Rio Pindare, whom they designate as Makra'ya. Granted
the c.orrectness of this tradition, the separation must date
back centuries since the Apinaye' at present differ noticeably from these eastern congeners, both linguistically and
culturally, and approach the Northern Kaya po'.
The tribal domain embraced the triangle between the
Rio Tocantins and the lower Araguaya, extending southward to about 6'J 30' (map). Towards the northwest they
seem to have occasionally transgressed these boundaries.
Apinaye' tradition is silent as to any previous population
in the area occupied by them, apart from the wholly mythical Bat people (p. 179). But at least temporary occupancy
by Indians of diverse culture is proved by the general consensus of Apinaye' opinion that quantities of pottery sherds
appear as surface finds at a site northeast of the aldea Gato
Preto, some of which remains display plastic ornamentation. The Apinaye' nowadays will sometimes work these
sherds into spindle whorls.
The first civilized men to reach this region were the
Jesuits Fathers Antonio Vieira, Francisco Velloso, Antonio
Ribeiro, and Manoel Nunes, whom from 1653 to 1658
undertook four trips up the Tocantins in order to take back
Indians to the aldeas of Para. Even their first journey
brought them beyond the Araguaya confluence. Manoel
Nunes, who in 1658 led 450 Mission Indians and 45 soldiers,
1

2
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got beyond 6° s. lat., i.e., precisely into Apinaye' territory.
However, the extraordinarily sparse statements about the
Indians encountered, primarily Tupinamba', then Inheyguara and Poquiguara (or Potyguara? fai: to de~o~strate
contacts with the ancestors of the Apmaye or their immediate relatives. 1
In 1673 the Paulista leader Pascoal Paes de Araujo and
his bandeira, coming from the south, tr~veled down t?~
Tocantins as far as ca. 4° s. lat., enslavmg the GuaraJu
2
tribe living on the right bank.
In 1719 Domingos Pinto de Gaya explored the Araguaya,
subsequently also ascending the Tocantins, allegedly as far
as 12° 22'. almost to the Parana confluence. The untrustworthines~ of his latitudes, however, appears from his figure
for the mouth of the Araguaya, 6° instead of 5° 21' 8".
In 1721 the Jesuit Father Manoel da Motta, traveling
on the Tocantins, discovered the Taquanhina (Tacayuna),
subsequently visiting the Otoeporaz ("tao estranhos e verd~
deiramente novos, que tinham por asco ver homens vestidos "). The appellation recalls the designati~ns o~ the
Apinaye' derived from o'to, "angle formed by nvers.
In 1723 three fugitives from the mines of Goyaz were the
first to naviO'ate the entire course of the Tocantins; and in
1746 a bandeira of Paulistas once more came to this river
on a slave-raid, the leader descending it to Para.
In 1774 there occurred the first demonstrable contact of
the Apinaye' with civilization. Descending the Toc~ntins
from Goyaz to Para, Antonio Luiz Tavares found himself
surrounded at the Caxoeira das Tres Barras by a large
crowd of Indians. " . . . e alem dos do cerco tantos era~
os que se viao pella parte debaixo na praya da esquerda,
que pareciao regimentos formados andando actualmente
tres canoas a passar indios para engrossarem o cerco. . : .
Neste tempo tivemos algumas investidas de frexas, dis-

!,

1
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parando porem algunos tiros rebatemos a furor dos gentios,
que se puzerao mais distantes." On the following day they
pursued him in two boats and with a strong troop by land,
again vainly discharging their arrows. Opposite the mouth
of the Lageado he saw a landing-place with a boat, and at
the northern tip of the Ilha da Serra Quebrada he met Indians ferrying across. 3
Colonization along the Tocantins only gradually proceeded upstream. At Pederneiras (3° 30') there developed
a large "mocambo" of fugitive slaves ruled by a ·woman,
which was transformed into a colony in 1779.
Towards the end of the eighteenth century the Apinaye'
first became known by that name when they undertook
raids downstream in order to procure iron tools from the
settlers. As a result, in 1780 the military post Alcobaga
was erected somewhat above Pederneiras and equipped with
six cannon; and in 1791 a second was added bv the first
rapids at Arapary. Owing to the Indian attacks Pederneiras
was abandoned. Apinaye' tradition also reports raids
against the Kupe-rob (Neo-Brazilian: Cupelobos) of Lago
Vermelho and further downstream. As appears from Carneiro's report, these expeditions continued at the time of
his journey ( 1850,) .4
In 1793 Villa Real gives the first account of the "Pinage , " or " p·mare . H e d escn"b es t h em as much stronger
and more industrious than the Karaya' he had met. They
farmed, owning large manioc plantations, for which reason
he urged peaceable relations with these people, who might
be very useful in river transportation. During his descent
his Karaya' companions stole all the nine Apinaye' dugouts
they found on the bank, also carrying off a woman and two
little children.
It is significant that according to Villa Real the Apinaye'
then dwelt on .both banks of the Araguaya
thouO'h
their
I
'
~
settlements seem to have been not directly on the river
I

"

Barros, !iv. 2, sect. 276-285, pp. 262-67. Betendorf, 110-113. Moraes,

livro VI, cap. II-IV.
2 Berredo, 2: 212-218.

1

s Lisboa, 890-91.
4 Vianna, Fortifica<;oes, 295.

Carneiro, 43.
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since he fails to note them when traveling downstream.
On the other hand, in describing his ascent he expressly
says: " ... logo adiante [on the third day's journey after
the Araguaya confluence] da parte do occidente esta outra
aldea [dos mesmos = Pinares =-= Apinaye'], onde os Carajas chegaram, fallaram, darn;aram e negociaram com os ditos
Pinares." Coudreau likewise reports that the Apinaye' ,.
formerly appeared at a sinistral affluent of the Araguaya,
5
above but close to its mouth.
The f~regoing accounts suffice to prove that at their earliest historic appearance the Apinaye' had boats of their own
and were able to navigate the river. Castelnau, too, mentions " plusieurs pirogues" at the Apinaye' landing-place
on the Araguaya. Their craft, like those of the prese~t
Karaya' and Guajaja'ra, were of the " uba' " type, their
cavity being effected solely by chopping, not by bending u?.
That the Apinaye' did not acquire them from neighbors m
trade but were themselves the manufacturers is attested by
Silva' e Souza and St. Adolphe. 6 They were the only Timbira tribe that made such boats. Of their closer relatives
the only groups sharing this trait are the western hordes of
the Northern Kayapo' 7 of the upper Xingu and, according
to my own observations, those east of the Paranatinga-Sao
Manoel. The Suya', like the tribes of the Xingu head3
waters ' had bark boats.
. .
Probably the Apinaye' acquired the art of nav1gat10n
from the sambioa' (Karaya'). But the innovation failed to
transform their genuine steppe-dwellers' character; and
when colonization along the large rivers pushed them away
from the banks they discarded navigation without any
noticeable economic damage to themselves. At present they
Villa Real, 428, 403, 409, 418, 420. Goudreau, (b), 82.
Souza; 495; St. Adolphe, Diccionario, art. "Apinage's."
1 Von den Steinen, (a), 233.
The Yuruna ascribed the first dugout encountered by the expedition to the Karaya'.
5
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own not one solitary boat, rarely get to the Tocantins, and
virtually never to the Araguaya.
.
From 1797 on there was constant intercourse with civilization; in that year the authorities in Para founded the
military post of Sao Joao das Duas Barras now Sao Joao
'
do Araguaya, at the mouth of the Araguaya. But instead
of effecting peace this step soon precipitated sanguinary
conflicts between the Apinaye' and the garrison. According
to Silva e Souza (1812), the Apinaye' had been peaceable
until they discovered and killed several soldiers from the
post in the act of destroying the1r plantations. Thereupon
their villages were surrounded and destroyed by artillery.
Ribeiro writes as follows on the subject: "Ja em outro
tempo as Carajas e Apinages es,tiveram mais pacificos, ate
iam trocar os seus generos com os da capital do Para; violencias porem que cruel e injustamente lhes foram feitas
nas suas passagens pelas guarnig6es dos presidios de S. Joao
das Duas Barras e de Santa Maria de Araguaia [in Karaya'
territory], os tornaram irreconciliaveis inimigos nossos,
9
•••"
Pohl 10 adds that the Indians had massacred practically the entire garrison by directing their wives to feign
sexual compla.isance and thus detain the enemies till their
husbands could dash up and club them to death.
In the meantime the settlers advancing westward from
Caxias, Maranhao, had reached the Tocantins. In 1816
one Antonio Moreira founded the first settlement Santo
'
Antonio, on veritable Apinaye' soil, just below the Caxoeira
das Tres Barras. One hundred and twenty (or according
to another report 150) Apinaye' designated as Otoge's or
Afotige's, were living there beside 81 civilized people in
1824. However, this settlement did not ,last, being united
in 1831 with Sao Pedro de Alcantara, fu~ther upstream on
the eastern bank, under the joint name of Carolina.

G

s Ibid., 210.

5

9

Sih·a e Souza, 49.5. Ribeiro, (b), 37.

1o

Pohl, 2: 168.
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In 1817 the tribe was afflicted by a smallpox epidemic
spread over all the interior by fugitive " Capiecran" (R[j:mko'kamekra) coming from Caxias. 11
In 1818 the Apinaye' made peace with Placido de Castro,
the companion of Pinto de Magalhaes, who had founded
Sao Pedro de Alcantara. They were then living in three
villages (as against the five registered by Silva e Souza in
1812), were reckoned peaceable and clever with their hands,
and would help travelers passing the rapids. 12 In the following years the natives were apparently in clo.ser relations
with Antonio Moreira and soon became a bone of contention between him and his rival Jose Maria Belem who was
supported by the authorities of Para. Moreira, on the other
hand, counted on the backing of the Goyaz government,
which he petitioned for aid against Belem, who had allegedly in 1824 planned an attack with an Apinaye' force
against him. When the attack miscarried, the Apinaye'
retreated to the Araguaya, but a few months after concluded a treaty with Moreira. The dispute was not settled
before 1827. 13
In the meantime Brazil had declared its independence
(1822), but in the interior of Maranhao Portuguese troops
lingered on. On the Tocantins Major Francisco de Paula
Ribeiro, so often cited as a source on the Timbira, commanded 76 men against 470 Brazilians advancing under
Jose Dias de Mattos from Pastos Bons, and reinforced by
250 Apinaye'. At the Ilha da Botica the small Portuguese
detachment was forced to surrender after a fierce struggle,
14
and on the return journey Ribeiro was murdered.
Notwithstanding wars and smallpox the Apinaye' stiH
remained one of the largest tribes in the region. Cunha
Mattos 15 records four settlements:
Ribeiro, (a) § eo; (b), 45.
Pohl, 2: 189 f.
23 Almeida, (b), 13-19.
Mattos. (l;i), 165.
14 Mattos, (b), 167.
25Jd., (a), 37: 358; 38: 21.
21
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( 1) Born J ardim, 1112 leguas [ 1 legua = 6 km.] from
Carolina [= Santo Antonio das Tres Barras] with 1,000
inhabitants;
(2) Santo Antonio, 5 leguas further north, with 1,300
inhabitants;
(3) Santo Antonio II, with 500 natives; and
( 4) Aldea do Araguaya, with 1,400 people.
This yields a total population of 4,200.
After the above-mentioned transference of the Tres Barras settlement to what is now called Carolina there arose
only a little farther upstream a new station, Boa Vista,
which assumed and has retained the main role in Apinaye'
intercourse with civilization. Here, in 1840, arrived a missionary, Francisco de Monte Santa R.ita. At least in the
first years of his stay he actually seems to have concerned
himself in some measure with the Indians, for he is credited
with founding the Mission Pacifica in one of the Apinaye'
villages in 1843 and with extending his influence to three
other villages. 16
In 1844 Castelnau met the Apinaye' at the Caxoeira Santo
Antonio and, starting from Boa Vista with the missionary,
he visited th"e two nearest villages, spending a night in one
and witnessing sundry interesting ceremonies. He describes
the missionary's severity among the civilized people of Boa
Vista, but evidently neither saw nor heard about an Indian
m1ss10n. While, to be sure, CarvaJho's devastating judgment as to this missionary's work with the Indians is obviously exaggerated, 17 I, too, must state as a result of my
own inquiries that even outwardly missionary influence on
these Indians is quite imperceptible. What little they claim
to know about Christianity is derived from the N ea-Brazilian colonists in their region.
In 1850 Vicente Ferreira Gomes, visiting one of the (at
that time) three villages, set the total population of the
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St. Adolphe, art. "Pacifica".
Castelnau, 2: 17, 26, 35. Carvalhos, 55.
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tribe at 1,800 to 2,000, 18 which had thus fallen to less than
one half within 35 years. In 1897 Coudreau heard of three
villages reputedly totaling 400 inhabitants, i. e., less than
19
one-tenth of Cunha Mattos' figure 73 years before. . In
1899 Buscalioni visited the tribe; and in 1926 H. Snethlage,
who spent several days in Gato Preto, estimates the tota]
population at 150. 20
Several months later Jose Dias M~tl1'k, the chief of
Bacaba, and three other Apinaye' came to Para, where C.
Estevao de Oliveira recorded with their aid the data for the
article cited below. In the same year I attempted to reach
the Apinaye' territory, but was forced to return at the
rapids of the Tocantins. In 1928 I crossed Maranhao, succeeded in getting to the river, and spent two months among
the four Apinaye' settlements, whose population I also then
set at 150. Economically and socially there was manifest
decadence, but subsequent to my arrival conditions improved. In 1930 I spent one week, in 1931 two months
with these people. In 1932, when I returned for six weeks,
a fever epidemic caused a moral and material relapse that
boded ill for the future. But in 1937, when I again spent
two months there, I noted with pleasure that, notwithstanding a smallpox epidemic the year before, the tribe had
succeeded in somewhat recovering, and the population had
increased to 160.
*
;(·

LANGUAGE AND TRIBAL NAME

Apinaye' is a Timbira dialect markedly distinct from the
dialects spoken east of the Tocantins and definitely approaching the speech of the Northern Kayapo'. The phonoloaical
relations of the three dialectic groups are best
b
.
characterized by the shifts undergone by the Eastern T1mbira stops in the western dialects:
1s Gomes, cap. 2, p. 491.
19
20

Coudreau, (b), 209.
Buscalioni, cap. 5. Snethlage, (b), 117, 142.
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R~mko'kamekra

eye .......
sun .......
water .....
bat .......

to
p11t
ko
cep

Apinaye'
ndo
mb11d
i1,go
dyeb

1

9

N. Kayapo'
no
m11d
no
nyeb

The following data have been published on Apinaye'
speech:
(1) A vocabulary of 38 words, mostly in very deficient
rendering, many of them incorrect, which the commandant
of Sao Joao das Duas Barras gave Castelnau in 1844 (Castelnau, 5: 270-71).
(2) Castelnau's own collection in 1844 of 177 words
(ibid., 271-73).
'
( 3), Oscar Leal, Viagem a um paiz de selvagens, pp. 22529, Lisboa, 1895. The word list is copied from Castelnau,
with partial alteration of French into Portuguese orthography.
( 4) Theodoro Sampaio, Os Kraos do Rio-Preto, no Estado
. da Bahia. Rev. Inst. hist. geogr. brazileiro. LXXV. Rio,
1912. Recorded in the capital Bahia in 1911 from the lips
of three Apinaye' who pretended to be Kraho' · the vocables
~
'
are genuine Apinaye', not Kraho' at all. 206 words, also
short sentences. ·
( 5) Snethlage, (b), 62: 187 ff, 1931. 337 words and short
sentences recorded in 1926.
(6) Carlos Estevao de Oliveira, Os Apinage' do AltoTocantins. Bol. do Museu Nacional, VI, n. 2. Rio, 1930.
239 vocables taken down in 1926.

*

-~

The present tribal designation first appears m 1793 in
Villa Real's report in the form of "Pinare's" and "Pinage's ". Later the spelling "Apinage'" comes to predominate. Brother Rafael Tuggia also spells " Oupinagees ".
At present the tribe designates itself as Apinaye', a term I
am unable to explain. Since the personal suffix -ye of
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Eastern Timbira shifts to -ya in Apinaye', the name probably originated in the east and cannot be their original word
for themselves.
In addition, both the Apinaye' and the Eastern Timbira
employ other designations, derived from the word for "corner": Apinaye' od, o' do; Eastern Timbira hot, ho' do. These
refer to the angle formed by the Tocantins and Araguaya
rivers that constitutes the tribal habitat. The Apinaye'
themselves use the form Oti' (od-ti =big angle), the other
Timbira Hoti', Ahotiye', arid the like. In the literature
figure such variants as Afotige's, Uhitische, Utinsche, Otoge's
and Aoges. 21
Among the Northern Kaya po' the tribe is known as
Ken-tqg, Black Rock, or Black Mountains.
THE- COUNTRY

The country is a hilly tree steppe with galeria forests
along the watercourses. Along the Tocantins the galeria
forest, starting from the bank, attains in spots a width of
5 km, while elsewhere the steppe immediately adjoins the
river. This forest is still of true Amazon rain forest type,
with large stands of the babassu palm ( Orbignia speciosa),
whose oily kernels and leaves of manifold utility render it
so important for the Indians. The area is full of creeks,
but has a dearth of lakes and swamps.
As far back as Apinaye' tradition extends, they have
never laid claim to any region south of the basin of the
Ribeirao da Mombuca, which empties into the Tocantins
· 3 km above Boa Vista. On the Araguaya, in fact, their
southern limit extended even somewhat further north, to
the Caxoeira dos Martyrios, so as to include the entire basin
of the Ribeirao das Piranh~s.
Within Apinaye' territory the Araguaya-Tocantins watershed is not the mountain ridge represented on the maps,
21 Pohl, 2: 191.
Marques, art. "Carolina".
38:21; (b),21,78.

Mattos, (a), 37: 332, 358;
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but a barely perceptible eminence. Castelnau's Serra dos
Gavioes is likewise nothing but an insignificant range of
hills.
Of this ancient territory hardly any part is still in the
possession of the tribe, for N ea-Brazilian settlers are sprinkkled all over its hereditary habitat, even though sparsely.
Some have taken up residence in the immediate vicinity
of the Indian settlements. Until about twenty years ago
it never occurred to the Apinaye' to suspect in this any
danger for their own future. On the contrary, they goodnaturedly accepted at their face value the intruders' professions of friendship, and when their eyes were opened it
was too late: irrespective of two small tracts immediately
adjacent, the aldeas Bacaba and Gato Preto, their entire
country now has legally alien masters, and the trifling remnant is in danger of being· some day appropriated by some
sufficiently powerful and ruthless fazendeiro.
SETTLEMENTS

At the time of my first visit in 1928 the Apinaye' had
four settlements: lVJ:ariazinha, Cocal, Gato Preto, and
Bacaba.
(1) Mariazinha, the one nearest to the Tocantins, only
5 km west of the Caxoeira das Tres Barras, then had only
two huts, one of them unoccupied, the other with 14 inmates, at present reduced to 5 or 6. These no longer own
any land. The nearest N eo-BraziliJ.J,n lives at a distance of
400 m. Mariazinha corresponds to the village in which
Castelnau (1844) spent so interesting a night, and also to
the aldea Born Jardim, which in 1824 had a population
of 1,000.
(2) Cocal lies in the Araguaya region, somewhat more
than half-way from Boa Vista toward Sao Vicente. In 1928
it embraced three huts with 25 inhabitants. In former
times these included some Kayapo' men from a village on
the Arraias, west of Concei<;;ao do Araguaya, who had mar-
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ried Apinaye' women. Nowadays only a single one of these
remains. Part of the population is manifestly of mixed
breed. The inhabitants produced an impression of unhealthiness and degeneracy. Old custom had vanished.
Every night could be heard dances arranged in the village
by N ea-Brazilian neighbors with a guitarre accompaniment.
On the other hand . the natives never missed any " Christian" celebration in the vicinity, if only to eat their fill,
for apart from their civilized clothing they own next to
nothing.
Since then these natives, deprived of every inch of their
habitat and hemmed in all round by settlers, have lost
about half of their population by death and migration.
The three huts still stand, but are rarely inhabited, for their
residents mostly frequent neighboring Neo-Brazilian homes.
This is the remnant of the aldea do Araguaya, which in
1824 numbered 1,400 Indians.
(3) Gato Preto, on the right bank of the upper Ribeirao
da Botica, had in 1928 seven huts and 61 people. Two
married couples had left the aldea for the whisky distillery
of Carreira de Pedra some leguas further north and were
subsequently joined by others. However, in 1935 all the
surviving emigrants returned to Gato Preto. The village,
because of both its position and its population, now increased to some 70, might be in far better circumstances if
the chief Pebko'b (Pedro Corredor) were willing and able
to curb drunkenness. Unfortunately he is himself addicted
to whisky and grows brutal and quarrelsome when under
the influence. As a result several Indians have moved to
Bacaba and tend in ever-increasing measure not to live
united in the aldea, but each in his often remote plantation,
the villagers still retaining some land of their own.
In 1923 the Kraho' Timbira, 400 of whom reside in four
villages beyond the Tocantins in the country of the headwaters of the Rio Manoel Alves Pequeno, pillaged Gato
Preto. The circumstances are somewhat different from
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those described by Snethlage, who follows Father Veneri's
account.
What happened in the first instance was that a series of
deaths in the village seemed explicable only by evil sorcery,
and as usual suspicion fell on the alien Indian residents.
Accordingly, the chief Pebko'b had two Kayapo' killed.
Nevertheless, the mortality continued, and now a Kraho'
named Chico became suspect. Pebko'b unhesitatingly ordered his execution, but Chico scented trouble and fled to
his tribesmen, whom he incited to attack the Apinaye'.
Soon a troop of 40 Kraho', armed with guns and clubs,
marched against Gato Preto. The Apinaye' of Bacaba,
completely alienated by Pebko'b's previous atrocities, never
dreamed of aiding him, so he and his followers sought refuge
in a remote and swampy galeria forest. The Kraho' plundered the village, killed what livestock remained, and destroyed the plantations. Then in gentler fashion they also
tried to rob the Bacaba Apinaye', for, since the founder of
Sao Pedro de Alcantara in the beginning of the last century
had, as it were, conferred on them the monopoly of plundering other tribes and instituting slave raids, the Kraho'
regard such pillage~ their prerogative. But the chief, Jose
Dias M~t11'k, notwithstanding the inferior number of his
warriors, met them with such calm resolution that they
finally abandoned their project.
About five years later the said Chico was killed for sorcery by his own tribesmen. Thereupon their chief, Kratpe',
asked me to serve as go-between delivering a message of
peace to the Apinaye': Chico's death was said to eliminate
all cause for further conflicts; the two tribes were to live
in· peace henceforth; and Kratpe' invited the Apinaye' to
his village. However, M~t11'k was by no means inclined to
accept the invitation, not to speak of Pebko'b. For seven
years the Kraho' waited patiently, then half a dozen of
them amicably visited the Apinaye' of Matu'k's
- settlement '
persuading 8 Apinaye' men and women to go back with

.
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them for a return visit to the Krahe/. The ultimate outcome I do not know; but, given the Kraho' tendency to
exploit other tribes, it presumably was none too favorable
for the visitors.
( 4) Bacaba lies at the confluence of the Sao Jose and
the Ribeirao da Bacaba, 18 km west of Boa Vista. Here
Castelnau (1844) found 21 huts with 850 people; and Ferreira Gomes, fifteen years later, 30-40 huts with 600 people.
In 1928 the inhabitants numbered only 50, in 1937 the
population had risen to 70.
The continued existence of the hamlet depends on its
chief, Mi:ttl!'k. In 1927 it came very near disappearing
from the list of Indian villages, for every year the lands
belonging to it were filled by settlers, who no longer sneaked
in under the veil of friendship, but assumed the behavior
of overlords by mendaciously telling the Indians that they
had bought the land from the Government. In vain Mtj-tl!'k
had recourse to all sorts of officials in order to check the
intruders. In 1926 I met him in Para; in 1927, left dissatisfied in the state capital Goyaz, he decided to travel to
remote Rio to see the Federal President, but severe illness
in Sao Paulo forced him to return. Receiving, however,
some support from the Indian Welfare Bureau, he hurried
homeward down the Araguaya. He came near arriving too
late, for during its leader's long absence the village rapidly
went down-hill. No one worked, everyone anxiously awaiting his return; and the N eo-Brazilians interested in the
abandonment of the aldea duped the Indians into believing
that Matu'k had been murdered en route. Accordingly, a
dispersal ~ccurred, some moving to Gato Preto, the rest in
utter despair having already started to beg for an asylum
among the Kraho' when Mi:ttl!'k finally returned. He immediately gathered together his people and organized a big
celebration " civilized " fashion, with much guzzling of gin
and dancing to the tune of guitars. The N eo-Brazilians
from far and near came to take part, for M[!:tl!'k intended
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to impress them by such festivities, having come back with
the idea that his tribe could be saved only by unconditionally aping them. This conviction could hardly however
'
take deep root in the mind of an Indian who almost
fell'
down on his knees when his tribal Sun god appeared to him
in a vision in human guise (p. 136).
As a matter of fact, my two months' stay in 1928 sufficed
to inaugurate a change. On my arrival Bacaba had presented a sorry picture, with five wretched huts ranged round
a plaza overgrown with rank weeds. The boisterous vivacity typical of Tirnbira settlements had disappeared, but I
was welcomed with the utmost cordiality like an old and
long-awaited friend. I had little hope that the change for
the better noticed before my departure would last, but was
proportionately pleased and astonished to note improvement in all respects when I came back in 1930. There were
two more huts, helping to complete a true village circle;
the plaza was neatly kept; and numerous logs demonstrated
the revival of the old Timbira national sport. M[!:tl!'k,
realizing the uselessness of his journeys, had turned back
with his fellows to farming, which now yielded ample sustena~ce. Infant mo(tality, primarily due to poor and insufficient food, was accordingly checked; and seven births
outweighed a single death since my previous visit. Matu'k
....
'
never a sot, had renounced alcoholic beverages and prohibited their sale in the aidea. I refrained from giving any
advice except to urge a treaty of peace with Gato Preto,
which was actually effected, Pebko'b and his people corning
to visit Bacaba for the first time in many years.
In 1931 the Apinaye' quite spontaneously celebrated a
:"hole series of old-style festivals during my sojourn; and
m 1937 they held the first puberty initiation in 15 years.
Even considering the remarkable conservatism of all Timbira peoples, the tenacity with which this miserable remnant of a once numerous tribe cling to their traditions is
truly amazing. Their chief difficulty in preserving ancient
;;.,
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usage lies in their small numbers. The handful of Mariazinha and Cocal natives is negligible, while Bacaba and
Gato Preto, separated by about 20 km as the crow flies,
number jointly only some 150 inhabitants. Thus, all contemporary observations evoke the query whether the present form of a given custom is the original one or has been
simplified by the dwindling of the population. N evertheless, the retention of the complex kiye' organization (see p.
29) by this residual group suggests that the lack of numbers has not materially affected the original character of
their institutions.
Most of the statements refer to Bacaba, where my best
informants were the chief M[}tl!'k, the old " counselor "
J\Jgoklu'a (died 1936 of smallpox), and his daughter Ireti'.
-l(-

-!(-

Apinaye' settlements are never situated in the woods, but
always on the open, high steppe, at least 500 m away from
a creek. Their water is always derived from vigorous and
permanent brooks; the Apinaye' are not content with such
miserable watercourses as those of the Sere'nte in Providencia, let alone with the water holes dug by their eastern
neighbors, the Krikati' Timbira of the Pindare' headwaters.
Otherwise the plan of the village wholly coincides with
the Eastern Timbira pattern. 22 The houses approximately
form a circle, their wide sides facing the plaza, with a broad
street, the "boulevard," extending concentrically on the
inner side of the house circle. In the center there is a plaza,
connected with each house by a straight, broad radial path.
Only in Gato Preto the entire area enclosed by the circle
of houses is completely cleared of vegetation, so that the
boulevard, plaza and radii form one continuous space.
According to Buscalioni 23 the houses of the village he
visited were set in a square; if the irregularity of the circle
22

Curt Nimuendaji'.1 and Robert H. Lowie, fig. 2.

2s

Buscalioni, 230.
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actually produced the impression, it was surely not mtended.
As far as Apinaye' tradition extends backward, their permanent settlements consisted of rectangular palm-thatched,
gable-roofed huts of the type in vogue among the poorer
local Neo-Brazilians. That held even for 1844, the time
of Castelnau's visit. The walls are never clay-daubed as
among the Sere'nte, are made with little care, and are often
mended with mats. Buscalioni's wind-screens probably
refer to a new settlement with partly uncompleted habitations: Nowadays the beehive hut is erected only rarely, on
huntmg trips.
Sometimes the dwelling-places of single families in the
interior of a hut are partitioned off, inadequately enough,
by mats. Otherwise the arrangement conforms to the Eastern Timbira model, with the same low platform beds with
burity mats, one for each couple, the same mat-curtained
bed 11/2 to 2 m in height for young girls. I have also seen
little wall-beds of this type for dogs, and even for a tame
sariema bird. The fireplaces lie in front of, or between, the
platform beds. I observed but a single Apinaye' sleeping in
a Neo-Brazilian ha~mock. Castelnau's assertion that the
Apinaye' themselves wove hammocks is certainly erroneous,
for they completely lack weaving even of the crudest type.
At most they construct temporary hammocks when camped
in the woods by intertwining the tips of burity palm leaflets,
as do the Eastern Timbira and Sere'nte.
Only on the march do the Apinaye' sleep on the ground;
the women then clear an area of grass and rough spots and
lay down a row of parallel palm leaves for the campers.
Betwe_en two such beds a fire is always maintained, as in
the migratory camps of the Northern Kaya po'.
The legend of the Bat people or Kupe-dyeb expressly
reports a union of all four Apinaye' villages for the destruction of this enemy. This would suggest that warfare had
once been a tribal affair, but nowadays motives for uniting
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the several settlements in concerted action seem lacking, as
indicated in the case of the Kraho' attack in 1923. Owing
to the revival of ancient custom the Apinaye' ever since
1931 were planning a puberty initiation and recognized _the
joint celebration by Bacaba and Gato Preto as a practical
prerequisite. But as soon as I had turned my back M[!;tl!'k's
and his followers' aversion to Pebko'b gained the upper
hand the latter's violent conduct when intoxicated recurrentl~ repelling them. At last, in 1937, the festival was
held, but with imperfect cooperation by the two aldeas.
For inscrutable reasons there is a certain mutual repugnance between the people of Bacaba and Mariazinha, while
the latter live in harmony with those of Gato Preto. On
the other hand, Cocal had better relations with Bacaba than
with the two other villages.
In short, today at least the village constitutes the pol~ti
cal unit and, as among the Sere'nte, owns the land, to which
neither the tribe nor the moiety nor the family has any
proprietary claim. Families or individuals are " ~itizens ."
wherever their plantations lie. The farmer or family cultivating a plot have merely possessory rights. Though every
one is free to migrate, a privilege amply exercised particularly by single young men, the sense of belonging to a definite village is much stronger than among the Sere'nte, so
that the young people who wander to and fro among the
Apinaye' villages generally return to their natal settlement
when arrived at years of discretion.
Two personalities loom large in an Apinaye' village, the
chief (pai', pai'-ti) and the counselor (kape'l-cwl!dn). There
24
never seems to have been a tribal chief; while Villa Real
25
reo·isters three chiefs in 1793, and Pinto de Magalhaes
en:merates by name sixteen "war chiefs" in 1813, neither
mentions a paramount chief.
24
25

Villa Real, 432.
Almeida, (b), 56.
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The village chief invariably belongs to the Kolti moiety,
as ordained by the solar god Mbl!d-ti when he and the lunar
god Mbl!duvr!' -re jointly set up. the first aldea. The successor is primarily the sister's son, but the rule is broken
in the common interest on behalf of persons with superior
qualifications. As a principal requisite the Apinaye' insist
that a candidate should manifest concern for the welfare of
the community. "Pai'-ti i-ame wa-pombu'" (the chief
looks after us) is the customary phrase. Tenure is lifelong. After Pebko'b's above-mentioned difficulties with the
Kraho' and his own tribesmen, the officials of Boa Vista
considered it advisable to replace him with a younger man
presumably identical with the one mentioned by Snethlage.
However, notwithstanding his great moral superiority to
Pebko'b, he was never able to exercise the office: despite
his faults Pebko'b has remained chief of Gato Preto to the
present day.
In contrast to the Sere'nte, the Apinaye' are very peaceable and honest folk, so that the chiefly office. is comparatively simple, and its incumbents until recently reduced
their task still more by neglecting any deprecatory steps
against the intruding settlers, though of late they have seen
the light. The most momentous internal affair decided by
the chief is tO- take the initiative towards the execution
of sorcerers, consummation however always requiring the
people's consent. A chief works like any other Indian and
enjoys no social prerogatives beyond possibly receiving a
slightly larger share in the distribution of victuals.
Formerly the chief was aided by a council of elders,
especially in ceremonial arrangements, but this group was
carried off by the Spanish influenza of 1918.
An institution probably borrowed from the Eastern Timbira is that of honorary chiefs, which is manipulated as a
sort of guarantee of peace between two tribes. 26 When an
embassy appears from an alien tribe, especially after pre2e

Nirnuendaju, 69.
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vious hostilities, the hosts select from among their visitors
a young man, generally a nephew or son of the leader, and
in the plaza solemnly appoint him their " chief". On the
return visit custom requires that the tribe of this honorary
chief confer a similar distinction on one of their visitors.
It thus happened that the Bacaba Apinaye' made the son
of the chief Kratpe' honorary chief from among the Kraho'
warriors who had marched against Gato Preto in 1923.
Kratpe', when in 1930 transmitting through me the abovementioned message of peace and goodwill, explicitly referred
to this appointment. An honorary chief is a sort of consul
for the appointing tribe among his own people and is expected to look out for their interests in case of impending
misunderstandings.
The Apinaye' counselor is peculiar to this tribe. His duty
lies in admonishing the villagers to preserve traditional
usao-e so that familiarity with ancient custom and the gift
of ~r~tory are held prerequisite. In the selection of this
functionary moiety and family affiliation are disregarded;
if occasionally a son succeeded his father, the reason was
that the new incumbent had from infancy developed the
necessary qualifications through following his father's example. The choice is made in secret by the eld~rs and
chief. Without previous notification of the appomtee, a
meat pie is prepared and carried into his home at nig_ht,
where his deceased predecessor is bewailed. The followmg
morning he then delivers his maiden harangue in the plaza.
In Bacaba the old counselor 1\Tgoklu'a could be heard early
almost every morning, pacing up and down the plaza with
long steps and loudly inciting the people to do what ~as
to be done. He superintended the course of all ceremomes
and often himself assumed a major role in them. His office
is esteemed and at a distribution of food at festivals his
share at least equals the chief's, who himself made sure that
:N"a-oklu'a first secured an ample portion. In 1936 this
co~nselor died of smallpox, and no successor was appointed.

1
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SOCIAL STRUCTURE
THE DuAI.J ORGANIZATION

I

The Apinaye' are matrilocal and organized in matrilineal
moieties (me-g11-c::1J, each of which formerly occupied a
definite part of the village. The one localized in the northern half of the circle is called Kol-ti or Ko'lo-ti, i.e., Sapucaia chestnut (Lecythis ollaria); the complementary division bears the name of Kol-re or Ko'lo-re, i.e., Para chestnut
(Bertholletia excelsa).
The first of these designations repeatedly occurs in the
literature of the beginning of the 19th century in the form
of Corti or Cority, applying to a tribe between the Tocantins and the Araguaya. 2 ' R11mko'kamekra tradition merely
adds that the Kolti dwelt far to the west and were gluttonous. Probably the term refers to the Apinaye'; like the
South Brazilian Kaingang, who were long known only by
the name of one of their moieties, Kame', they would thus
be designated by a moiety appellation. However, a subtribe of the Northern Kayapo' is even today called Goro-ti,
as they themselves pronounce it, or (with the diminutive
suffix) Goro-ti-re.
The Api1'\aye' often speak of the Kolti and the Kolre as
the Upper and Lower village, respectively, regardless of
actual topographic conditions.
According to Apinaye' legend the Kolti were created by
the Sun, the Kolre by the Moon; and these beings localized
them on the northern and southern half. The Kolti are
characterized by red, the Kolre by black paint except for
the brush-tassels of the forehead bands worn at the puberty
initiation, which show reversal of the otherwise customary
coloring. Village chiefs are always Kol ti; and wherever
both divisions jointly figure in ceremonial, the Kolti claim
precedence corresponding to the status of the Sere'nte North
moiety. Only at certain great festivals each moiety has its
own leader.
27

Mattos, (a), 38: 21.

Almeida, (b), 17, 55, 56, 93.
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In games and sport, especially in the log-races, the
moieties are pitted against each other; otherwise they are
mainly concerned with ceremonial, but lack religious or
economic significance. In fact, no Apinaye' unit as such
exercises any economic functions corresponding to those of
the Sere'nte societies or the Eastern Timbira age-classes.
The Apinaye' moieties are not exogamous, marriage being
regulated by a totally distinct system.
Names. Each moiety owns a series of " great " and
"little" personal names, masculine and feminine. In
groups of three or four, often representing only variants of
a single name, these are transferred from maternal uncle to
sister's son, and from maternal aunt 28 to sister's daughter.
The maternal grandmother or her sister may take the place
of the aunt, while the mother's mother's brother may serve
in the uncle's stead. Such substitution occurs mainly in
the case of a person's first great-niece or grand-daughter
(or great-nephew). A name may also be transferred to a
girl from her mother's adoptive sister.
It happens that a pregnant woman's brother or sister, too
impatient and overjoyed to wait for the delivery, will declare his or her intention to transfer names to the child.
Naturally the sex does not always conform to expectation;
so that there are three girls with masculine names, which
they will at the earliest opportunity convey to a sister's son.
Small children have names transferred to them before
dawn, at the close of the dance in the plaza which is held
at that hour. The mother or aunt carrying the infant
stands on a mat, the name-conveyor in front of her, with
hands placed behind his head. The nocturnal ceremony
described by Castelnau was probably a transference of
names:
"Une longue ligne d'hommes et de femmes s'avangait
devant le feu entre les danseurs; chaque individu tenait
2s This differs, then, from Canella custom, by which a girl gets her names
from a partilineal kinswoman. Nimuendaj{1 and Lowie, 559.
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l'une des extremites d'un hamac dans lequel etait etendu
un enfant nouveau-ne dont on entendait les vagissements,
et que le pere et la mere venaient offrir a l'astre de la nuit
[presumably the moon in the zenith was a sheer coincidence]; arrives a l'extremite de la ligne chaque couple
balanga le hamac en accompagnant ce mouvement de chants
que tous repetaient a l'unisson, et qui, par leur ton monotone ne semblaient etre composes que de trois mots repetes
sans discontinuer [the three forms of the name?]. BientOt
une voix aigue se fit entendre, et une affreuse vieille femme
dont le corps ressemblait a un squelette, se presenta les bras
eleves au-dessus de la tete, et fit plusieurs fois le tour de
l'assemblee pour disparaitre ensuite silencieusement .... " 29
That "great" names actually call forth somewhat more
ado, I have experienced in person. In 1928 the Apinaye'
decided to take me into the tribe, an old Bacaba woman,
Febre, the chief M~ti.1'k's mother, adopting me as her son.
Accordingly, I came to be a Kolti like herself and M~tlt'k,
and it was her brother Tamgat');'ga that ought to have transferred his names to me. He, however . was living in Gato
Freto, an\} since Febre wanted to hasten matters, possibly
afraid of being forestalled by some other adoptive parent,
she induced the counselor Ngoklu'a to convey to me the
name Tamgat');' ga. Only subsequently did diverse Indians
from Gato Freto come to call, among them that brother of
Febre's-my maternal uncle whom hitherto I had not yet
met. While the other visitors called to welcome me, my
uncle bade me come to him. When I arrived, he asked me
very formally for my name. I mentioned my name Tamgat');ti'. He replied, "Tamgat');ti' am I! You are my nephew.
I have come to transfer to you all my names."
In the afternoon both of us went to Febre's, where we
were invested with the ornamental dress. Our feet were
reddened with urucu, saw-shaped strips of paty wool were
stuck on our bodies and limbs with rubber latex, and in
w Castelnau, 2: 32-33.
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addition there were sashes across the chest, feathered kneebands and anklets, as well as ordinary decoration. Twelve
men formed a line in the plaza, with an equal number of
women behind them. In a muffied voice a dance director
sang to the accompaniment of rattles in front of the two
rows. The dancers singly stepped in front of these lines to
dance, the men raising aloft their weapons, the women their
empty hands. My uncle, as well as a youth likewise bearing the name Tamgat't' ga, and I stood facing the performers.
Then followed by these dancers, we marched on toward
Pebre's home, near the inside of whose door a mat had been
laid, on which we took up positions, the youth and I abreast
of each other and facing east, my uncle opposite me.
Slowly and solemnly the latter uttered the five forms of the
name T amgat't ga, v1z., "T amgat't- t"'1, T amgat't ga-g1u 't"1, T am· ·'ramgat't,ga-ra~ t em' t.1, T amgat't'ga-r~ ,.1- t.1.'"
ga~ 'ga-rere,g-ti,
This concluded the ceremony.
By "great" names the Apinaye' designate those which
oblige the bearer to undergo distinctive ceremonies. These
names are coupled if the relevant ceremonial requires the
simultaneous performance by a representative of each moiety. Of the persons thus linked the bearer of the Kolre
name calls his partner id-kr~-tum (maternal grandfather,
maternal uncle) and is in turn called id-kr~-dllw, irrespective of actual kinship or age. Examples of such names are,
e.g., Vanme (Kolti) and Ka'ta'm (Kolre); it is the prerogative of their bearers to be the first to shoulder their team's
log in a log-race. Accordingly, in athletic contests and in
games these names are quite generally substituted for the
moiety names as designations of the opposing sides.
Tegato'ro (Kolti) and Rareke' (Kolre) are the leaders of
the young warriors during the initiation and after,-as long
as they form the Peb age-class.
The girls bearing the names Amdyi' (Kolti) and Koko'
(Kolre) are the me-kuicw~'i, who together with the youths
pass through the initiation ceremony.
I

•

I
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The bearers of the masculine names Konduaka' (Kolti)
and Kondupri' (Kolre) at certain occasions take up special
positions in the plaza opposite each other. At feasts they
have the privilege of demanding particular dishes for the
banquet according to their tastes, and they are licensed to
rub undesirable food over the heads of those serving it. At
an old abandoned Apinaye' village site east of the Sao Jose
creek, on the spot corresponding to the station of a Konduaka', I was shown a number of jatoba' trees (Hymenaea
sp.) that had sprouted from seeds scattered when at some
banquet the Konduaka' had ordered the preparation of
quantities of jatoba' flour with honey.
The feminine Kolti name Pt'tnti makes it incumbent on
the bearer's father to organize a feast, for which he has to
start a special plantation. When the crop is ripe, people
are invited even from other villages. The messenger sent
with the invitation wears a beaded cord wrapped round his
wrist. The morning after his arrival in the strange village
he announces the invitation to the men and women, who
form two lines in the plaza, and fixes the day for their
arrival. On the day set the guests arrive at the celebrating
village ~nd spend the night with the others, dancing till
mornmg. In the meantime the meat-pies are being prepared.
In the morning the hosts and guests, both men and
women, march to the plantation selected for the festivities
and harvest the crop, mainly maize. On this occasion
sexual looseness is in order. 30 Before returning to the village with their yield, they are painted and decorated by the
mothers of the Pt'tnti girls. Then with these girls and the
warriors in the lead, the party proceeds towards the settlement, chanting Me-amni'a songs, which they continue in
the plaza. In conclusion the P11nti, warriors, and one pre30 Something comparable seems to have existed among the Southern
Kayapo', for Silva e Souza in 1812 writes (Memoria, 494): "Fazem festas
e ajuntamentos nocturnos, em que em confuso procuram a propaga<;ao."
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centor parade round the boulevard, halting and singing
before every house, the Pij;nti girls standing with their hands
against the backs of their heads about 40 m ahead of the
warriors. On this occasion the warriors carry wands of
maize stalks, with a tassel of leaves tied to the top.
Similar, except for a difference in songs, is the course of
the festival connected with the bearers of the feminine
Kolre name J'Jgre'ri.
At the co'co're dance, formerly held approximately in
May, when the steppe grass was first fired for a game drive,
the Kolti females named Ireti' played a major part. The
participants formed a circle round a fire at night, the precentor standing at the eastern extremity; all jointly danced
forward and backward so that the circle was alternately
constricted and enlarged, the performers kicking sand into
the fire as they moved forward. The following morning
the hunters set out and first set fire to the steppe to the east
of the village. As the smoke ascends, four females named
Ireti', wearing their distinctive ornamentation, take positions in a line on the east side of the village, turning their
faces west and one standing behind the other. The foremost member of the quartette sings while holding her hands
behind her head, withdraws, then goes to the end of the
line. The others in turn follow suit. At night eo'eo're is
repeated, and the next morning the ceremony of the Ireti'
is duplicated on the west side of the village, while the hunters set fire to the steppe on that side. Possibly Oliveira's
statements about a "fire festival " 31 refer to this ceremony.
The Ireti' decoration is characterized by a pair of sashes
across the chest with rods a span in length hanging from
them horizontally under the arms and wrapped with cotton
string forming a long fringe at the ends of the rods.
s1 Oliveira, 66.

*

*
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The Kolre women named Amdyij;' g play the part of singers in the ro'ro'd ceremony, of which I personally have
witnessed only the close.
A specially ample ceremonial seems to be linked with the
name Tamgaij;' ga (planet Ven us). Though I myself bear
it and have a fair number of namesakes, we have never
got round to celebrating this ceremony, of which the last
performance dates back a considerable time. The most
essential part of the festival is said to be the me'ngre-ru-ti
ceremony, in which an old Tamgaij;'ga in the middle and
two new ones on either side lie parallel on a mat, their
heads towards the east. At their feet are seated two men
playing little reed flutes, to which is joined a small spherical
calabash with two finger holes." 2 Lying among the three
Tamga~'ga is the medicine peculiar to them, which consists
of steppe grass wrapped round a wooden core and tied with
cotton string so that the whole forms a roll (p6-kr&J ca. 5
cm long and 3 cm in thickness. This festival is also said
to be accompanied by sexual license.
*
The protagonist of the al11'ti' festival bears the Kolti
name Tapk}!'d. According to tradition the Apinaye' learnt
the all!'ti' chant on reaching the alien Kupe-gangij;'la (Tatahira bee) tribe during their quest of the Amazon Kupe-ndi'ya
people,-another of those numerous arbitrary and secondary associations of ideas for explaining a ceremony no longer
understood. The festival is still popular, and I attended
it both in 1931 and in 1937.
On the north side of the plaza a forked post 3Y2 m high
was set up; in a circle round it bacaba palm leaflets were
planted into the ground, their tips being bent towards the
centre and united and tied fast at the fork of the post.
The result was a round, dome-shaped hut, ikre' -kr~-po-ti
(ti, big; ikre', house; po, broad and fl.at; kr~, dome).
32
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The next day the Kolti master of ceremonies entered this
hut and began to sing by way of summoning the participants. A dance group of 13 persons formed, including 6
women. All were painted, had sticking on their bodies the
whitish wool scraped from the leaf-stalks of the paty palm,
and wore their feather decoration. They fell into two lines
in pairs, one behind the other, the Kolti to the left, the
Kolre on the right. The former were headed by the master

~

FIG. 1 (left). The Indian leading the Kolre in alq'ti'-pakra'ty.
FIG. 2 (right). Tapkli' d, the ah1'ti' -kn1mge' d-ti.

of ceremonies, the latter by an Indian wearing in the back
of his forehead band two long arara tail feathers (fig. 1).
The second position on the left was occupied by the main
character of the entire festival, a 17-year-old youth named
Tapkl!'d. He carried a bow likewise stuck with paty wool,
and an arrow in his left hand, - ceremonial weapons unfit
for actual use (fig. 2). In this position Tapkl!'d, who was

1
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otherwise called "Kn1mge'd-ti of the Alq'ti'" bore the title
Abke'-ti, the Left-Hand One. At his right stood a Kolre
dancer, then followed the remaining couples, women ranged
after the men.
From ten to twelve songs were sung, during which the
dancers, in the order stated, ran in a short trot from the
plaza to the S, W, N, and E points of the house circle and
back again. Forthwith the Kolre master of ceremonies and
the old counselor Ngoklu'a came from the east side. Representing the Kupe-gang~'la All!'ti', they uttered the Kupegang~'la cry: " Ho-ho-pu-ya ! "
Thereupon the dancers
sang four songs, then formed a circle in the plaza, each
moiety on its distinctive side on the periphery. The
Kr~mge'd-ti danced in the middle with his bow and arrO-\V,
but his former partner with the arara feathers in his forehead band separated from the ring of dancers and watched
them from the side as they encircled the Krltmge'd-ti. Suddenly the two ceremonial moiety directors, dancing with
outstretched arms, exchanged places, and at once two of the
dancing women did the same while lifting their arms above
their heads. This concluded the dance. Food was now
brought from all th~ houses to the plaza, where the participants exchanged it among themselves.
When I witnessed the festival in 1937, the Kupe-gangl:);'la
All!'ti' awaited the time of their appearance in the ceremonial hut, where they also sang in a circle, and this is
presumably the correct form of the ceremonial, which in
1931 had probably not been retained merely from lack of
celebrants.
THE FOuR KIYE'

Independently of the dual organization the tribe is divided
into four kiye', a word ordinarily meaning "side " or
"party." They are named as follows:
A
Ipo'g-nyocwl!'dn
B
Ikre' -nyocwlf dn
C
Kr~-6-mbedy
D
Kre'kl:J:'ra
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In these appellations, ipo'g signifies "center," cw4dn the
person defined by the prefixed word, nyo is a genitive particle. Thus, the first name literally means " Person of the
Center"; what this rests on, I do not know, nor are the
Apinaye' able to explain it.
Ikre' means "house," hence B is called "Person of the
house," another inexplicable designation.
Kr&:-6-mbedy means" beautiful (mbedy) hair (6) of the
head (krfi)." This refers to the decoration of the members'
hair with pulverized snail-shells. The hair topping the
hair-furrow circling the head is first made sticky by rubbing
almecega rosin into it, then this powder is sprinkled on it.
Kre'ki!:'ra means " eaves "; possibly here, too, there is
reference to a typical kiye' decoration, viz., a cord with
short pendent arara feathers tied to the furrow, these little
feathers being compared to the pendent thatch of the roof.
From what has been said it appears that the kiye' differ
in their ornaments. Thus, the ikre'nyocw11'dn are painted
all over and wear a short arara wing feather in the wrappings of each forearm; while the ipo' gnyocw11' dn paint
themselves with stripes or only on one side of the body and
wear long arara tail feathers in the forearm wrappings.
When the ip6'gnyocw11'dn appear in a body at a festival,
e.g., the puberty initiation or pico' -kamcw11', they affect a
behavior strongly suggestive of the Canella Clown society.
That is, they indulge in all sorts of nonsense, partly of
ribald character, lie and steal, but without anyone's resenting it.
The kiye' are exogamous in the sense that the men of
one unit marry only women of a particular one of the other
three, viz., according to this scheme:
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For a woman the diagram must be reversed, as follows:
r--A~-,

I
I

I
I

D

B
t

J,

I
I
I

I

I
I

L--->C--_J

However, the kiye' are not unilateral clans, but bilateral
units, for sons follow the father, daughters the mother.
Thus, A is composed of:
Sons of A men and B women;
Daughters of A women and D men.
The kiye' are not in any way related to the cardinal
directions and are never systematically localized when they
appear.
Apart from regulating marriage, the kiye' are significant
also for the following relationship. The parents or grandparents of a child that has attained the age of about
five select a man and a woman who are to enter the
kri!:mge'd bond with him (masculine, kri!:mge'd-ti; feminine,
kri!:mge' dy). The age-difference between them and the

r--->A--,

I
I
I

D
t

I
I

I

I
-!.

B

I

I
I

L--C~-_J

I

I

Frn. 3. Illustration of kr;icmgC'd relationship. Kn:im-lu11mge'd denoted by
ipo'gnyocwq'dn by circle in upper left-hand comer; ikre'ny6cwl1'dn,
by asterisk.
~--->;
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child, whom they call (pa- )krl:J;m, is at least about ten years.
The man chosen always belongs to the paternal, the woman
to the maternal kiye' (fig. 3). Both are treated by the
child with the same reverence he exhibits towards his parents or grandparents. Like these, they must not be addressed by name, but they, too, in turn call the child
pa-krl:J;m only. Both marital and extramarital sex rela~ions
between krarnffe'
d and kram
are even at present strictly
"
b
"
tabooed.
The parents' or grandparents' invitation to the prospecd takes the form of a request to manufacture
tive kramO'e'
"
b
his tribal decorative outfit, this being, so far as I could observe, the most important function of these krl:);mge' d. The
outfit identical for both sexes, usually comprises seven
parts ' (fig. 4):

Fm. 4. Amdyi"s decorative outfit (now in Goteborg Museum). a. Necklace. b,b'. Forearm cords. c,c'. Forearm feathers. d,d'. Knee cords. e,e'.
Knee bands. f, f'. Anklets. g. Ear-plugs. h. Lower cord of hair-furrow.
i. Upper cord of hair-furtow.

( 1)
(2)
(3)
( 4)

Necklace of arara feathers, me-o-prepre'.
Forearm cords, kacl:);d-rel!'lu.
Forearm feathers, mbl:);'dn-yamb(
A pair of beaded sashes crossed over the chest,
me-arape'.
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( 5) Knee cords, meka'i.
(6) Knee bands with feathers, amble'dy.
(7) Anklets with feathers, me-te-dye.
These are supplemented by several pieces determined by
the wearer's kiye' affiliation and name, and further in the
case of little girls by three to four pairs of wooden forearm·
rings (mei). When this decoration is first bestowed on the
child, his krl:);mge' dy cu ts his hair-furrow for the first time,
a task later devolving on the mother.
At puberty the krl:);mge'd make a new but identical set
for their krl:J;m; and girls then receive their cord girdle,
me-pre.
Invariably the krl:J;m's paternal uncle and his wife compensate the krl:);mge' d for manufacturing the decorative set
with a meat-pie of truly fantastic dimensions. I shall describe the course of the Big Pie Chant ( CWl!-mangati-i1gre're)
festival as I saw it in 1931, when a 14 year old boy,
Ngreba'f, of the ipo'gny6cwl!'dn, received his second ornamental set. Since his parents and grandparents were dead,
Ire', a sister of his maternal grandmother, an ikre'ny6cwq' dn,
acted as a. substitute. The boy's krl:);mge'dy, who had
manufactured his, set for him, was a woman of the
ikre'ny6cwl!'dn named Kokoti', while his kqmged-ti',
Vanmegri' (ipo' gny6cwq' dn), by sheer chance was a son of
Kokoti' s sister. Further, M::ttl!'k, Van-megri' 's father, was
Kokoti"s krl:);mge'd-ti, and her father was Ml:);tl!'k's
krl:);mge'd-ti. I asked Ml:);tl!'k whether krl:);mge'd were purposely selected from among the near kin, but he declared
the very contrary had formerly obtained, and if that no
longer held the reason lay in the scant population, which
restricted the choice.
Before daybreak of the morning of the celebration
.
"
Ngreba'i"s deceased father was bewailed in a dirge inside
the boy's maternal house. At daybreak water was poured
over Ngreba'i' in front of his krl:);mge'dy Kokoti"s house.
His matrilineal kinswomen (ikre'ny6cwq' dn) prepared the
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manioc paste for the pie. When M[):t11'k and I (the boy's
paternal uncles and ip6'gnyocw11'dn) ~ppeared, they rai~ up
to us and removed whatever decorations we h_a?pene . to
h
M tu'k with five of the boy's patnlmeal kmswear. T en 1 ::J; "
.d
th "
folk ( ip6' O'nyocw11' dn) went to fetch firewoo ' ano_ er wecured th; Heliconia leaves essential for preparmg the
meat-pie. These leaves, which are over 21/2 m long a~d
hardly distinffuishable from those of the banana, ~re laid
on the ground crossed in the shape of a star. and m s~ch
fashion as to produce a round floor,. on the middle p~r:i~n
of which is sprinkled a layer of mamoc paste two fingers _m
thickness. Into this are pressed, spread over the ent~re
surface, numerous pieces of deer meat of about ~lum size
layer of the man.we clpaste.
. h are covered with a second
wluc
'
Thereupon the protruding ends of the le~ves_are _fol~e o:er
towards the middle and the whole combmat10n is tied with
o . of leaves of
creepers so as to pro cl uce a fl a t , r~u nd pa"kao·e
over 1 m in diameter. Meanwhile a large pile of wo~?,
topped with some twenty fist-sized clay lumps from termHe
mounds which are as hard as a rock, had burnt down to the
ground.' The remnants from the fire were ~em~ved, and the
hot spot was swept and floored with Hehcoma leaves, on
which the meat-pie was laid as wrapped up .. Then the ho~
clay lumps were piled on top and covered with leaves an
0 ld mats. then the earth round about was dug up and the
'
· h ·
· ld"mg the semblance of
entire outfit
was covered wit
it, yie
v

a burial mound.
.
Th" . the earth-oven (ki'a) type generally m vo~ue
is ilsl the Northwestern and Central Ge, the food bemg
among a ·
1 f ff
b k d between the heated ground and the hot. c ay rabi:~:ts or rocks. In other words, there .is n~ pit oven. . I
t emphasize this because various writers o3 have attnbmus
·
uted this type
to the Kayapo'' T"imb"ira, an d Sava'nte
.
.
Krause admits not having witnessed the process, and I
ss Ribeiro, (a), § 15, 73.

177.

Krau se, 388. Snethlage, (b), 156. Fr6es Abreu,
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assume the same for the four other authors, for the technique they describe is either quite impossible or at least
extremely unpractical. Possibly the earth dug up round
the earth-oven conjured up the impression of a pit oven.
The pie was ready in the afternoon, when the covering
was removed. Two poles were pushed under the package
of leaves, and four men seized the ends and lifted it out.
At 2: 30 p.m. the boy and Ire' in her capacity as substitute stood up beside each other in front of his uncle Mf!:t11'k's
dwelling, whereupon his kr[j;mge'd-ti' (Vanmegri'), who was
painted black with rubber latex and charcoal powder,
poured water on the boy, whose kr::J;mge'dy (Kok6ti') similarly treated his great-aunt. Then Vanmegri' conferred his
own style of painting on the boy and henceforth refrained
from putting it on himself. While the boy was being decorated in his uncle's house, Vanmegri' lay near by, watching. :Ngreba'!' sat on a mat, being painted with urucu by
Kok6ti' and three other 1vomen. A mixture of almecega
rosin and rubber latex was smeared on the top of his hair,
light-blue dots added from the pounded egg-shell of the
nambu' to'na (Tinamus tao Temm.) and a corded ring was
laid round his hea.fl along the hair-furrow. Then on the
uruc{1-reddened foundation the black ornaments of Vanmegri"s pattern were copied, and the feather decoration
and beaded chains donned which Kok6ti' had prepared for
her kr::J;m. As soon as he was completely decorated, four
women painfully dragged the big pie to Kok6ti"s house.
Behind them ran an elderly Indian, Peb-kr&:-6-ti', crying
bitterly. As the pie was being carried through the door, a
great lament on behalf of the boy's dead parents was intoned, during which Kok6ti' remained wholly silent, while
Peb-kr&:-6-ti' wailed for her, though, being of the kr&:-6mbedy kiye', he was in no way related to either her or the
deceased couple. This closed the solemnity.
The surviving member of a kr[j;m-kr[j;mge'd unit was
privileged to decorate the corpse, inter it, and formerly also
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to arrange the secondary burial. In return he received the
major part of the dead person's effects, thus being his
chief heir.
At each of the two phases of the warrior initiation the
parents of all participants select supplementary krl:);mge'd
for them who are to make special decorative articles for
them,-ear-plugs and a hair-cord at the first phase, a ceremonial club at the second. This seems to exhaust their
obligations. The appointment takes the form of a proce~
sion towards the close of the festival, the youths and their
ffirl auxiliaries marching from house to house and handing
~o the appointees a cylinder of aroeira wood (kr!dre), 10
cm long and 3 cm thick. Here, too, the krl:);mge'd-ti is taken
from the paternal, the krl:);mge'dy from the maternal kiye'.
It is in fact during the Pebkal:);'g initiation that the kiye'
orffanization is most clearly noticeable, partly through the
an~ics of the ip'ogynocwq'dn, partly by the differences in
decoration and separate appearance of the several kiye'
when the radial paths are symbolically swept. For this
ceremony the villagers, segregated by kiye', take up positions at the edge of the plaza, but their places there are not
fixed members of each kiye' standing before the opening
of the radial path they intend to sweep. So far as I knovv,
this is the only occasion on which the participants are
divided according to kiye' affiliation.
AGE-CLASSES

Age-classes of the E_astern Timbira type are lacking, and
the female sex is not organized in any way apart from the
moiety and kiye' grouping. The males, however, are divided
into the following classes:
(I) Boys, me'pri're, prior to the warrior initiatio~, i:e.,
until about fifteen. In contrast to their Eastern T1mbira
and Sere'nte brothers, they are quite unorganized.
· (2) The warriors (peb), from the beginning of the second
phase of their own initiation until the close of the second
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initiation phase of the next younger group, i.e., until about
the age of 25. The first initiation phase (pebkal:);'g) forms,
as it were, the transition from boyhood to warrior's status.
(3) The mature men (uyape'). Entrance automatically
follows when the training of a new warrior group is completed with the close of their second initiation phase. Men
leave this third class when advancing years prevent active
participation in sport, especially in log-races. The exit,
unaccompanied by any ceremony, occurs at the age of
about 50.
(4) The elders (me-per1ge'cl-ya). Anciently they seem
to have formed a council similar to the Canella men-kl:);-ti.

...
*
Marriage was forbidden before the close of initiation, but
did not mark transition to a higher class: there were single
and married warriors.
Of the four age-classes only the second formed a really
organized unit, a closed double group with its tw;.o leaders,
but with their advancement to the status of mature men
the leaders lost their significance and the group itself any
definite solidarity.
INITIATION

Like the Eastern Timbira, the Apinaye' subjected all
young males to an initiation in which a limited number of
girls took part. It was held at intervals of about ten years,
so that considerable age-differences divided the celebrants.
There were two phases, the second following on the heels
of the first; jointly they occupied more than a year, but the
period is now considerably shortened.
FIRST PHASE

The term pebka11'g used. for this first phase means like,
or imitating ( -ka1{g), warriors ( pcb).
When the elders and mature men find that a new generation is old enough, they secretly agree on beginning the
initiation festivities. First they appoint or rather maug-
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urate the two instructors, pebka11'g-krii;tu'm, one from each
moiety from the warriors' age-class. They are invariably
the leaders of the immediately preceding initiation. Notice
of their instalment is served as follows: several mature men
having nephews to be initiated go on a hunt and bring
home their kill undivided, letting it be prepared as meatpies; their sisters--the prospective initiates' mothers-brin.g
the pies to the two instructors and tell them about their
inauo·uration. Their badge consi_sts in a staff-club over 1 m
b
.
.
.
Ionab' of rectano-ular
cross-section, and tapermg to a pomL
. ('.".)
toward the butt.
..L

Seclusion.
On the same evening the two men assume direction of
the ceremonial by ordering a plaza dance for the next morning before dawn. One warrior proceeds from house to house
as their messenger and sees to it that all boys who can be
considered for initiation shall appear. At the end of the
dance, at daybreak, the instructors from either ~i~e. first
seize by the arms the future Kolti leader of the m1ha~es,
make him stand in the plaza for a moment, then lead him,
followed by all the warriors, to his mother's house, singing
meanwhile, "Ha-ha-ha katama yalipe' !" Before the door
they halt ·and sing, "Yekra ku'nore katama yapipe'." In
the meantime the mother inside spreads a mat on the floor
near the entrance, and on this the youth is laid, having to
remain there for the time being. Then all again return
to the plaza and proceed similarly with the Kolre le~der of
the initiates. After a while the two new leaders nse and
likewise return to the plaza, where their mothers bring food
for the warriors, though those two do not yet receive any
part thereof. The installation of the two leaders, me-ota'la-cwudn (literally, rulers), concludes the ceremony for
this day,- and every one goes home.
These leaders are invariably the instructors' sisters' sons,
t.:md the instructors in turn are former leaders. Thus, the
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two offices are hereditary, being transferred with the names
Tegato'ro (kolti) and Rareke' (kolre) from maternal uncle
to nephew. Invariably when installed the leaders have
already undergone a pebka~' g as boys ten years old, this
being as it were an introduction into their subsequent dignity; but they have not been through the second phase.
The next morning at daybreak all the other pebka~'g are
similarly captured and led into their maternal homes, whereupon they with their leaders march into the galeria woods
near the village in order to camp there.
In the meantime their parents clean a round area on the
east side of the village and only ca. 200 m from the houses,
this space sufficing for an assemblage of the pebka~' g in a
circle (pebka~'g-kri-ea). A straight path leads from this
place of assembly to the eastern extremity of the circle of
houses, where the Kolti section of the village on the north
is separated from the Kolre section on the south. A second
path, id-kre-pua-pli, runs along the rear of the dwellings,
round the outside of the periphery of houses. A third leads
from the place of assembly to a special spot for dipping up
water. These three paths, the place of assembly, the spring,
and the camp are taboo to those not authorized.
Several days after the segregation of the initiates the instructors lead four virgins, two from each moiety, out of
their maternal homes to the plaza among the pebka~' g there
stationed. They are bearers of the rather frequent "great"
names Amdyi' (Kolti) and Koko' (Kolre), which like all
feminine names are transferred by a maternal aunt to her
niece, so that this office of a girl auxiliary (me-kuicw~'i,
pebka~'g-kuicw~'i) at festivals is also hereditary. Nowadays the usage is gaining ground of increasing the number
of these dignitaries by· admitting bearers of other names.
The pebka~'g, to whom any sexual intercourse is forbidden,
are prohibited from any intimacy with these girls, each of
whom is constantly accompanied by a particular lad who
watches over her behavior. They address each other as
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id-kr::i:mcwi{ This guardian is appointed by the instructor
of the girl's moiety from among the volunteering pebkal:);'g
of the complementary moiety.
The community of pebkal:);'g further embraces two smaller
lads, me-6-opa-cwl!dn-re, who bring the instructors their
meals and otherwise serve as errand-boys.
Perforation of the ear-lobe and lower lip.

The novices spend the day in their camp in the woods,
where they erect a hut for rainy weather and are to themselves except for occasional visits of the instructors.
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krl:J;mge' dy, the one holding his head with both hands, the
other putting her hand on his shoulder. The operator
seated himself directly in front of the boy, holding a wooden
pin decorated with pendent arara feathers at the butt. Beside him was a bowl containing the little plugs prepared on
the eve of the rite, as well as some urucu pigment. A number of the boy's male and female kin were standinO'b or sittino·b
near by. First kneading the lobes between his finger-tips,
the operator wetted the point of his pin in his mouth,
dipped it into the uruc{1, and marked a point on the lobe
with it. After careful scrutiny he slowly pushed the pin

Fm. 6. Perforation of lower lip.
Frc. 5. Perforation of boy's ear-lobes.

During this period an adept perforates their ear-lobes and
.lower lips, though some postpone the latter operation until
the second phase of initiation. I witnessed the scene in the
plaza shortly after sunrise (fig. 5). The boy seated himself,
facing east, on a mat laid on the ground before the operator's house; prior to this the hair about his temples had
been clipped. Behind him sat his maternal aunt and his

through, left it sticking in the hole, cast about for one of
the urucu-reddened plugs, licked it, pulled out the pin and
substituted the plug. The boy now rose and stepped aside .
The girls' lobes were. similarly perforated.
The Apinaye' ear-plugs never attain the size customary
among the Eastern Timbira, where their diameter is at
times 10 cm, while here the men's rarely exceeds 5 cm, the
.women's being barely 4 cm. At my request a 14-year-old
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girl preserved for me all the plugs used from the day of her
operation through the following year. From March 4, 1930
until March 20, 1931 she had used 36 pairs, ranging in
thickness from 2 mm to nearly 4 cm. If the loop produced
by the stretching of the lobe should tear, - as sometimes
happens when men run through the woods or in log-races,the ends are tied together between two little arrow-cane .
sticks until they are healed fast.
Only the male sex has the lower lip perforated. The
same operator performed this service (fig. 6). Here, too,
the spot was first marked red, and on the pin or a little rod
an equal distance was measured off from the corners of the
mouth. The assisting kr~mge'dy or maternal aunt bent the
boy's head backward, while the operator, pulling the lower
lip slightly forward with his left, pierced it from below
upwards with a twisting movement. None of the victims
so much as moved an eye-lash. At once a little nail-shaped
plug is inserted into the orifice, and the wound is smeared
with the scraped bark of a steppe tree called p:i-o-mbe-ti.
The everyday labrets are small flat wooden cylinders
10-15 mm in diameter. On festive occasions such a cylinder is worn with a slender appendix up to 5 cm in length,
either rectangular in cross-section or elongatedly conical,
and having a pendant of beads and feathers. The pendant
hangs down to the middle of the body. The appendix bears
the red or black transverse stripes distinctive, respectively,
of the Kolti or Kolre moiety. Formerly there were also
slender conical alabaster cylinders nearly 10 cm long, of
which the thinner end was inserted into the wooden lip
cylinder. I was still able to see the last specimens extant.

Common meal.
Every evening the pebkaa/ g march in single file from the
camp to their places of assembly. At the head walks the
Kolti leader, followed without fixed order by the rank and
file with the girls in their midst, and the Kolre leader brings
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up the rear. At their destination they wait until dark, then
they silently move along their street to the circle of houses,
and turn on to the outer path,-the Kolti towards the right
(north), the Kolre towards the left (south). As soon as
each one has reached his maternal home, he signals to the
inmates by throwing a bit of wood against the wall or roof.
Thereupon his mother or sister hands out food for him.
Thus the two moiety groups of novices circle round the
village, cross each other at the western extremity and reunite in the east, whence they jointly return to their place
of assembly. There the food collected by all is put together,
· and first of all the instructors' shares are segregated, which
they dispatch to their wives through the errand-boys. The
residue is divided among the novices at their joint dinner,
for which the girl auxiliaries fetch water to drink. The
distribu~ion of food devolves on the leaders.

Instructors' visit.
Having next cleaned away all traces of their meal, the
novices seat themselves in a circle, the Kolti on the north,
the Kolre in the southern semicircle, but keeping a gap
toward the opening of the path from the village. The Kolre
leader sits to the right of the entrance, the Kolti leader at
the eastern extremity. Meanwhile in the plaza the Kolre
instructor blows his whistle, a slender cone made of a Lagenaria tip and provided with a lateral hole for blowing.
Holding his instrument in one hand, he modulates the tones
by rapidly thrusting in and withdrawing the middle finger
of the other hand. 34
The player then goes to bring his Kolti colleague, and
both proceed to the pebkalJ:'g, the Kolre walking behind the
Koltl. At the entrance to the circle they stand still, the
Kol ti in an undertone addressing the pebkalJ:' g .. who remain
silent with bowed heads: "My nephews (i-tamcwq'), are
34
This is Izikowitz's "Timbira flute," n.g6-kon-kljd; see his figure 142.
His figure 143 incorrectly represents the manipulation.
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you expecting your instructors? I have come to look af~er
you. Are you satisfied with the food sent by your mothers
and sisters?" Forthwith the Kolre leader rises, approaches
the newcomers, and in a low tone of voice asks them to be
seated. They sit down in the middle of the circle so as to
face the Kolti leader and turn their backs to the Kolre
leader. The Kolti instructor inquires how the pebkatj;'g
and their mekuicw~'i are faring, how their work is progressing, and then turns to the circle of novices, announcing
what they are to do on the following day. All this is spoken
in an undertone, while the novices maintain their characteristic posture unchanged. After an intermission the in- •
structors depart.
Some time after this the pebkatj;'g depart for the plaza to
take part in the customary evening dances. After these
have closed, toward 9: 30 p.m., the novices once more form
a circle round their instructors, singing their four pebkatj;' g
songs while rhythmically beating time on the ground with
their clubs. Then they scatter to their mothers' houses in
order to sleep there. Before daybreak the leaders walk
from house to house round the outside of the village, rousing and gathering together their followers. Usually they
kindle a fire in the steppe somewhere beyond the village
and wait till daylight, whereupon they march to their camp
in the galeria woods.
Thus, the pebka::io'g are not subject to a real seclusion, nor
are there any dietary taboos for them.
First decorative set.
The first job of the pebkalj;'g in their camp consists in the
manufacturing of their six group badges (figs. 7-8), vi.z.:
( 1) A forehead band plaited in ribbon shape out of burity
bast, with two brushlike tassels extending upward obliquely
across the forehead. The tassels are blackened for the
Kolti, reddened for the Kolre, in reversal of the usual color
associations.
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(2) A necklace of finger thickness, plaited out of envireira
bast, with long bast streamers hanging down in the rear
beyond the small of the back. Before being plaited, the
originally yellowish-white bast is buried in the mud by the
bank of the creek for five or six days, thus acquiring a deep
black coloring.
(3) A girdle of the same black material, executed in the
same technique.

First decorative outfit of pebkatJo'g
Fm. 7 (left). a. Girdle. b. Club. G. Forehead band.
Frc.8 (right). a.Anklets. b.Neck cord with fringe in back. c. \Vristlets.

( 4) A similar pair of wristlets.
( 5) A similar pair of knee-bands.
(6) A round club, 1 m long, with laterally protrudinO'
roundish knob (ko-kra-'ai') a ceremonial weapon ver;
similar to the Sere'nte hunting-club and wholly lacking
among the Eastern Timbira.
During the entire pebka11;'g period the mature men,
grouped into Kolti and Kolre, organize many races with
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ordinary burity logs, which are piled up in the plaza. Almost daily at sunset the pebka~'g with their girls, led by
their instructors, take up positions on this heap, facing east,
and there chant the pebka~'g songs, klit6-ye-11gre're, while
beating time with their clubs.
One evening in Bacaba these chants were succeeded by
the following ceremony. Two of the novices assembled the
women, partly by leading them to the plaza by the hand,
where they assumed their usual dance position in one line,
the pebka~'g stationing themselves opposite them. A third
novice with a dance rattle ran to bring a precentor. The
dance started. After a while some one appeared with a
large bowl filled with uncooked sweet potatoes. These were
handed to the precentor, who immediately turned his rattle
over to a colleague, who was to keep the dance going. He
himself stepped aside and with all his might and main
hurled the sweet potatoes, one after another, at the dancing
novices, who tried to dodge them.
Except for the songs the pebkal:);' g receive no instruction
of any kind. The older ones often go hunting for themselves and their associates, and the mekuicw~'i prepare the
kill; otherwise they do little work. This mode of life formerly continued until the novices' hair, which remained
unclipped from the beginning of the celebration, extended
down the forehead to the tip of the nose.

Making of the spindle shafts.
There follows the making of the spindle shafts by the
pebka~' g, which is tantamount to requesting their kinswomen to provide the cotton ornaments for the closing
ceremony. As always, there is a circumstantial ceremonial.
The novices make the shafts from the wood of the burityrana palm, but not the disks. Among the Apinaye' these
whorls are made by the women out of wood, or out of pottery sherds from old pre-Apinaye' sites of the region, or out
of old perforated copper coins. The shafts range up to 40
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cm in length, are round, and have a knob at the upper end
while toward the lower they have a thickening which supports the disk. An experienced elder accompanies the
pebka~' g in order to teach them to do this work. He selects
a suitable burityrana trunk, chops it down, and splits it up
into small billets for distribution among the novices. In
the meantime the two leaders hunt with several others and
turn the kill over to the elder, who has the girl auxiliaries
prepare it, while he shows the pebka~' g how to make the
shafts. He receives the game in a basket, which he takes
home. Two days later he returns to the camp to inspect
the progress of the work. Each novice makes as many
spafts as he has kinswomen whom he assumes to be potentially interested in manufacturing a decorative outfit for
him. It)s better to prepare one too many than the contrary; usually there are five shafts per youth.
In the meantime each novice's mother constructs a passageway by the rear door through which her son enters her
house at this period. Two rows of bacaba palm leaves are
set into the ground and arched together at the top. This
vaulted passage, ca. 3 min length, is provided with a crossstick at the top, from which each novice hangs his spindle
shafts after the pebh~'g have marched to the village at
dark with their completed products and separated, as usual,
towards the right and left on the outer street. For the time
being the shafts remain suspended there.
Then the novices, led by their instructors, go hunting for
four or five days. The game is distributed among their
maternal households. The next day the pebka~'g re-gather
their shafts and march to the creek under their masters'
supervision, where they rub the shafts smooth with the
rough leaves of the sambabyba (Couratella sp.) and water.
This procedure also follows a definite ceremony. By their
spring the pebka~' g sit down on both sides of the road,
divided by moieties. Their leaders, who sit opposite each
other at the ends of the lines, nearest the water, twice ex-
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change their shafts. Not before this do they begin with
the smoothing, the rest following suit. When the work is
done, the instructors are the first to rise and go. After a
while the pebka1j;'g follow them, waiting for the dark to
re-suspend their shafts from the transverse stick in the
leafy tunnel behind their homes, whence their kinswomen
remove them for use the following day.
The second decorative outfit.

On the same occasion are made the little cylinders of
aroeira wood (Schinus sp.), by conveying which the pebka1j;'g
parading from house to house indicate the appointment of
new kr1j;mge'd-ti. These, who are likewise expected to prepare certain decorative articles for the terminal celebration,
are previously pointed out to the pebka1j;'g by their parents.
A novice's outfit (figs. 9-10) for the closing celebration
consists of the following pieces, prepared from wholly white,
spun cotton:
(1) Forehead cord, worn somewhat obliquely with reference to the hair-furrow and rearward; from the back of the
head down to the middle of the back there is a fringe, and
at the point of its attachment an arara feather is tied in, its
length varying with the wearer's kiye'.
(2) A plaited necklace, an inch in width, with short,
pendent arara feathers.
(3) A girdle consisting of a thin rod not quite equal to
the wearer's pelvic width; its cotton wrapping; and usually
four-sometimes more-thick cords which at intervals extend down to the middle of the thigh.
( 4) A pair of forearm cords, wrapped round the upper
third of the limb, with their ends hanging down as a thick
fringe. Because of this ornament the novices constantly
hold their forearms horizontally forewards.
(5) A pair of cords forming a wrapping of the width of
a palm for the lower legs from the ankles up.

FIG. 9. Novices of Gato Preto in decoration for terminal ceremony.
FIG. 10. Same novices.

(6) A pair of plaited anklets an inch wide with short
pendent ara.ra feathers or deer hoofs, accordino-0 to the wearer's kiye'.
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Moreover, at the closing ceremony the novices an~ t~eir
o-irl auxiliaries wear urucu-reddened ear-plugs termm~tmg
frontwards in a curved tip, the base of which is some~imes
decorated with an inlay of mother-of-pearl disks or ~its of
mirror glass. The tip itself bears a feather rosette with an
agouti (Dasyprocta aguti) tooth in the c~nter, whence a
parrot feather tassel is suspended by a thm cord down to
the middle of the thigh.
.
ln his hand a pebka~' g at the closing performan_ce carnes
a staff, ko-kamble'g, of pau-de-leite wood (Saprnm sp.),
which is up to 1 m long and of the thick~ess of a finger.
It is painted red with urucu and wrap~ed w~th leaves at the
.. · in
· the -mi.ddle , for because of their white cotton outfit
onp
·
~he novices must not soil their hands with urucu. This
staff, the ear-plugs, and the hair-cord are ma~ufactured_ by
the kr~mge'd-ti, all the other cotton decorat10ns by kmswomen.
· 1
Finally the complete equipment for the termma . ceremony requires a rod 10 cm long, with a co~to~ pad tied t_o
·t t" so that the dancer can wipe perspirat10n from his
"k k _,
f th
i s ip,
face and a fiat wooden scratcher, amnyi a re nca, o
e
'
leno·th of a leadpencil.
The novices' kinswomen have to provide the outfit not
only of their young relatives, but also of the boys' maternal
uncles who actively participate in the final cere~ony provi.d ed th
- ey are "killers"
, panio-ande'
"'
' i ·e ·' have killed
" or at,,
least helped to kill an enemy. Nowadays the term enemy
applies exclusively to evil sorcerers,_ who even today occasionally expiate their felonies by their death, In Gato Pre~o
I counted 7 panigande' at the celebration in_ 1:37. Th~ir
outfit consists of a girdle similar to the novices but with
pendent feathers in place of the cotton fringe, a neck-cord,
and a pair of knee-bands.
v

Closing Ceremony.
As soon as all persons engaged in pr~paring requisite
ornaments are done, the closing ceremony is fixed. In Gato
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Preto it started on July 22, 1937 with the Kolti instructor's
ordering the pebka~'g to prepare a pair of logs of special
form, gramanati'; his Kolre colleague was prevented by illness from further participation. The logs are huge burity
blocks, but hollowed out sufficiently on both sides to become somewhat lighter than the ordinary racing-logs. At
the evening session at the pebka~'g assembly place I heard
the instructor inquiring about the status of the work and
issuing directions for further preparations for the log-race.
On this occasion he also taught the novices three more
songs, which referred to the red staves they were to receive
from their kr~mge'd-ti .
The following morning the pebka~' g and their mekuicw~'i
marched toward a hill about 2 km east of the village. While
the girls cleared a quadrangular space -of grass and shrubs,
the novices brought the gramanati' logs from the place of
manufacture, 116 km further. The girls painted the logs
red with uruc{i all over the outside, blackened the inside
with fire, and placed them parallel to each other and to the
direction of the race track on a pair of forked branches high
enough so that the logs could be conveniently shifted down
from them to the ~rrier's shoulder. Then the logs were
covered with leaves and left standing. While some of the
novices after a fashion cleaned the road to the village, the
rest hurriedly manufactured a couple of ordinary racing
logs, with which they ran back to the village, the girl auxiliaries carrying their tools and decorative outfits for them.
In every house the inmates worked eagerly to complete
the decorative outfit of the pebka~'g. At 4 p.m. the women
began to sing in the plaza and to dance the kape' -amengre're
round the boulevard, standing abreast in a line facing the
houses, grasping one another's shoulders, and hopping sideways. Later there followed the symbolical sweeping of the
radial paths by the novices' kin, divided in the plaza by
their kiye' affinities. Several meat-pies were prepared, and
people began to cut the novices' hair, which had been al-
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lowed to grow throughout the three months' duration of the
festival.
On the next three days (July 26-28, 1937) the terminal
ceremony proper took place. In the morning the gramanati'
race was arranged, the logs having been set ready at the
starting-point on the previous day. Then the pebka~'gs'
hair-furrow was cut, the whitish wool scraped from the leafstalks of the paty palm was stuck on their bodies, and
the novices were invested with the decorative set. Then
the novices' Kolti leader and those inhabiting the same
house as himself came out, all abreast. In the middle of
this line appeared two older Indians, who repeatedly figured
later on, but whose performances remained unclear to me.
In reply to my queries I merely learnt that the one belonged
to the ip6'gny6cw1f'dn, the other to the kdi-6-mbedy. Singing in a low and muffled tone, they slowly moved toward
the front of the next house, from which the pebkai:i,'g living
there emerged in a similar row, all beside one another. The
two lines first sang facing each other, then the second joined
the first as a second segment, and all proceeded to the next
house, where a third segment was formed and added, and
so forth, in turn.
During this first procession of the ornamented pebka~'g
their kr~mge' d, if members of the ipo' gnyocwlf' dn, carried
on all manner of mischief. Taking the gifts of bananas,
sweet potatoes and peanuts received from the novices' parents, they threw them in view of the approaching marchers
at the donors' feet. Others, especially the women, who followed the novices' column, indulged in their antics there.
In their capacity of buffoons these performers were called
"monkeys," kuko'e (Cebus fatuellus) kr~mge'd. The novices themselves remained as deadly serious as ever, keeping
their heads bent and their forearms horizontal. When all
had joined in, there was a second parade round the village,
whereupon they again dispersed to their respective maternal homes. At noon they reunited and again marched from
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house to house, but this time in single file, finally to the
plaza, where they fell out of line.
~t 2 p.m. they once more marched to the plaza, formed
a circle, and sang their pebka~' g songs in accelerated time.
In the middle stood an elderly Indian, the above-mentioned
Ikre:ny6cw1-t' ?n, beside him the two leaders of the pebka~' g,
outside ~he circle several women---the novices' kq'mge'dydanced m accompaniment. In the meantime the seven
"killer~" from among the novices' maternal uncles had put
on their above-m~ntioned set of ornaments. They singly
emerged from their dwellings, cried, "Hu!", rapidly entered
the dancers' circle and stood immobile in its center for several moments, with legs spread apart. Then they ranged
~hemselves abreast in a row on the south side, accompanymg the dance movements of the others in position.
The pebka~'g thus continued singing until nearly 5 p.m.,
when mats were de?osited in the plaza; the pebka~' g severally went each to hrn kr~mge'd-ti's house to fetch a meat-pie
or a large bowlful of other food, which he set down on the
mats. W~en this collection was completed, the pebkai:t'g
formed a circle round the mats, and the Kolti leader slowly
walked round the vjctuals, pausing for a moment after
~very step and mutely moving his lips. Very soon the Kolti
mstructor stepped forth from his dwellinO' in his festive
regal~a, followe~ by his sick colleague's s~ter's daughter,
also m ceremomal dress, as her uncle's substitute. They
entere~ the circle, where the instructor for a moment silently
and gnmly gazed down at the food, then faced about, and
returned to the house with the girl.
In Bac~ba this scene is enacted somewhat differently.
The two mstructors simultaneously enter the circle from
the east and west, respectively; each breaks off a morsel of
one meat-pie, chews it, and smears the chewed substance
in _cross~form ov_er his body. Then they produce a popping
noise with the mdex finger thrust into the hollow of the
che~k. The purpose of this action is to prevent any of the
novices from dying prematurely.
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The food collected was distributed. The first to receive
his share was my uncle Tamga::i:ti', the counselor of Gato
Preto. During the entire celebration he had in a loud voice
announced to the villagers from the plaza what was to be
done. Next were favored the two above-mentioned elderly
men from the ikre'ny6cwlt'dn and kr~-6-mbedy; then the
children of a leprous N eo-Brazilian who had come to Gato
Preto in the hope of being saved by Indian medical knowledge; then an old Krikati' woman who was to play her part
on the second day following; and finally all other women
and girls not belonging to the pebka::i:'g. The latter received
food in their maternal homes.
After sunset the novices, including the girl auxiliaries but
without the youngest participants, took up places on t~e
pile of logs in the plaza; in Gato Preto they faced w~st, ~n
Bacaba east. Strictly speaking, they ought to mamtam
this position throughout the night, but only one fourth of
them were able to endure this and they, too, finally sat
down on the logs closely huddled together, for after midnight the cold had grown piercing. The others could not
refrain from kindling a little fire in order to warm themselves for a bit, still others went so far as to go to their
homes for a while. Formerly this sort of thing was prohibited. Throughout the night, at intervals of a few minutes, some one pebka~'g would utter a high, long-drawn-out
cry. Shortly before midnight they received some f_ood. Behind the pile of logs the seven killers spent the mght by a
tiny fire.
.
At dawn (July 27, 1937) the novices went to the1~ maternal homes to take off their decorations. At sunnse they
jointly went to bathe and washed off t~e. paty _wool. . At
10 a.m. they were painted red with urucu, mcludrng ~tripes
on their faces, and received the red staves and the hair-cord
with the occipital feather. They wore the forearm cords
rolled up and tied up in leaves to guard against urucu soiling. Assembling they marched in a zigzag from house to
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house, formed a circle in the patio, and then went home,
divided by house groups.
At 3 p.m. the previous day's performance was repeated,
viz., the plaza round-dance in which the killers took part;
the collection of food; its inspection by the instructor; and
its distribution by the leaders, during which all of a sudden
there appeared a "kuko' e-kr~mge' dy." Grandiosely brandishing a bunch of sweet potatoes, she pushed her way into
the circle as though about to add her tubers to the other
provisions, but then unexpectedly snatched up a whole
meat-pie and fled amidst the general laughter of the bystanders.
After sunset the novices again took up positions on the
pile of logs, where they spent the night like the preceding
one. In couples and groups of three they were granted
permission to go home for a short time during the night
and eat.
At 5 a.m. they came down from the logs, pitiably chilled,
and went home. After sunrise they marched, red staves in
their hands, to the brook in order to bathe. Previously
some one had awakened the old Krikati' woman, who with
her stick had taken up a position beyond the village on the
road to the creek. The mother of one of the pebka~' g
brought a meat-pie, which she put down on the ground
beside the old woman, who thus remained waiting for the
novices. These stepped up to her one by one, and wiped
off their red urucu paint against her body and hair, allegedly to guard against prematurely begetting children. When
all had done this, one of them put the pie on the woman's
shoulder and sent her home with it, while the pebka~'g proceeded to the creek, where a sucupira tree - the Timbira
symbol of strength and endurance-was stripped of its bark
about to a man's height. Against this they once more
rubbed themselves. Removing the bast from the stripped
bark, they squeezed its sap with water into a small gourd
bowl, and drank this fluid in order to live long. Then they
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sang a chant referring to the red staves, bathed, rubbed
themselves with the sucupira bast, and hid the staves in the
water among the plants on the bank. Returning to the
plaza, they formed groups of four, thus marched for a while
back and forth in an east-west direction, and then broke
their formation. This closed the festival.
SECOND PHASE

Of this second phase of initiation I know only a part
from personal observation; the rest I am obliged to reconstruct from the Indians' accounts. This phase more or less
directly succeeds the first; in 1937 I learnt that it would
begin after completion of the clearing of timber, which at
all events indicates an interval of several months, but not
years, as among the Eastern Timbira.
Pebkumre' dy is the real initiation of warriors, pebkai.j;' g
being merely preliminary, as the very name suggests. The
Apinaye' derive its origin from the same traditional motif
with which the Canella connect their Pepye' initiation, the
conflict of two brothers with a big falcon, but the roles of
the two brothers are apparently interchanged and the terminal episode seems to me to have been diffused to the
Apinaye' from the north and to have been added on subsequently, viz., the tale of the man who roasted his wife
(p. 174).
Except for a few little boys who go t,hrough the pebkai.j;'g
in a quasi-probationary way, the male and female participants are the same in both phases. The two leaders also
retain their office during the second phase, but not their
uncles, the instructors, who are superseded by two elderly
men in whose choice the leaders' fathers have the decisive
' They also notify the new instructors of their apvoice.
pointment by having some one hand them each a meat-pie,
a large headdress of cotton cords with a thick pendant of
arara feathers for the back of the neck, and a unilateral
ceremonial comb. Instead of the square staff-clubs of the
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pebkai.j;' g instructors their successors carry sword-clubs,
kob-po.

Seclusion
An alq'ti' festival is arranged (p. 27). When the alq'ti'pakra'ty dancers have completed their songs on the radial
paths of the village and enter the festive hut, where the
rest have been dancing co'eo're in the meantime, each of
the men now departing from the warriors' class, peb, stands
next to one of the pebkai.j;'g and announces, "This one here
is my friend (id-kqmcwq')." If any pebkai.);'g should remain over, men of the uyape' class take up positions beside
them as their "friends." While the alu'ti'
continues sev"
eral women unobtrusively approach the plaza, bringing
mats. A messenger, me-gure-kri-cwq'dn, with a signalwhistle notifies the two instructors in their dwellings. At
this moment the all!'ti' ceremony ends, and each peb seizes
his pebkai.j;'g neighbor, scratches off his festive paint with
his fingernails and removes all his decorations. Thus they
form two lines, arranged by moieties. The instructors
emerge from the houses with their head-ornaments and the
rod-comb hanging from the forearm, accompanied by their
sisters' daughters, "who are likewise wearing decorations.
With the Kolti instructor ahead, they pass between the two
lines, halt before the leaders, whose hair they comb, whereupon they return into the houses with their nieces and take
off their decorations.
Now starts the me-a1i.ro ceremony, which is repeated
several times during this initiation phase. The Kolti and
Kolre lines face each other, standing in an E-W direction,
the former on the north, the latter on the south. First
they rapidly tap their right feet, uttering a protracted cry,
"Ha-ha-a-hwq" (Kolti) and "Ha-ha-a-hw!" (Kolre),
which is followed by piercing shrieks. Then the Kolti shout
briefly and rhythmically, "Haa-[stamping] wq ! "; and the
Kolre similarly answer "Haa-w! ! " Crying and stamping
)
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thus follow alternately from both sides with attention to
accurate timing.
Forthwith two men-the maternal uncle and the "friend"
-seize the Kolti leader and take him on their shoulders,
with his head forward, thus carrying him into his maternal
home, where they lay him down on the platform bed and
cover him with the mat. Similar treatment is given to the
Kolre leader then to all the rest. Henceforth the boys are
'
no longer called
pebkai!:'g, but peb.
As soon as all of them are lying under their mats, the
Kolti instructor, accompanied by his colleague, starts on a
round of inspection. Beginning with the leader of his moiety, he raises the mats and puts his hand on each lad's chest
in order to determine whether he will die prematurely or
not. Allegedly, the former eventuality is indicated by the
tremor of his hand. At the conclusion of his circuit he
announces his results to the villagers.
The peb provisionally remain lying clown. After nightfall, however, the leaders assemble their followers by walking round the outer road and lead them to the former site
of assembly of the pebkaa'g, where they sit in a circle as
before, expecting the instructors, who enjoin on them obedience, chastity, and comradely behavior. Then the peb
return to their maternal homes, where they sleep till about
3 a.m.
Period of seclusion.
At this hour their leaders assemble them and guide them
to their new camp site by some creek about 6 km beyond
the village. There they put up a hut with each moiety on
its appropriate side. Formerly, when the peb were still
more numerous, there were erected two elongated parallel
huts with their longitudinal axis east-west, the northern hut
for the Kolti, the southern for the Kolre.
Simultaneously a small seclusion area is fixed up with
poles and mats in each peb's maternal home; for in contrast to the novices of the earlier initiation phase the peb
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are subject to a strict five to six months' segregation, during which they are to be neither seen nor heard.
On the day of their segregation from the village community their instructors formally grant permission to the
mature men to sleep with all girls as wantons who have
transgressed the marriage prohibitions by living with
pebkai!:'g. Regardless of a girl's resistance and tears the
.
'
mstructors drag her to the plaza and surrender her to the
uyape', with whom she is compelled to spend the night;
sentries bar escape.
The peb spend their days in their camp in the steppe.
Every night after dark the uyape' start the me-ai1r6 ceremony in the plaza. After each stamping of feet the two
facing lines take a step forward until they are quite close to
each other, when they face about and similarly return, step
by step, to their initial positions. Then the lines change
their positions and dance first in a joint, constantly contracting circle, then in two separate circles. Thus they
continue for hours with many, but brief, intermissions.
During the pebs' seclusion any other songs or dances are
forbidden in the plaza. If this rule were broken the in' some
structors would dis_patch the leaders of the peb and
of their strongest followers to the dance ground, where they
would knock down the precentor and break up his rattle.
In the meantime the peb come slowly marching from
their camp to the village. So long as the stamping and
shouting of the me-a11r6 is heard, they must remain immobile, only advancing during intermissions. Thus, it is
sometimes close to midnight before they arrive at their
meeting-place. After the me-anr6 is over, they march to
the right and left around the village as before, along the
outer road, separated by moieties, their purpose being to
get food in their maternal homes, which is handed to them
by an opening in the mat partition of their cell. As in the
first stage they march with the food to their meeting-place,
send their instructors a share, and themselves eat while
expecting their visit.
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The instructors' first inquiry after being seated among
the peb always relates to the girl auxiliaries, the leaders
being obliged to answer as to their behavior and welfare.
Formerly, when the girls chosen were uniformly virgins,
any peb's attempt to enter sexual relations with them was
severely punished: the leader had the culprit thrown down
and rubbed with earth, besides compelling him to sleep on
the bare ground. In case of severe transgression he was
flogged with a double rope plaited of the tauary (Couratari
sp.) root. Nowadays, when the majority of the me-kuicwf2 i
are no longer virgins, there is greater leniency.
At the meeting place the instructors convey their teachings to the peb every evening. These relate primarily to
wedlock, - explaining on what basis one should choose a
wife so as to forestall being fettered to a lazy and f ~ithless
woman; that a man ought not to beat his wife, but should
consider her wishes; and that adultery was reprehensible
even on the husband's part. Further instructions and admonitions concern the novices' daily routine,--the preparation of their ornaments; obedience to their leaders; maintenance of seclusion rules, especially of chastity; finally, the
comradely spirit to be shown to one another, particularly
towards the youngest novices, who are not to be bullied by
the older ones.
This ethical type of instruction and the seclusion constitute the most essential difference between the two phases
of initiation.
In addition, the peb-as in their earlier stage-are obliged
to learn distinctive songs and to practise them frequently.
The peb songs are called me-amni'a, which is rendered into
Portuguese as "reza," prayer. There are four of them,
consisting of four rather melodious short stanzas sung in
an undertone and frequently repeated. The first song is
called wulum-ti-re (wulum =old village site), the. second
me'pe'-re. I tried to wring some meaning out of the texts,
but in vain.
1
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The instructors attach great weight to these songs, severally examining the novices in them. Then they go home,
and a little later the peb sneak off unseen to their homes,
where they sleep without fires in their cells. However, some
who are especially eager to learn often beg the instructors
to return once more to the meeting-place and teach them
further.
The instructors try to catch in flagrante delicto peb transgressing the rule of chastity with wantons. If they succeed,
they administer corporal punishment to both offenders.
But the uyape' also, regarding such acts as a quasi-affront
to themselves, lie in ambush and beat up any peb in search
of amorous adventures.
In their camp the peb generally work as little as they did
in the earlier phase, merely singing, manufacturing ornaments, and hunting. They share their kill with their instructors, who occasionally visit the camp to see that all is
going properly.
From time to time the uyape' test the strength of the
peb in a race toward the village with a pair of logs specially
prepared. But since the peb are not to be seen there, their
instructors station themselves on the track about 400 m
outside the village and make them throw down the logs
there.
Towards the close of their segregation the peb, prec-isely
like the pebkaf!:' g, make spindle shafts for the manufacture
of the cotton outfit for the terminal ceremony.

Peny-ta'g ceremony.
While the women are thus employed, the men perform
the peny-ta'g ceremony, a rubber ball (peny-kr~D game
with battledores.
Following their leaders and carrying gourd bowls, the peb
march from their camp to a spot in the steppe where there
is a sufficiency of mangabeira trees (Hancornia speciosa;
Apinaye': perry). They halt at the first tree seen. The
Kolti leader places a sharp stone sliver against the trunk,
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sings, and makes a downward stroke without damage to the
bark. Not before this rite do they move to the other trees,
tapping them with the stone knife in order to be able to
gather the exuding latex in their bowls.
In camp the balls are made as follows (figs. 11-12). The
latex is smeared down the novices' bodies and limbs in
stripes of the width of three fingers. As soon as the juice
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ness, the core is knocked into pieces, which are removed by
a little slit cut into the rubber rind. Then the ball is continually strengthened by additional rubber stripes, which
cover the slit and finally yield a very elastic hollow ball.
For the peny-ta'g I attended there were manufactured
about half a dozen small balls, peny-kr~-ilgri're, about 5 cm
in diameter; four larger ones, amble' dy, ornamented with
bunches of ostrich feathers (fig. 16, a) and one large ball,
peny-kr~-maati', with rattling seeds in its cavity. The balls
are put on bast into a specially manufactured burity leaf
basket, which is closed up by tying with bast. The peb do
not allow it to go out of their sight and confide it to the
special custody of the me-kuicw~'i.

Peny-ta'g ceremony: manufacture of rubber balls
Frn. 11. The latex is smeared on the body.
FIG. 12. The dry strip is rolled off the novice's body.

has dried, a second and a third coating follow. If the latex
fails to stick to the skin and instead of spreading in broad
bands clots in narrow streams, this is taken as proof of
unchastity on the part of the bearer. The leader at once
orders his followers to throw the culprit on the ground and
rub sand over him.
In the meantime other peb shape a number of balls about
4 cm in diameter out of the hard clay from termite nests in
the steppe. These balls are wrapped in the rubber bands
by rolling the stripes off the body of a novice and on to the
clay core. As soon as the ball has attained a certain thick-

Frn. 13. Paddles for peny-ta'g game.
Frn. 14. Moiety leaders' battledore in peny-ta'g.

In the meantime the uyape' manufacture the battledores,
pl);li-re,-rectangular wooden paddles some 30 cm long and
15 cm wide with a stem-like grip (fig. 13). They are painted
with white, red, and black patterns. For use by the ceremonial masters of the moieties heavy cylindrical battledores
(p11li) are substituted for the paddles; they are 40 cm long
and made from the hollow trunk of the amba'uva (Cecropia
sp.) (fig. 14). The cavity is exactly such as to accommodate the forearm. A joint closes the front surface of the
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cylinder; a stick inserted at the center of the node projects
inwards far enough to be grasped by the bearer. Suspended
from the tip of the rod, which protrudes on the outside, is
a bunch of arara tail feathers. The battledore is painted
with white clay, on which patterns are painted in black
rubber pigment.
True to their frequent practice, the Apinaye' connect the
origin of penyta'g with a tale that originally has nothing to
do with rubber-balls; nor is there any bond between its two
constituent episodes. The first of these is the SharpenedLeg motif found by Roth among the W arrau, and by myself
among the Apinaye' (p. 175), R~mko'kamekra, Tuku'na,
and Sipa'ya. With this the Apinaye' have fused the Rolling Skull motif, which Roth found as an independent Warrau tale, and which I have recorded among the Tembe',
Guarani' and Sipa'ya.
The peb themselves do not participate in the peny-ta'g
game proper, for while it is played they remain under their
mats in the house at the eastern extremity of the village
and may not so much as glance at the plaza where the
uyape' alone play the game.
On the eve of the festival the two lines of Kolti and Kolre,
each with its ceremonial director at its right wing, danced
me-anro in the plaza. For this they wore their girdles with
pendants of bead embroidery as in log-races, put on forehead bands, were painted bluish-black with the juice of
Genipa americana, and carried clubs. At nightfall there
were heard from the house in the east, where the peb met,
the melodious me-amni'a songs. When it had grown wholly
dark, the old counselor Ngoklu'a (Kolti) emerged from the
door of the house, holding the large rubber ball in his uplifted right and walking very slowly, solemnly, and silently
along the boulevard around the periphery of the houses
from the east by way of the north. No one saw him in the
dark, least of all the uyape', who were incessantly continuing to stamp and shout in the plaza. It took the old man
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a very long time to complete his circuit, for he moved forward only during the brief intermissions of the me-ai'm5.
But finally people discovered that he had again returned
inside his residence, for he and his wife burst out into a
passionate lament occasioned by his recollecting his sister's
deceased son. The uyape' continued the me-ai'iro for a
while in the plaza, then went home to eat and sleep.
The next morning the uyape' began their me-aiiro as
early as 4: 30, the two moiety groups dancing round each
other in a constantly contracting circle. Then they assumed
the position sketched (fig. 15) by the eastern exit of the
N
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Fm. 15. Posit1on of me-anr6 dancers at sunrise on day of peny-ta'g.

plaza, made a brief stop, and began anew. The ceremonial
directors carried their battledores by the corded loops, the
others 'vere holding their paddles in their right hands. The
Kolti director was distinguished by a dorsal feather decoration (fig. 17) mounted on some basketwork and by a double
flute 35 (fig. 16, b).
35

Izikowitz, fig. 223 a.
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When the sun was about to rise, the counselor once_ mo~·e
stepped out of the house a in the east (fig. 15), holdrng rn
his raised right hand the large rubber ball, which_ now had
paty wool stuck on it. Very slowly and alm~s~ imp_erceptibly he advanced by short stages without raisrng his feet
from the ground so long as the me-ai'1ro dancers were st~nd
ing still. As soon as they began to stamp he_ remarned
immobile. Thus he gradually got to t~e op~nrng of th,e
dancers' double line, while precisely behrnd him the suns

FIG. 16. a. Rubber ball with ostrich feathers. b. Double flute of moiety
director at peny-ta'g game.
FIG. 17. Dorsal decoration of moiety director at peny-ta'g game.

orb began to rise above the horizon of the steppe. Now the
Kolti director of ceremonies slowly approached the old man
and bent down before him. The counselor feigned throwing the ball, but put it into the director's hand, who _µassed
it on to his Kolre colleague beside him. He turned it over
to the Kolti opposite him, who handed it to the nearest
Kolre obliquely facing him, and so on until the ball ha~
zigzagged through the hands of all, whereupon the Kolb
director took it back to the old man.
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Now the two directors inserted their forearms into the
cylinders, and the Kolti once more bowed down before the
old man, who threw the ball toward him with a slow movement of his arm. The Kolti director struck it aloft with a
vigorous stroke, whereupon the Kolre immediately jumped
out of his line and caught the ball with a second stroke,
then allowing it to fall to the ground.
Immediately one of the small balls was now thrown between the double row, and with it the game was continued
in the plaza. On this occasion I noted, as at no other time,
that the players addressed each other exclusively as "Kolti"
and "Kolre."
At 7 a. m. an Indian decorated with stuck-on vertical
stripes of paty wool brought the larger ball with the ostrich
feathers, which the players received at the east exit of the
plaza with a me-aitro, and the game was continued with it.
At noon the sunrise ceremony with the large ball was repeated except that now the Kolre director bore the dorsal
decoration and the double flute and was the first to strike
the ball.
In the afternoon the peny-ta'g festival closed with the
following ceremony." As usual the Kolre were standing in
the plaza facing north, when the Kolti director with two
of his sister's daughters and another man, Kw4l-mro, who
was carrying the big ball, took positions opposite them.
With the ball in his uplifted right hand Kw4l-mro threatened the Kolre, who dodged screaming, but then he slowly
rolled the ball before their feet. At once the Kolre director
picked it up and struck it aloft once. Thus closed the
peny-ta'g rite.
It is obvious that these extraordinarily solemn and impressive ceremonies have no basic connection with the
Sharpened Leg and Rolling Skull tales. On the other hand,
it is conceivable that they sprang from the Apinaye' Sun
cult, though the memory of such an association has completely vanished from these Indians' consciousness.
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End of seclusion.
After peny-ta'g the novices' fathers go hunting for four
or five days, while their mothers provide the firewood, rocks,
and leaves required for the preparation of the meat-pies to
be cooked the day after the hunters' return. The novices,
who have retired to their cells at night, receive the pies
there through the mat partition. Each singly goes with it
to the plaza, where he deposits it on a mat spread by the
instructors' wives. Then, as in the earlier phase, they form
a circle round these. The instructors come decorated with
labrets striped red (Kolti) and black (Kolre), respectively,
test the food, and rub some of what they have chewed in
cross form on their bodies. Then they depart, and their
sisters, who are already waiting with baskets, receive their
share. This closes the segregation proper.
Novices' clubs.
The next day the manufacture of the novices' ceremonial
clubs (ko) commences. These are·round staves barely one
inch thick with an elongated knob of likewise round crosssection set off at the top (fig. 18). Near the grip end is a
pendant of arara feathers. The instructors ask two elders
conversant with the work to provide the material for the
novices' clubs; and these men, accompanied by the youths,
go to look for a suitable tree (Pau brazil), which they chop
down, and cut up into a number of pieces so as to supply
two for each peb. In the meantime others go hunting"and
the girl auxiliaries prepare the kill at the site of the wood
distribution. The novices eat and pay the elders part of
the game, then all jointly return to the village. The peb,
however, remain some distance beyond the village at a spot
in the woods by the creek, where they prepare a place for
the making of the clubs (ko-kupkra'ra-ca). There every
one deposits on the ground his billets, carefully wrapped
and tied up in Heliconia leaves. The instructors come there
and inspect the materials brought.
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At n~gh~fall the peb enter the village, divide by moieties
and this _time walk round the boulevard toward the righ~
~nd left m front of the houses, whose inmates are seated
m the s~ace before the dwellings. Each one already knows
d
whom his father has chosen for his new kramo-e'd-t"
him'\
p;'
an
as soon as he passes the appointee he beo·s
0
0
the club for him.
epare

Fm. 18. Ceremonial club of oeb
Fm. 19. Anchor-ax of peb. - .

The next morning all the knynge'd-ti go to the place in
the woods where the clubs are to be made whi"le th
.
o· h t"
'
e novices
i-,O
un mg even before sunrise The kramo-e-'d t"
k t
th 1 b
·
• "° - i wor a
e cu s.. On_ the novices' return each of them himself
th .
prepares his kill, the me-kuicwe'i at most h 1 .
k
, , "f .
•
e pmg
eir
~[);mewl!'
nends." Then the kqmge'd-ti eat each by
himself, whatever his kram has cooked. only tho ' h
"f · d "
. •
'
se w o are
nen s share their portions. After the meal they are
~ot allowed to resume work lest the wood crack. Accordmgly they go ~ack to the village, while the peb remain until
darkness sets m, when they gather food in their maternal
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homes as hitherto during seclusion. The completion of the
clubs ;equires about four or five days. The finished specimens are suspended from a pole resting on two forked
sticks, those of the kiye' ipo'gny6cwl!'dn with the long arara
tail feathers at the grip being in the middle. Formerly the
small anchor axes (fig. 19) bestowed on the peb were hung
near by.
As soon as the work is done, the peb once more go huntinub for from five to ten days until all have killed plenty of
uame. As soon as the hunters' return is announced, the
kr~mge'd-ti, carrying some of the plantation fr_uits, go. to
the place where the clubs are suspended. The_ peb, p~ckrng
their kill on their backs, approach so as to avoid the village,
and form a line, each one putting his booty down before
him. Each kr~mge'd-ti then shows his kr~m the club belonuinu
to him ' 0uets the game as compensation, and hands
b
b
_,
.
to the kram the fruits brought, whereupon all kr~mge d-b
return to "the village. The Kolti leader immediately takes
down his club and delivers to the peb an admonitory speech,
then the others also take down their clubs and go to the
water-hole with them, where they smooth them with sambahyba leaves left there for the purpose by the kr~mge'd-ti.
This is accompanied by the same ceremonial as the smoothing of the spindle shafts. Then they r:iarch back to the
village with their clubs, disperse to their homes and only
later reunite in order to sing the first me-amni'a song. The
next day they also sing the three other songs at intervals
of several hours.
Closing cerernony.

The next morning the peb assemble in a particular house,
where they have their hair cut after a round dance with a
woman carrying scissors in the center. During the entire
period of seclusion they never cut their hair,. so _that formerly it fell from the forehead down to the chm, its length
being proportioned to the period of segregation.
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Hair-cutting is an exclusive task of women among the
Apinaye'. In the case of the peb the job devolves on their
kr~mge' dy, the two leaders coming first.
As soon as the
operation is over, the novice's kr~mge'd-ti pours water over
him. The clipped hair is wrapped up in a mat, which is
stuck into the fork of a sucupira limb in the steppe. The
peb's face is wiped clean with cotton wads and painted with
urucu. While the crushed egg-shell decorat~on is stuck on
their temples, the novices sing me-amni'a, whereupon they
are also decorated with the cotton outfit. When completely
decorated, they have a precentor brought and dance tu'e're
in the house until the afternoon, forming two concentric
circles which turn in opposite directions.
There follows a gramanati' log-race as in the earlier phase
(p. 51), but now the signal for starting is given in a definite
form. The peb and the mature men march ahead and at
the logs resting on forks they sing me-amni' a. The other
villagers follow after the lapse of some time, led by an old
man (kure-1i.gri-cwl!'dn), who from time to time blows a
Lagenaria flute.· When he has got to within about 200 m
of the logs, he signals with uplifted arms, and the race
begins.
The peb, as in their earlier phase, spend the night standing in all their decorations on the log pile in the plaza, and
in the morning they repeat the ceremony of rubbing off
their paint against the body of an old woman and against
a barked sucupira trunk (p. 55). But then the peb again
decorate themselves, and as soon as he is ready each one
singly goes to the plaza, where they gradually form a line
and remain standing in the sun facing west until the afternoon. Then they go home, each by himself in the order of
arrival, in order to bathe. In the evening the mature men
arrange a log-race, whereupon the peb stand on the log pile,
singing. This ceremony of decorating is repeated for several days.
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The entire pebkumre' dy festival ends with a series of
log-races jointly organized by the peb and the mature men,
the making of the first logs being the privilege of the peb.
In these races one or another of the peb may turn out to be
weak in his legs. Then the instructors examine their wards
accordingly, and if they note a tremor in any one's knees
after a race, they declare, "That one is not fit for racing,
he has too much blood." Then a youth who must not have
had any sex relations is sent to bring a piece of the nest of
a black and very stinging ant species living on trees. The
weakling takes part in the next morning's log-race, then the
scratcher, me-kupe'n-cwl!'dn, takes him to the spring, makes
him face east and with a series of rat's teeth mounted in a
bit of Lagenaria shell makes long vertical incisions down
the dorsal side of the thighs and lower legs. Then the
scratcher leaves the peb by himself and goes home. The
peb wipes off his blood with bacaba leaf-ribs, and burns
the ant nest into charcoal, which he rubs into the wounds.
Then he stays at home for five days. Before again participating in a log-race he once more goes to the creek, burns
up dry patypa palm leaves and steppe grass, rubs his thighs
with the residue from the fire, and at home smears over
them a mixture of urucu and almecega rosin.
There are daily log-races of this type, but each starts
somewhat later than its predecessor, so that the beginning
of the last race of the series almost coincides with sunset.
The logs are now no longer made by the peb, but by the
mature men, who now actively take part in the races. Thus
ends the warriors' initiation.
THE FAMILY
SEX LIFE

The Apinaye' family is bilateral and matrilocal.
is no organized extended family of any kind. It is
adumbrated by the house community composed of
matrilineally related single families. A house has

There
merely
several
on the
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average ten inmates. In Gato Preto and Bacaba there are
no houses for single families; and the maximum number of
families under one roof is six.
A house belongs to the builder's wife, but since the husbands of all women of the house community take part in
erecting the structure, strictly speaking it is all the female
occupants that are the owners.
Never can a husband in case of divorce force his wife to
leave the house; on the contrary, he is the one obliged to
retreat to the home of his kinswomen. This applies even
to men of the Bacaba chief's prestige. On his return from
his last great journey he learnt that during his absence his
wife had been suspected of extra-marital relations. Thereupon he wanted a divorce, but her kin succeeded in dissuading him. In answer to my question whether in case of
an actual divorce he would have expelled his wife from the
house, he said that he would have moved to his mother's.
Prohibited degrees and preferential unions.
Regardless of their depleted numbers the Apinaye' still
cling to the kiye' regulations. In addition, like the Sere'nte,
they avoid all unions between kin of the first and second
degree in the ascending and descending line. Persons addressing one another as pigkwa' (w.) and kambi' (m.) (see
Kinship Terms, p. 111) are barred from marriage, so that
an Apinaye' must not wed his parents' sibling's daughter.
Moreover, until today individuals linked by the kr~m
kr~mge' d tie are not permitted to marry.
Incestuous unions, such as I heard of among the Sere'nte,
did not come to my notice among the Apinaye', nor did I
learn of a single instance of sodomy or homosexualityvices they regard as a peculiarity of their civilized neighbors. On the other hand, masturbation seems to occur
among half-grown boys and girls, 36 as indicated by the following ceremony.
2e

Buscalioni, 233.
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In 1928 the Bacaba people held a solemn log-race with a
special kind of huge logs (p~l-kape'), this forming part of
the ro'ro' d festival. When the two logs were lying on the
ground with their painting completed, the bigger boys and
ffirls were. ordered to stand beside them in a line, one beo
hind another. Alongside of them stood their kr~mge'd-ti
and kramffe'dv.
The ceremonial leaders of the moiety then
•
b
•
arrived, the Kolre taking a position at the head of the line
with a scourge of interwoven piagaba palm leaves, while the
Kolti examined the genitalia of each boy and girl in turn.
If he found signs of masturbation, he struck both of the
offender's thighs with his fist, pushed him out of the line
by a blow in the small of his back, and tore out a bunch of
hair from the nape of his neck. The culprit dashed off some
distance to a candeia tree ( angi1'-re), designated for this
purpose, bit off a piece of its bark, chewed it, and rubbed it
into the small of his back. As soon as the boy returned,
the Kolre whipped him several times with the scourge.
Sometimes a kramffe'd
would act as substitute for the
•
0
youngster iffthis punitive cure, which is called mekamico' d.
The Apinaye' declare that masturbation must not be
tolerated because it enfeebles young folk and unfits them
for log races. Guilty boys are recognized by the retractability of the prepuce. How girls are detected, I do not
know; I was merely told it was by the appearance of the
genitalia. Adults do not seem to practise onanism.
The levirate is incomprehensible to the Apinaye', but the
sororate occurs in the form of a widower's marriage with
his sister-in-law, the strict rule of monogamy barring sororal
polygyny. The widower's parents-in-law favor the union
lest a second, unrelated wife ill-treat the children of the
deceased woman. However, some Indians are ashamed of
a sororal marriage-among them M~t11'k, who explicitly for
this reason declined a sister-in-law offered him. This is the
more remarkable as a husband and his wife's sister, so long
as she remains unmarried, have publicly very unrestrained
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relations with each other. 37 In 1937 there were four instances of the sororate in a population of about one hun.dred and sixty.

Premarital intercourse; menstruation.
A girl had to be a virgin in order to be fit for formal
wedlock, a rule that affected premarital sex relations.
Oddly enough, the Apinaye' are thoroughly convinced that
menstruation is impossible before deft.oration, its absolute
prerequisite. Apparently the bleeding at deft.oration is regarded as identical with menstrual bleeding; and references
to a maiden's first menses among civilized neighbors are
met with derisive superciliousness. This view, incidentally,
agrees with that of the Canella. Of course, such a theory
could persist only among a people whose girls only exceptionally attain their first menses as virgins. Actually, this
holds for the contemporary Apinaye'. To marry off immature girls of ten or twelve is accordingly an ancient Apinaye' custom, not an innovation. Among the Sere'nte this
practice is an innovation.
In these circumstances it is rather strange to find the first
menses accompanied J:>y a certain ceremony. Both the girl
and her husband are subject to seclusion so long as the
menstrual flow continues. In front of the platform bed is
laid a mat so that the girl when sitting up should not put
her feet on the bare floor. The sleeping-mat is covered with
patypa palm leaves. Both spouses keep a diet of manioc
flat-cakes. The wife must not scratch herself with her
fingers, for that would cause wounds, but with a pointed
little pau roxo stick hung round her. A similar scratcher
is used by parents during the seclusion following the birth
of a child.
37 According to a
nounced among· the
the latter consists in
arity is never shown

letter dated May 21, 1938 this freedom is less proApinaye' than among the Canella, and even among
romping and laughter, not in obscenity. Such familitowards a brother's wife. R.H. L.
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At the close of the period the girl's father and brother go
hunting, the game supplying material for several meat pies.
One of them is offered to an expert old woman, who forthwith goes to the space where the girl lies stretched out on
the platform bed, while her husband sits aloof. While the
relatives stand about in expectant silence, the old woman
several times presses her finger tips into the girl's navel in
order to ascertain whether she will give birth to a child
soon or only after a lapse of years.
The following morning the other pies are taken to the
men in the plaza. In the meantime the couple go bathing.
On the way to the creek the husband looks for a pen-re tree
on the steppe, breaks up its bark in a gourd bowl, and stirs
it with water. Both drink of this infusion and wash themselves with the dregs. The residue and the bowl are thrown
into the brook in order that the couple's first child may have
beautiful long hair. After returning to the village, the girl
is painted by her mother, whose siblings lead the couple by
the arm to the plaza. The husband is likewise painted,
though not by his mother-in-law, who avoids him, especially
in the incipient period of wedlock. In a concrete instance
he was painted by his wife's elder sister. During the seclusion the wife's mother mixes urucu with the dust produced
by striking together the two rocks 38 used in cracking palm
nuts and smears this mixture on the girl, who is further
made to urinate on the rocks. Th~ object of all this is to
make the girl attain old age and prevent her dying in confinement.
Menstruating women do not decorate themselves and are
not permitted to dance. They scratch themselves not with
their fingernails, but with any piece of wood. They abstain
from sexual intercourse, warning an importunate husband;
38 The upper stone, ken-ku'ta (Canella: ken-ku'na) is always spherical
and about the size of a fist. The lower rock, i-i (Canella: kukwa'), varies
from spherical to disk shape and is invariably pitted for accommodating
the nut.
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Until a few years ago they publicly announced their condition by drawing a red line from the pit of the stomach to
the navel, the pigment consisting of a mixture of almecega
rosin and urucu. Intercourse with a woman in her menses
would make a man pale and flabby and a failure in hunting.
As a remedy he chews the leaves of the bli-kli tree swal"
'
lows the juice, and rubs the mass over his body.
Premarital sex relations of girls betrothed to some man
and thus not predestined to become "wantons" was anciently punished with blows. The seducer had to pay an
indemnity made up of articles of use and ornaments. Many
Apinaye' still cling to this principle, others disregard the
consequences of their daughters' and nieces' love affairs, so
that they never discover whether these girls have indulged
in premarital intercourse.

Youths' and maidens' houses?

It is further noteworthy that two of the older sources 30
mention a segregation of youths and girls in special houses.
Mattos simply says: "Os Apinages conservam os rapazes
em casas separadas das raparigas." Inasmuch as he ascribes
to the Apinaye' the pr~ctice of tying together the prepucea manifest confusion with the Karaya'-he may well have
confused in this case the Apinaye' with the Sere'nte, especially since he had probably never seen an Apinaye' settlement. But Ferreira Gomes, who personally visited and
described one of these villages, is so explicit that such confusion is barred and even a misunderstanding rather improbable:
"As casas todas formarp. um circulo, e no centro estao
duas destinadas uma para os homens e outra para as mulheres que estao na puberdade, ou que se approximam a esse
estado, segundo me pareceu, os quaes s6 mudam de habitagao quando casam, como fui informado, sendo que nenhum homen vai a casa das mogas, nenhuma mulher vai a
39

Mattos, (a), 38: 22, (1824); Gomes, 492, (1859).
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casa dos moQos, porque estas casas se reputam privilegiadas;
porem e permittido sahir quando lhes apraz para conversar
na casa de seus pais e parentes, para irem ao trabalho, ao
rio, etc. etc., e para o homem casar basta que tenha certa
idade de provas de fon:;a, agilidade, que saiba manejar bem
arco e' flexa, que seja, como elles dizem, um guerreiro .... "
Apart from the closing statement, which possibly corresponds to the facts more closely than Ferreira Gomes himself assumed (the Apinaye' do not permit marriage till after
the close of the warriors' initiation), I feel that the author's
explanations did not emanate from Apinaye' informants.
However this may be, he unquestionably at the time of his
visit saw three central huts within the village circle, two of
them occupied by youths and one by girls. I have taken
the greatest pains, both in Baeaba and Gato Preto, to secure
an explanation, but no Indian had ever heard of such huts.
The segregation of youths in the second phase of the warrior initiation - though in the woods, not in the plazawas familiar to them, but the seclusion of the girls always
remained unintelligible to the natives. Except for the
me-kuicwe'i such a thing had never been customary, they
declared .• Thus I must confess my inability to construe
Gomes' report in harmony with the Apinaye' social scheme.

With few exceptions the youths who had completed their
warriors' initiation course all got married simultaneously
on the same day, imme,diately after the ceremony. But this
was not obligatory.

Betrothal.

Marriage.

This is of little importance. To be sure, children's relatives like to form plans of future marriage and to get them
used to the idea. But among the Apinaye'-in contrast to
the Sere'nte-no one seriously thinks of forcing a maiden or
youth into matrimony, so ~hat th.e in~ividuals c~ncerne~ d~
as they please and pay little attention to their relatives
projects.
In short, arrangements are made by the parents with the
children's consent. The ·Apinaye' do not assign to the
maternal uncle the decisive voice accorded to him by the
Rij;mko'kamekra. Often the girl takes the initiative by ask-

ing her parents to seek an understanding with the young
man's.
The only prerequisite to marriage for the groom was the
completion of the warrior's initiation. There were no such
special tests of his strength and skill as Ferreira Gomes reports, nor was a log-race the necessary condition, as alleo·ed
by Buscalioni. If a girl was so strongly drawn to a yo~th
that, ignoring the prerequisite mentioned, she entered relations with him before he had graduated from the pebkumre' dy ceremony, she was made a "wanton ", if necessary by force, on the very day on which her lover went into
seclusion. Mij;tt1'k told me that he attended such an occurrence when he himself was being initiated. The girls in
question, notwithstanding their tears, were forcibly dragged
to the plaza by the men of the mature age class. There
their hair was clipped short above the furrow and they were
compelled to spend the night with the men. "I was alad"
said Mij;tq'k, "not yet to have a girl, but those wh~ h~d
girls were very sad."

Ferreira Gomes, writing of Apinaye' weddings, speaks of
"certas ceremonias para n6s ridiculas "; and Buscalioni
with his customary inaccuracy says, " L' organizzazione
sociale e pero, bene si comprende, quanto mai rudimentale.
Esiste, e vero, ad esempio, un simulacro di matrimonio ma
dal punto di vista degli effetti, diremo cosi, giuridici' che
dallo stesso emanano, noi ce troviamo unicamente di fronte
ad una ridicola ceremonia destituita di ogni importanza." •0
His further remarks prove that he is depending neither on
personal observations nor on Indian statements, but (like
40

Gomes, 492. Buscalioni, 232.
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Gomes) on the descriptions of nearby N eo~ Brazilians, who
may be expected to deride Indian usages they do not comprehend.
.
According to my own experiences the weddmg ceremony
involves the following features. The couple are decora~ed
in their mothers' homes with paty wool stuck on them, with
urucu, and feathers, while men and women ?a~ce in the
plaza in the usual fashion. Then two of the bnde s ?rothers
or cousins go into the groom's maternal home, seize both
his hands taking him between them, and lead him across
the plaza into the house of the bride, who awaits him sea~ed
on her platform bed. They make him sit beside the girl,
and the "counselor" (kape'l-cwl1cdn, not the vayai1ga' or
"'haman as Estevao reports 41 ) in a brief speech impresses
~n the ~wo their reciprocal duties, especially as to conju~al
fidelity, and otherwise admonishes them to lead a good hfe.
Then a kinswoman of the girl--her mother, grandmother,
or aunt-also harangues her to the same effect. Formerly
the counselor in solemn decorative garb once more led. the
couple round the village circle, a practice now fallen mto
desuetude. \Vhen the young husband enters his maternal
home for the first time after the ceremony, his matrilineal
kindred also vigorously address him as to the conduct expected of him.
.
.
.
The entire ceremony, far from makmg a ludicrous in:pression, admirably brings home the three points of Ap1naye' social custom that are most important for the couple:
first the brothers' status as the woman's protectors and the
husband's dependence on them (conducting of gro_om from
his own home); secondly, matrilocal residence (_mtroduction of groom into bride's home); thirdly, the mamtenan?e
of order and peace (the several admonitions). W e~lo~k; m
other words, is primarily a social rather than a Juridical
institution.
41

Oliveira, 64.
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Oliveira's idea that weddings may be celebrated only
when the moon is waxing is probably erroneous.
Even today the Apinaye' are strictly monogamous. They
made fun of an old Indian whom they supposed to have
two wives. Actually, he was not a real bigamist: he simply
had a legitimate wife in Gato Preto, and separated from her
in order to live with a wanton in Mariazinha. Later he
regretted his act and returned to his wife, but after a while
once more left her to go to Mariazinha and thus continued
to oscillate between the two villages.
The formally and publicly solemnized marriage with a
virgin was held indissoluble. Though no one is forced into
matrimony, the spouses are subsequently compelled to preserve their bond, and at times the parents of the would-be
truant partner would coerce him by blows into resumption
of marital obligations.
In addition to this form of marriage there is another. the
unsolemnized but more or less permanent union with a
wanton (me-kupri'-ya), whose position very closely resembles that of her Sere'nte and Canella equivalent.
A wanton becomes such by her parents' wish, by her own
decision, or by premar:ital relations that fail to terminate in
wedlock. Adulteresses may be included in the category.
In the first two instances the girl's mother decorates her,
clipping her hair quite short above the furrow, and dyeing
the bare spot red with urucu. The other wantons assemble
in any available house, where they too have their top hair
cut anew, and don their ornaments. In the evening they
and the warriors jointly go to the girl's maternal home and
conduct her, accompanied by her mother, to the plaza. The
mother soon goes home, while the girl spends the night
with the other wantons and the warriors.
The following morning her maternal uncle goes to her in
the plaza, where she indicates the warriors who have slept
with her. The Kolti leader of the young men then takes a
huge gourd bowl from house to house, collecting from those
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concerned such gifts as especially beads, also mats, arara
feathers, iron pots, knives, etc. The sum total represents a
considerable monetary value and is laid down in the plaza
before the crirl's uncle. After learning who has given what,
the uncle :raps up everything in mats, and carries it to his
mother's home where he turns it over to the girl's parents.
On such occasions married warriors also have the privilege
of exercising marital rights over the girl, and their w~ves
offer no objection to the ensuing donations that are obligatory after intercourse.
.
Formerly a youth's relatives did not like to see him marry
a wanton " who had already belonged to so many men,''
and they tried to dissuade him. Nowadays, when many
parents have lost control over their adolescent dau~ht~rs'
sex life, and when only a small minority marry as virgms,
beincr accordingly wantons by orthodox standards, the custom is slowly gaining vogue of celebrating a union with a
wanton with the ceremonial described above. The intention is explicitly to lend greater permanence to the relationship.
Divorce and adultery.
Formerly the sole reasons for divorce of a solemnized
marriage were adultery on the wife's part and gross abuse
of the woman by her husband. Separation of mature
spouses even today rests only on these causes or rather only
on the former, for I know but a single case of gross maltreatment, viz., when Nindo' (p. 129), then some .twe~ty
years of age, inflicted several knife wounds on . h1_s "'.1f e,
who had given him not the slightest pretext for irritation.
Henceforth the marriage was held dissolved; Nindo' escaped
punishment by fleeing among the N eo-Brazilians and remaining there for two years.
On the other hand, to the elders' sorrow, the younger
generation, especially the young men, are extremely
olous and fickle, as illustrated by the case of Vanmegn,

!ri:,-
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Mftt11'k's son, now some thirty years of age. First he married a woman, named Amdyi', who with her child had been
deserted by a former husband. Vanmegri' also left her after
she had borne him a child and because of his father's reproaches he moved to Gato Preto, where he lived with a
girl, whom he also deserted after a while. Returning to
Bacaba, he took to himself a third mate, left her, too, and
penitently returned to Amdyi', with whom he begot a second
child. After this he seemed to settle down, for in 1937 he
built Amdyi' and her old mother a new house and altogether
acted in a staid and sensible fashion. The initiative in such
divorces quite warranted by orthodox canons is almost exclusively taken by the husband.
During my entire sojourn I observed not a single instance
of adultery, and heard of only three cases, two of which
occurred at festivities of Neo-Brazilians or at least in immediate sucession to them, i.e., presumably under the influence of alcohol. All three led to divorce. In two or three
other cases the husband suspected his wife of intimacy with
others during his absence and was inclined to leave her, but
the relatives always succeeded in effecting a reconciliation.
Altogether I have 'llever heard of Apinaye' youths or men
fighting over a woman's favors, and at all events adultery
and divorce are far from stirring up as much of a commotion as among the Sere'nte.
According to their wont the Neo-Brazilians charge the
Brazilians unqualifiedly with selling them their wives as
prostitutes. As early as 1859 Gomes 42 said: "toleram o
adulterio, a prostituigao das mulheres com pessoas estranhas
a tribu," but directly adds: " po rem alguns vi que se mostravam muito amantes das esposas, e tao zelosos que d'ellas
nao se apartavam um momento, talvez por causa do abuso
de hospitalidade, que tern feito alguns viajantes ou curiosos
que teem ido ver essa boa gente." It is certain that many
a wanton can be easily had by surrounding settlers; e.g.,
42

Gomes, 492.
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Pebko'b's daughter would spend weeks among the N eoBrazilians. Other girls so strictly keep away from all
non-Indians that I cannot imagine them as indulging in
intimacies with them. I heard of but one immature,
half-grown lass who had lost her maidenhead through N eoBrazilians, and this occurred among those Gato Preto people
who had migrated to the distillery of Carreira de Pedras.
There was also an old Indian who in return for food forced
his daughter into harlotry with a Neo-Brazilian while her
husband was away for a long time. On returning, the man
at once left the adulteress.
In order to ascertain whether his wife remains true to
him while he is on a long journey, a man takes ashes from
the fireplace on the day before his departure, moistens them
with water into a thick lump, which he wraps up in leaves
and clandestinely puts under the head end of the mat on
which he and his wife sleep during their last night together.
Before dawn he takes it with him and inspects it from time
to time on the trip. As soon as the lump has cracked asunder, he interprets this as a sign of his wife's infidelity. A
similar test by the Sere'nte substitutes a wooden stick that
is supposed to split at the end for the same reason.

Feminine attit,udes.
Apinaye' girls are not afraid of a lover or young husband.
There was general merriment over my account of how
among the Sere'nte an aunt chaperones a young woman
during the initial period of wedlock lest she be afraid when
alone with her husband and in order that he may sleep with
the aunt until the girl grows accustomed to him. Apinaye'
girls very early develop ideas of their own in love affairs
and know exactly what they want. If they like a man, they
yield to him without much ado; otherwise they demonstrate
their aversion clearly enough, and then he had better look
elsewhere for a mate.
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In 1937 there was a twelve or thirteen year old girl in
Bacaba who was reputed to be a virgin. Her grandmother
made arrangements with the chief to have her marry his
nephew Vanmeti', a good-looking lad of twenty, tall, slim,
and of excellent build, pleasant in manner, a good hunter,
and-remarkable nowadays-not a drunkard. N evertheless, Mbai', though she had no other lover, spurned him.
Her grandmother tried to persuade her and invited Vanmeti' to come of a night and lie beside Mba!' on her platform bed, but the girl turned her back on him and would
not utter one word. Vanmeti' recognized that he had no
chance and wished to withdraw, but the old woman urO'ed
him to be patient, saying that Mba!' would get used to him
in time. A week passed without a change of attitude on
her part. At last Vanmeti' lost patience; when he again
lay down beside Mba!' and she turned her back snarling, he
seized her by the shoulders and tried to force her around.
She did turn, but only to punch him in the face. The next
morning, Vanmeti', who is my nephew, appeared with a
swollen, bleeding lower lip, told me about the episode, and
asked for a medicine. Soon after this he left the village in
order to accompany -returning Krahe>' visitors to their settlement. Mba!' cared little about her grandmother's irritation.
During the remainder of my stay I did not learn of her
yielding to any other young man's wooing.
~ike all other Timbira girls, Apinaye' lasses are extremely
reticent about their love affairs. They would consider it a
boorish affront if a lover spoke to them of his past amours
and they never ask him about them any more than they are
ready to divulge their own.
Some A~i~aye' girls have a curious way of flattering their
lovers. While I never heard of it among other Indians
Malinowski reports it for the Trobrianders. 43 During a~
embrace the girl seizes the man's eyebrows with her teeth
)

43

Broi:islaw Malinowski, The Sexual Life of Savages in North-western
Melanesia, 281 f., 2'50.
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plucking them out and noisily expectorating them toward
one side as though she had got her whole mouth full of
hair - a comical exaggeration, for young Indians not only
have a naturally very sparse growth, but in addition pluck
out their eyebrows from time to time, so that the girl is at
best able to extract vestiges.
In contrast to the younger male generation, the women
and girls still cling at least to the ideal of conjugal fideli~y,
and though there are gross transgressions they occur with
a consciousness of guilt, while the men hardly regard their
own escapades as blameworthy. In general, moral decadence has affected the male population more because it is
more exposed to the corrosive influences of N eo-Brazilian
culture.
Apinaye' women mourn a husband who is away o? ~ lon_g
journey in the same way as if he were dead. Until his
return their hair remains uncut, painting and ornamentation of the person are taboo, they no longer enter the plaza,
and at best exchange a few words with their house mates.
Formerly, there was also a prohibition against washing and
against leaving the platform bed without strong cause.
Thunder reminds a woman of her absent spouse.
In contrast to the Sere'nte the Apinaye' lead an exceedingly calm and peaceable life at home. During my sojourn
I witnessed only one marital dispute and heard of one other.
The above-mentioned Nindo', a breed to judge from his appearance, forms an anomaly, having wounded his first wife
while he was drunk and killed his second three years later
with a club. The other case was that of Kwl,\l-mr6, a halfKraho', who suddenly grew aggressive and brutal toward
his wife who was approaching her confinement. At first I
thought' he had suspected her of adultery, but I discovered
definitely that there was no question of this, so th~ reason
for his behavior remains unintelligible. When I, his uncle,
demanded an explanation, he drew in his horns and henceforth refrained from violence.
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In any case a conjugal conflict does not involve vituperation and screaming. The spouses turn their backs on each
other, and in difficult cases the man leaves the house, whereupon the counselor or a relative acts as intermediary, almost
always succeeding in reestablishing peace.
DIVISION OF LABOR

By no means do the women work more and more arduously than the men or enjoy fewer pastimes; rather does
the reverse hold.
Farming.

Of the farming operations the cutting down of trees and
burning over the clearing devolve solely on men, while both
sexes plant, weed, and harvest.
Agriculture seems to have been carried on to a considerable extent in ancient times and to have been more important economically than among the Eastern Timbira. In
1793 Villa Real already noted extensive manioc plantations.
According to Castelnau,4 4 "ce sont leurs immenses plantations qui nourrissent non seulement les gens de Boa Vista,
mais encore les equipages qui naviguent sur le Tocantins,
et jusqu'a la garnison de San Joao [do Araguaya]." Consequently Saint Adolphe was obviously misinformed when
declaring that the Apinaye' had only got accustomed to
farm products through the plots cultivated by the Sao
Joao garrison for its own and the Indians' wants. This is
especially clear from Souza's report of a fight because of the
destruction of Indian farms by members of the garrison
(p. 5). Until the most recent period of social and economic decadence the Apinaye' have never omitted bringing
for sale to Boa Vista at least occasional small quantities of
farm products; and at all events in Bacaba the present harvest leaves a surplus beyond the wants of its population.
Nowadays Apinaye' agriculture hardly differs at all from
that of neighboring N eo-Brazilians. The ancient typical
44
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domesticated plant of the Timbira and Sere'nte, the kupa'
(Cissus sp.), is at present only rarely grown. On the other
hand, the old-fashioned digging-stick is still in general use.
The origin of maize is accounted for in the Star-Woman
myth.
Even before their first contact with civilization the Apinaye' were familiar with both the bitter and the sweet
manioc. They grated the manioc tubers on the rough bark
of aroeira tree limbs of the thickness of an arm and squeezed
out the mass by putting it qn a band plaited of burity bast,
which they twisted together, thus sharing the procedure of
the Northern Kaya po', Eastern Timbira, and Sere'nte. Then
they prepare the substance either as flat-cakes, which are
baked on hot stone slabs, or as pies steamed in an earthoven. Thus, the Ge have certainly not acquired manioc
from the Tupi' or Karaya'.
Today the Apinaye', like all Timbira, are passionate tobacco smokers, but have not yet learnt to cultivate and
prepare the plant, which plays no part in either cult or curing except for one form of doctoring that is very suspect of
alien derivation. However, the Ge seem to have known,
though not themselves to have cultivated, tobacco before
contact with civilization. This is suggested by the universal
distribution among the Timbira of the smoking-funnel made
of a spirally rolled palm leaflet. The term kari' dn for
" tobacco " the Apinaye' share with the Northern Kaya po',
Suya', Puko'bye, Kri'kateye, Kre'pu'mkateye, Kreye' of
Bacabal, and the Timbira of Araparytiua on the Gurupy.
On the other hand, the Canella (who apply that word to
the castor-oil plant), the Kraho' and the Kreye' of Cajuapa'ra
call tobacco p11'ra-ho, i.e., leaf laid down at length. The
Southern Kaya po' equivalent is arena'; that of the Akroa'
and Akwe, wari.
The Apinaye' have nothing corresponding to the Sere'nte
men's societies or the age-classes and ceremonial clubs of
the Canella,-organizations charged with making clearings
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and harvesting for their members, one after another. But
even without such institutions the Apinaye' aid one another
in their labors, the village chief inaugurating cooperative
effort. The family lays claim to the plantations, or rather
the woman in it does so, for she retains the farm in case
of divorce even though the husband does more work in
cultivating. The bigger children are accustomed to cultivate their own plot in their parents' clearing.
Individual rights over a plantation are subject to a temporary limitation by a strange organization of constabulary
and magical character, the cwql-puta'li-cwl!dn, which so far
I have discovered only among the Apinaye'. It is formed
by two men, one from each moiety, wearing as their badges
black girdles and bast neck-bands. They begin playing their
part as soon as the clearing is planted. On the day set for
that purpose the seeds designed for sowing by each household are put into a basket and carried to the plaza early
before breakfast. The Kolti cwl1l-puta'li-cwl!dn, painted
all over with urucu, lifts them toward the rising sun, begging him to grant a good crop, to preserve it from insect
pests, and to provide the requisite rain. On the following
day he plants the first clearing, taking precedence over the
others. During the entire period of planting the people
daily sing a song referring to the sun. At a certain stage
in the planting operations the cwl!l-kro ceremony is held in
honor of the moon.
Anciently, as soon as their clearings were planted, the
Apinaye' marched into the steppe, where they lived the
nomadic life of hunters and gatherers until harvest time;
only sporadically this or that family would return to the
village. Nowadays the former hunting-grounds are for the
most part occupied by Neo-Brazilians, and the chase has
lost significance with the increase of sedentary habits.
Nevertheless, at least the last weeks before harvesting are
still devoted to this exodus into the steppe.
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The two cwtiJ-puta'li-cwl);dn, however, remain in the
farms as guardians, put up a hut there, and with Argus
eyes watch over their" children" (id-kra), the fruits. They
follow the growth of the single gourds (Kiirbisse) by occasionally marking their lengths by a stroke on the ground
at the tip of the fruit. Beginning early in the morning,
they strive by songs and magical acts to promote the growth
of their "children." Thus, they are not permitted to
assume a curved posture while sleeping, but lie stretched
out at full length.
Woe to any Indian woman who should dare to remove
clandestinely even the most trifling product from her own
plots before maturity is officially announced! Fiercely crying, " They have stolen my children!'', the cwl);l-puta'licwl)dn attack the houses of the village or the camp, raging
and throwing everything about pell-mell, breaking the vessels and flogging -with thorny whips any women who have
not fled in good season, or gash them with a special weapon
consisting of a boar's tusk decorated with a tassel of feathers. As late as 1930 these guardians sorely abused the
women of Bacaba, my sister-in-law Ngre'ri, the chief's wife,
suffering most of all.
As soon as the crops are really ripe, one of the guardians
looks for the hunters' camp in the steppe, where he deposits
samples before them in the plaza. Then they arrange one
more communal hunt, from which they return with their
spoils in log-races to the village. There each family may
henceforth exploit its plantation at will. This marks the
opening of the great ceremonial period.
Between the Apinaye' woman and her cultivated plants
there is a curiously intimate bond. Whenever Ireti' took
me through her plantation, she exhibited her gourds with
maternal pride,-not mere gloating over an ample supply,caressingly stroked them, and called them her children.
A woman bestowed human names on those of her useful
trees which were spared in clearing timber for cultivation.
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Thus, Ireti' had given to a specially fine and tall babassu
palm of hers the name of her father.
Hunting.

Hunting by grass fires in the steppe and with bow and
arrow, or firearms, is a masculine pursuit. Women occasionally pursue armadilloes with a digging-stick and bushknife; and Ngre'ri one day came home chuckling as she
dragged along a puma she had killed in her farm with a
bush-knife after the dogs had driven it to stand at bay.
The chase still looms larger than among the Canella and
Sere'nte. Though the game supply has greatly diminished,
it is still somewhat more considerable than among the two
other tribes. To be sure, the anciently popular method of
surrounding the quarry by a steppe fire can hardly be practised any more because of the colonists' widely scattered
cattle. Formerly these drives were organized especially in
the summer, when the grass was thoroughly dry. Before
that season, firing the steppe was forbidden.
The opening of the hunting season is ushered in by the
eo'eo're dance (p. 26). Even before the dance a medicineman led in the singing of hunting songs, the words of which
referred to the game species. The same medicine-man also
superintends the hunt itself, allotting to each hunter a particular segment of the circle. The first smoke to rise forms
a signal for all. The game fled from the fire toward the
center, where it was stupefied by the smoke or perished in
the flames, would-be fugitives being killed by the hunters.
The spoils were all put together and distributed among the
several households by the counselor.
The Sun and Moon myth (p. 160) refers to the steppe
fire as due to Moon's carelessness, and subsequently both
heroes search for animals killed by the flames.
Four species of deer (Mazama sp.) form the principal
game. They are dispatched with guns, rarely nowadays
with bows; the hunter either stalks his victim or stations
himself in the branches of a tree, below which the beast
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comes to feed. Second in importance are ostriches and five
species of armadillo; the hunter stalked the former in a
disguise of paty palm foliage (fig. 20) or in mid-summer
would lie in ambush in a lodge by the watering place. An
armadillo is, if possible, killed on the open steppe before it
reaches its burrow; otherwise it must be dug out,-often an
arduous task. Nevertheless, I doubt whether a single adult
Apinaye', no matter how much in a hurry, could pass an
armadillo burrow without digging for its inmate.

Fm. 20. Hunter masked for ostrich hunt.
Fm. 21. Girl with gomd bowl on head.

Tapirs still occur in the galeria woods. In 1931 we were
hunting along a source of the Mombuca. The Indians took
a stand by the tapir's run and started the beast while it
was wallowing in the mud. As the tapir passed the stance,
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one of the men dashed up and crushed his spine with a
sword-club. I myself saw the animal just after the blow.
In general the club serves as both a weapon in warfare
and as an implement of the chase. The tip of a sword-club
spits an armadillo, and the round club lays low wild pigs.
There are no specialized throwing-clubs, but sometimes
small steppe animals are killed by hurling cudgels at them.
The Apinaye' were given to setting missiles to be automatically released by large animals along their runs, especially
in the plantations. Formerly they used spring-bows with
arrows, which have been almost wholly supplanted by
spring-guns. Slings are rarely used and exclusively for
scaring off the dwarf parrots that infest the farms in vast
numbers. Except for bird-snares of the type described by
Estevao, I have never seen anything coming under the
category of traps.1 5
Except for carrion vultures, venomous snakes and batrachians these Indians eat pretty nearly all vertebrates they
get hold of, including steppe foxes, skunks, and bats. If
they chance to discover a hollow steppe tree tenanted by
bats in swarms, they set a fire at the bottom of the cavity,
and the animals come crashing down like ripe plums to be
carried home by the basketful and roasted. They are very
fat and tolerably palatable.

Fishing.
Fish are economically of slight importance. They are
either caught with hooks manufactured in North America,
or shot with bow and arrow, or drugged. They never seem
to have had fish-hooks of indigenous make. Angling is
nowadays very popular among the women, but the men
pref er to shoot fish with bow and arrow. The shaft they
use for the purpose is of gynerium cane and bears as an
insert a wooden head that is either plain or provided with
a wooden, bone, or iron barb. This fish arrow is not feathered. Even small boys will go after little fish with their
45
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toy missiles while their parents are bathing or working in
their farms.
Men, women, and children all take part in poisoning the
fish. According to the Apinaye', they originally used a
single species, the wild vine a'klo' (N ea-Brazilian timb6)
for the purpose, and adopted from civilized neighbors the
kalo'n (Neo-Brazilian tinguy) which they now raise in their
clearings. The stupefied fish are caught up in scoop-nets
(kl!), but then gathered into baskets hung round their persons. The cord with wooden pin and cross-stick used by
the Eastern Timbira and Sere'nte for threading fish caught
in these circumstances is unknown here. On the other hand,
they employ fish-baskets ( teb-pinde'n-c::i;), though I have
never seen them myself-also weirs ( teb-kae) closing the
entire width of a stream, these being called pari' by the
Tupi' tribes and Neo-Brazilians. I have not myself seen
the former. As already stated, the contemporary Apinaye'
only rarely get to the Tocantins for fishing, and probably
never to the Araguaya.

Gathering.
This particularly accompanies hunting trips, but no longer
enjoys great importance and might nowadays be completely
eliminated without serious consequences. As among the
Sere'nte, the three palm species known as burity, babassu,
and bacaba loom as the economically most significant wild
plants. A survival from the past, when gathering was still
an important occupation, especially for the women, is the
women's custom of invariably taking along a gourd bowl
when going into the steppe. This container, when empty,
is usually worn as a cap on the head (fig. 21), and serves to
collect anything usable they can find. Men never indulge
in this practice.
Dornestic animals.
Originally these were wholly absent, for the Apinaye'
state that even the dog was introduced by Neo-Brazilians.
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However, the women are very much addicted to raising the
young of all sorts of animals their husbands happen to catch
while hunting: deer, wild pigs, ant-eaters, ostriches, sariemas, and many other birds, preferably red araras and parrots, which they occasionally pluck in order to use the
plumage for decorative objects. The juice from the soft
part of the blade of a steppe grass is dabbed on the bare
spot. They affirm that the feathers growing thereafter
acquire instead of the native green color the red, blue, and
yellow spots actually observable in tame parrots. 46 All
animals are kept unconfined and are well treated, and it is
amazing how they rapidly adapt themselves to their "fostermothers."
At present a visitor always encounters large numbers of
dogs in an Apinaye' village. At M::i:tl!'k's house we would
no sooner start eating than about a dozen appeared on the
scene. Rarely beaten, they are extremely importunate,
which is not altogether pleasant when one is eating seated
on a mat on the floor. Serviceable hunting-dogs are rare,
and the chase with dogs is unimportant here.
In Bacaba there are several dozen pigs, but only a few
chickens; no sties or coops are put up. The chief of Gato
Preto owns a mare and a colt; the chief of Bacaba, three
horses and five head of cattle.
A pet animal or dog is buried like a human being, and
though the owner does not actually put on mourning she
will often truly grieve over her loss. Animals raised for
food, i.e., fowls and pigs, are not treated with such consideration, their carcasses being simply thrown out on the
steppe for the carrion vultures.

Cooking.
The Apinaye' even nowadays are ignorant of pottery.
But all houses now have iron pots, and food is often boiled.
46 This custom of "tapirage," widely distributed in South America, is of
Arawak origin according to A. Metraux, La civilisation mat,erielle des tribus
Tupi-Guarani, 149, 1928.
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The old methods of preparing food were broiling on a spit,
roasting on a grate, and steaming in an earth-oven (p. 34).
The spit consists of a two-tined branch, often over 11/2 m
long, so that the slice of meat can be suspended in almost
horizontal position over the blaze. This fork is used for
cooking pieces of medium size, while lesser slices are broiled
on a simple spit. On the grate large pieces previously cooked
in the earth-oven are placed in order to preserve them for
a longer period from putrefaction. The Sere'nte stoneboiling process for bacaba fruits placed in a pit filled with
water is also occasionally used by the contemporary Apinaye' when on hunting trips.
Like all Timbira and Akwe, the Apinaye' originally had
no intoxicating beverages, and their national feasts are even
nowadays mere banquets, a thing unintelligible to their
N eo-Brazilian neighbors. Before they received alcohol from
these, their only drink was water; at most they would stir
it with pineapple or tapereba' (Spondias sp.) fruits crushed
in a mortar. Women fetch and prepare such potions; I
have never seen a man wield a pestle. In contrast to the
Sere'nte and Canella, the Apinaye' men also take part in
the baking of the meat-pies.

Handicrafts.
The other tasks less essential to life are also divided between the sexes without injustice to the women; for not
to mention their manufacture of weapons and formerly of
boats, as well as all musical instruments, men plait mats,
bags, and baskets for permanent use. Women at most make
provisional baskets. They spin cotton for themselves and
the men, whom I never saw handling a spindle. Further
they manufacture gourd bottles and bowls and knot the
scoop-nets.
The sexes in decoration, dancing and games.
The mode of cutting the hair and the usual tribal ornamentation, except for the masculine lip-plugs, is identical
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for both sexes, the decoration being mainly prepared by the
women. The body painting--black (rubber), bluish-black
(genipapo), and red (urucu)-and the sticking on of paty
wool are also the same, the women fixing up the men and
vice versa. This identity of decoration by itself suggests
that both sexes equally share in festivals and ceremonies.
While the masters of ceremonial are always men and musical instruments are never used by the women, the choral
singing by the line of female dancers in the plaza is an
absolute prerequisite even for the ordinary evening gatherings. Even when the youths initiated pass through their
seclusion, their girl auxiliaries must be present.
Every evening both sexes dance and sing together until
late at night; this applies to both single and married persons, unless the latter are of the age of grandparents, and
even some of these take part. In many an entertainment
of this sort a male and a female dancer alternate in the ring
of dancers, clasping each other's shoulders and hips. Notwithstanding the close bodily contact, which in some figures
involves virtual squeezing together of partners, there is no
perceptible sexual excitement; and this holds for all Timbira dances. Dancing does not form a prelude to love
escapades, as seems" to hold for some Chaco peoples; the
Apinaye' simply dance until tired and then go home. I have
often wondered at youths and maidens whom I knew to be
lovers and who precisely at the dances treated each other
with complete indifference as though any intimacy were
lacking.
There are a few ceremonies, such as the penyta' g game
(p. 61), which are restricted to men. The ordinary shuttlecock game with maize husk balls is likewise a masculine
privilege; and in contrast to their Sere'nte and Canella
sisters the Apinaye' women have no log-races of their own.
On the other hand, they do race round the boulevard, girls
and women either running in pairs, or one of them against
a young man. Further, on the boulevard they perform a
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number of dancing games from which me~ a:e excluded,
O" a Bat dance at which they assemble mside a house,
e.t:,.,
'
fl .
t !)
singing, "Dyepe arikame' hae' ! hae' ! (Ba ts are !mg ou ·
Then they scatter in imitation of bats on their upward
flight, gather together in the next ho_u~e, an~ thu~ repeat
the O"ame all over the village. A femmme Wild Pig dance
0
.
will be discussed later (p. 114).
BIRTH AND CHILDHOOD

Confinement and delivery.
In general an Apinaye' primipara greatly dreads pregnancy and parturition, hence has recourse_ to all sort~ of
remedies for hindering conception or producmg an abo:t10n.
For the former purpose the pounded-up bark of the tmguy
shrub (kalo'n) is mixed with urucu and smeared ~n the
navel and abdomen; or pulverized rocks are substit~ted.
Not so harmless are the abortives, which are also sometimes
employed when a pregnant woman is desert~d by ~er h~s
band. They include, first of all, the dec~c~10n or mfus10n
of a shrub called kalij;' -gand~' (deer medicme) of unques-·
tionably poisonous character. And one Amdyi' told me sh~
had successfully used the root of a plant called teb-gande
. .
(fish medicine) for the same purpose.
Occasionally young women also resort to _medic.mes for
putting a stop to menstruation; its correlat10n wi~h co~
ception does not seem to be familiar to them. :Vith this
end in view Iriti' would place a solution of ordmary _sa~t
outdoors and drink it before daybreak. In order to eliminate the menses for good a woman will sit on the heat~~
leaves of a shrub growing at the edge of swamps (1!:g-gande,
falcon medicine). Another antidote for excess~ve, or at th_e
time undesired, menstruation consists in exposmg the g~m
talia to the smoke from burning a powder over a fire m a
little pit made in the ground. The powder is _pro~u~ed by
grating the bark of the tinguy shrub and ~rymg it m the
sun. This treatment is always undertaken m the woods.
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But, for all that, an Apinaye' woman soon develops the
craving for a child, and the very girl who a year previously
tried to prevent conception and practise abortion now has
recourse to all possible means for attaining the opposite
end. Thus, in order to insure conception she will hang a
pig's tooth round her neck and drink the coal-dust of burnt
pigs' teeth; and to prevent a miscarriage a little piece of
aroeira wood is hung from the necklace as soon as she becomes aware of her pregnancy.
Forthwith begins the period of food taboos and other
regulations bearing on the welfare of the foetus, and later
of the child, the "couvade" representing only a brief phase,
neither the first nor the last. Such and such animals are
tabood lest the child acquire their bad traits or lest there be
difficulties in delivery. These species include, among others,
the small armadillo, the small ant-eater, the sloth, and the
porcupine. Gril:b-re's youngest offspring in Gato Preto has
such small eyes and a deformed thick nose for no other
reason than because the father ate porcupine flesh during
his wife's pregnancy. On the other hand, if the parents eat
of the flesh of the golden hare ( Goldhasenfleisch), the child
will lose its hair. This will occur also if the mother were to
use a Crescentia gourd bowl for a cap (p. 94), while a
Lagenaria similarly used produces no evil effects. Big game
is generally permitted as food. Of the fishes, the surubim
(Platystoma sp.) and all black species are prohibited; also
the pregnant woman must not approach the fire lest her
child become black-skinned. Accordingly, the woman's
mother prepares meals for her. Manioc paste and tapioca
(flour from the sediment) are taboo. At the beginning of
pregnancy a woman may indulge in sexual relations; later,
usually at her mother's insistence, she must suspend them.
At an advanced stage of pregnancy women eat only manioc
fiat-cakes n,nd the flesh of the steppe deer; but ostrich flesh
is regarded as most suitable.
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At the beginning of pregnancy the mother tries to determine the sex of the foetus by tying a bast cord round her
body if she desires a boy, and a burity fibre cord for a girl.
My sister-in-law, Ngre'ri, while pregnant, would seat herself opposite me at meals and look into my face because
she wanted her child to have blue eyes. Twins are said to
be caused by eating of double fruits, e.g., piquy or bananas,
or by drinking out of the hollow of both hands.
Infanticide occurs only immediately after birth and then
in case of a deformity. Such an infant is poisoned by
smearinff on the mother's nipples the juice from the root of
the kal:-gande' shrub. Misshapen infants are said to be
due to maltreatment of the pregnant mother.
Like their Eastern Timbira sisters, the young Apinaye'
girls sleep on platform beds in their maternal homes at the
height of about 2 m. Frequently mats curtain off the girl,
and possiblv her lover or husband, from ~he gaze o~ other
inmates, though the Apinaye' are exceedmgly considerate
and discreet as to other persons' affairs. Oddly enough,
Snethlage 47 has the youths sleeping just below the_ roof in
an Apinaye' and Rl1;mko'kamekra house and_ describes the
maidens as separated from them and occupymg a cornerboth allocations being incorrect.
Toward the close of pregnancy, when climbing to the
elevated platform becomes too arduous, the husband constructs a lower one, about 1/2 m high, which is subsequently
partitioned off with mats as a place of seclusion for the
parents after their child is born.
.
.
For the delivery itself a conical hut of palm foliage is
erected 15-20 paces behind the pregnant woman's maternal
home· its height is about 3 m, its diameter 11/2 m. No man
enter~ this structure. It is furnished with a mat, and as
amonff the Sere'nte a post is driven into the ground, to
0
which the woman can cling. A kinswoman, usually her
maternal grandmother or great-aunt, serves as midwife
47
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(me-apa're-cwqdn). In difficult cases the infusion of the
bark of the 6l~guli tree is set in a bowl beside the woman,
and from time to time she drinks from it. Another method
of giving a favorable turn to a hard delivery consists in
making the husband, who waits outdoors, walk three steps
forward and, if necessary, letting him repeat this act. During my visit in 1912 a very similar device was employed by
the Kaingang of the toldo Fen-e in the Ivahy region, state
of Pararni, except that they were not content with three
paces, but made the husband run to and fro.
The midwife ligatures the navel cord with a cotton thread
and cuts it with a little bamboo knife; an iron tool would
be permanently detrimental to the child's growth. Not all
such women are equally skilled in this operation. The
afterbirth is wrapped up in the mat and placed in the steppe
outside the village into the fork of an aroeira branch.
Thereupon the lying-in woman, after washing herself, leaves
the natal hut and betakes herself with her husband into the
space of seclusion in her maternal home, whither the midwife. brings the infant, who is bathed in an infusion of
scraped aroeira bark, the latex of which adheres to his skin.
The child's mouth is wiped clean with a finger, and his
skull is properly pressed. Often the little one spends most
of the night with his grandmother or great-aunt, who merely
hands it into the compartment for the mother to nurse.
The father is not permitted to touch the child until after
the second or third week. Until the dropping of the navel
cord he does not leave the bed without strong reason and
he abstains from all labor. Both parents speak as little as
possible, even with each other, and keep a strict diet on
manioc flat-cakes baked according to ancient usage on a hot
stone slab.
An Apinaye' wanton who has cohabited with several men
during the period of conception publicly announces her
mates, who betake themselves to her maternal home the
day after the infant's birth, where each of them must drink
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of the very bitter decoction of the bark of the pe-re tree.
But therewith the affair is settled so far as they are concerned.
The navel cord, after dropping off, is wrapped in tauary
bast by the grandmother, who stores it in a little medicinebasket (me-gande' -c::t) together with other remedies, with
the child's first decorative articles, his first clipped hairs,
and other souvenirs. If the child suffers from some eye ailment, some of the navel cord is scraped off, mixed with
water, and used to wash the child's eyes.
At the close of this period the father is sent out to hunt
first an ostrich or steppe deer. Meanwhile the child is
painted red with urucu lest it cry bitterly as soon as its
father kills the game. This would also happen if he were
to stain himself with the quarry's blood, hence he does not
carry the spoils home on his back before making them rest
on paty palm leaves. Only after two months the parents
are allowed to cut their hair again, to paint, and to go to
the plaza, whereupon they resume their former life.
But the mystic bond uniting the bodily welfare of parents
and children persists throughout life. M::ttl!'k was some
forty years of age, his mother over sixty when she began to
be afflicted with disease of the eyes. On account of this
ailment her son was not allowed to eat poultry, and when
he partook of beans the old woman's trouble grew worse
overnight, for which she reproached him the next day. This
bond extends, in fact, much further: according to Ireti',
her wounded foot was aggravated by my eating the flesh
of a steppe fox.
Infancy.
Infants are profusely painted with rubber pigment to
make them grow apace. They are also decorated with knee
bands and anklets, and quantities of bones, seeds, bits of
root, wood and bark are suspended from their necklaces,
girdles, and wrists, these objects being credited with remedial and mostly with prophylactic attributes against chil-
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dren's diseases. When no longer used, they are not thrown
away or employed in other situations, but both the decoration and the remedies are stored by the grandmother in the
medicine basket already mentioned.
There follows herewith the inventory of such a megande' -c::i: containing the articles of three siblings and now
in the Museu Goeldi in Para:
1. Seeds of a forest tree (N eo-Brazilian: semente de caboclo) to be used in fumigation against headache.
2. Seeds, rob-ndo, drunk after being burnt and pounded
as a remedy for cramps.
3. Porcupine quills, gro'i-nyi, against snake-bite.
4. Girdle-cord of bits of the cuhn of a grass that grows in
old plan ta tions-kan-gande', sugar-cane medicine.
5. N eek-cord with: (a) 3 bits of root kala' -irnnde' staO'
b
medicine; (b) bits of wood, a'ke' d (N eo-Brazilian: mororo'
preto) against stomach-ache.
6. Kal::t'-gande' root (see 5a).
7. Neck-cord with: (a) a bit of wood from a steppe tree,
ape'n-pa, against catarrhs; (b) a bit of the rib of the bacaba
palm leaf-kambe'l-niko', against catarrhs; (c) a bit of the
bark of the sucupir~ tree, katka'ta-k::i:, against catarrhs.
8. Teb-gande', fish-medicine, the root of a forest herb,
pounded up, to be drunk as an infusion and rubbed on
the body.
9. N eek-cord with capybara tooth, bl!ti-cwa, to make the
child rapidly learn to dive.
10. Neck-cord with: (a) a piece of the root of a small
forest herb, todn-6-re, against fever; (b) romgre-6, wood
of a forest tree, against catarrhs.
11. Neck-cord with: (a) bits of wood of ::tgre-pa (NeoBrazilian cascudinho) against fever; (b) a'ke' d (cf. 5b) ;
( c) root of a forest herb, ~g-gande', falcon medicine.
12. Neck-cord with:. (a) a'ke'd (cf. 5b); (b) wood of a
little forest shrub, peb-pa, against catarrhs; ( c) katka'ta-k11
(cf. 7c); (d) kambe'l-niko' (cf. 7b).
'

"
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13. Root of a forest shrub, pitu' -re, infusion against
catarrh and stomache-ache.
14. Neck-cord with: (a) two pieces of kall:);'gande' (cf.
5a); (b) bits of tobacco twist (Rolltabak) against catarrhs.
15. Neck-cord with: (a) wood of angro'-pa, pig medicine;
(b) kambe'l-niko' (cf. 7b); (c) katka'ta-i, sucupira seeds,
preventive of all diseases.
16. Neck-cord with: (a) kambe'l-niko' (cf. 7b); (b)
katka'ta-kl:); (cf. 7c).
17. Girdle-cord with bones of the weaver bird, kreta'-re-i,
against back-ache.
18. Neck-cord with: (a) romgre' (cf. lOb); (b) root of a
creeping steppe plant, apce'd-gande', armadillo medicine.
19. Neck-cord with: (a) wood of a steppe shrub,
palprakad-kr!d-re-pa, preventive for all diseases of newborn
infants; (b) tobacco twist (cf. 14b).
20. Wrist cords with: (a) romgre' (cf. lOb); (b) kambe'lniko' (cf. 7b) .
21. Neck-cord with wood from a steppe-tree, angro'-o'ko.
This is worn by the mother if her indulgence in sex relations
before the close of the period of dietary restrictions causes
the baby to cry a great deal.
22. Teb-gande' (cf. 8).
23. Neck-cord with: (a) l:);gre-pa (cf. lla); (b) a'ke'd
(cf. 5b).
24. Neck-cord with a little piece of tobacco twist (cf.14b).
25. Neck-cord with the root of the arrow-cane, kru'a-kr~.
for accelerating growth.
26. N eek pendant with two 1vood-snail shells, dwl!dn-re-kl:);,
against the jaundice.
27. Sapucaia chestnut, kolti-!, for fumigation against
headaches.
28. Hyoid of howling monkey, kupl!'d-kag, out of which
people drink water against whooping-cough.
29. Urucu pigment, pt!, for bodily decoration and painting.
30. Almecega rosin, rl:J;m, for same.
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Little gourd bowl with black rubber pigment, for same.
Chest-cords of cotton against pains in the chest.
A pair of anklets.
A pair of knee-cords.
Three siblings' navel-strings that had fallen off.

FIG. 22. Child in carrying-girdle.
FIG. 23. Child in carrying-girdle and mat.

Men and women like to play with little children, with
their own as well as with those of others. Several times I
have noted women and girls begging N eo-Brazilian families
who happened to pass through their territory to let them
take their infants, whom they would then take in their
arms and caress.
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Sucklings are carried in broad girdles plaited of burity
bast, not in shoulder-bands. 48 The girdles are wide enough
to accommodate the baby beside the mother's body. It
does not straddle her hip, but sits laterally on the belt itself,
with both legs in front of her parent's body (figs. 22-23).
When it outgrows the girdle, the father plaits a somewhat
wider one, but the older is not thrown away, so that a house
harboring a small child will sometimes contain three or four
such girdles. As soon as the child needs no longer to be
carried about, the whole series is thrown into a brook to
promote growth.
Within the girdle the mother protects her infant against
both the heat of the sun and the nocturnal cold by a little
burity mat wrapper. In marching across the burning heat
of the steppe she takes every opportunity to pour water
over the baby and at times a calabash bowl will be pulled
over its head as a cap.
When the infant begins to stand erect, a horizontal bar is
fixed at an appropriate height both in the house and in
camp so that by this means the child may raise itself to
upright position and make its experiments in walking ..
Children are never beaten and only rarely scolded. They
cry remarkably little, and I have never seen them tyrannized over by their parents. On the other hand, the halfgrown may be chastised- though extremely seldom - with
blows of the fist if they transgress the rules of decorum.
I have noted (p. 22) how the newborn or even at times
the unborn child acquires the names of its maternal uncle
or aunt, i.e., by a transfer within the moiety. But of greater
significance is the foster-father or foster-mother assigned to
each child immediately after birth in accordance with the
kiye' organization. In case of a boy, a paternal uncle goes
to the parents and declares, "I will rear your son!" If it
is a girl, her mother's sister "rears" her. The term is not
to be taken literally in most instances, although the foster48

As asserted by Buscalioni, 232.
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parents always do share some responsibility on the child's
behalf - a matter of very little difficulty in the case of a
girl, since mother and maternal aunt are members of the
same household. It is otherwise when the paternal uncle
takes his nephew with him, for that is possible only by setting aside the matrilocal principle. Mt:j;h(k had adopted
the son of his brother Belizario, and treated him altogether
as though he were a son of his own, while Belizario no longer
paid any attention whatsoever to his offspring. Actually,
the paternal uncle and brother's son address each other as
do father and son: id-pam and id-kra; correspondingly,
maternal aunt and niece function terminologically as mother
and daughter: id-na and id-kra.
It is this bond which is referred to in a ceremony intercalated into the ahi'ti' festival I attended at Bacruba in 1931.
All men and women who were " rearing " their nephews or
nieces took up positions in line with them, facing east, and
sang three chants that remained wholly unintelligible to
me. Then came the children's mothers and grandmothers
and deposited bowls full of food at the feet of the uncles
and aunts, who, however, took not the slightest cognizance
of the offerings. At last outsiders stepped up and appropriated them.
While parents thus cede children to their kin with extraordinary frequency, I know of but a single case in which
a boy was given away to be reared by a Neo-Brazilian.
Castelnau, to be sure, reports that an Apinaye' boy called
Catama (= Ka'ta'm) was ceded to him in exchange for a
rifle, but this is certainly not customary. Rejoicing in children, they obviously find great satisfaction in rearing them;
young couples are prohibited from consuming certain woodhens (Tinamus sp.), because the young of these birds are
very difficult to bring up.
A peculiarly close tie unites the maternal grandmother
and her grandchildren. As mentioned above, she generally
acts as midwife and as nurse for the newborn, whose navel
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cord she stows away with all possible mementos of his childhood in her medicine basket. When the little one injures
himself by some mischance, the grandmother will sometimes
deliberately inflict on herself a similar injury. If he should
die, it happens-irrespective of the attempts at suicide described elsewhere - that the grandmother lies down on a
mat beside the decorated corpse, resting its head on her
arm, and remains in this position throughout the night.
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age-mates with their dolls of burity leaf-stalks. Swings are
unknown, but in the steppe beyond the village they would
use a sort of see-saw, severally climbing up three meters
along a thin trunk till it bent down under their weight,
when they would suspend themselves by their hands, vigorously push off from the ground with their feet, and be
jerked aloft by the elastic stem.

Childhood.

Unlike the Canella and Sere'nte, the Apinaye' boys are
quite unorganized, hence arrange no log-races, nor have I
seen them play any other group game except battledore
with a maize husk ball for a shuttlecock. Few are the toys
seen in their hands, bows and arrows being the most frequent for boys above five years of age. Sometimes those
above, say, ten unite on the boulevard in order to practise
sliding arrows on the ground, the lad who makes his dart
glide furthest winning the arrows of the other players. The
rest of the toys almost wholly coincide with the Sere'nte
inventory (figs. 24-25): buzzes, bull-roarers (provided by
the Apinaye' with a 8tick for the cord), humming-tops, a
small top of tucum nut, bird effigies and other trifles made
of grass strips, and little wax figures. The whirring bow
(Schwirrbogen) of the Sere'nte is lacking.
At the age of ten, boys participate to the fullest extent
in the dances and games of the adults in the plaza. The
girls attend even much earlier inasmuch as their mothers
take them thither in their baby-girdles. By little fires behind the line of dancing young women and girls the grandmothers lie on mats with the sleeping little ones. The girls
four to five years old look very droll as they zealously engage in the dancing and try to join in the countless dance
chants of the adults with their weak voices.
Apinaye' girls have no dolls, and accordingly very little
in the way of toys. They play with a little elongated gourd
and are just as happy with this "infant " as their Canella

FIG. 24. Toys: a, buzz; b, c, humming tops; d, e, tucumpalm nut tops;
f-k, grass toys.
FIG. 25. Bull-roarers and thread-cross.

I am somewhat unclear as to the thread-cross (Fadenkreuz) (fig. :?5), which the Apinaye' call veve', butterfly.
Nowadays it is hardly ever seen and only as a toy, but formerly it seems to have been more common as a head ornament, while young girls are said to have held it in the hand
or stuck it into their girdles. My sister-in-law Ngre'ri
spontaneously demonstrated for me how young women once
used the cross in flirting and signaling to their lovers; in
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other words it played somewhat the same part as the fan
in civilization.
After the above-mentioned age boys approach the period
of initiation, while girls aid their mothers in the household
or the plantations. Owing to the division of labor the girls
are made to work at an earlier age and more vigorously than
the boys; for even a little girl is able to help her mother
fetch water and firewood, tend the meals and her little
brothers and sisters, while no small boy could help in warfare, hunting, or in making a clearing. As soon as possible
they occupy themselves in a useful way. Six-year-old
Mbodngo' would straddle a horse to look for his fosterfather M~tl!'k's cattle in the steppe; and Tamga~'g, twelve
years old, went out by himself hunting far from the village
and with a rifle killed a huge pampas ostrich, which he was
unable to bring home alone. He painfully dragged it to a
path, where a Neo-Brazilian happened to ride past, who
notified the villagers. They then went after the lad, who
was sitting by his kill and refused to abandon it. The girls
of this age are already for the most part " more or less "
married.
As to association between persons of certain degrees of
relationship, several rules of decorum obtain. Thus, males
from about their tenth year on avoid walking alone with a
sister or niece; and if they chance to meet her alone outside
the village, both silently walk past each other in a big
curve. Similarly one must not pass below such kin if they
are seated in the frame of the roof or on a fruit tree in the
woods, nor may one bathe with them or discuss cohabitation. Parents-in-law are also given a wide berth if encountered, and at least in the first years of wedlock mother-in-law
and son-in-law communicate through the latter's wife as
intermediary.
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for the Canella. 49 "
bracketed.

Extensions beyond categories used are

Blood Relatives
(a) Ascending Generations
cu-re
id-no'
dyil-ti
id-kr~'tum

ged-re
ge'de-ti
tq'i

father, father's brother
mother, mother's sister
mother's sister
mother's brother, [father's sister's husband]
father's father
mother's father
father's mother, father's sister; mother's
mother; [mother's brother's wife]

(b) Ego's Generation
elder or younger brother (m. sp.)
elder or younger sister (m. sp., w. sp.);
mother's sister's daughter (w. sp.)
id-pigukwa'
elder brother (w. sp.); mother's brother's
daughter; mother's sister's daughter
(m. sp.)
id-kamb!'
younger brother (w. sp.); mother's sister's son ( w. sp.) ; fa th er' s sister's child
tw. sp.)
i-to
mother's sister's son (m. sp.)
id-kr~'tum-re
father's brother's son
id-kr~-tu'm-re ""b father's sister's son; mother's brother's
id-to'
id-to'ty

ROn

id-kr~-dqw

id-kra-du'wu-re
id-tam-cwq
tq'i-re

TERMS OF RELATIONSHIP

For convenience in comparison the kinship terms are
offered in approximately the same order as that followed
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4 oa

49 b

father's sister's child; [husband's sister's
child: son's child ( m. sp.) ; sister's
child, (m. sp.)]
father'.s brother's child (?); mother's
brother's child (?)
father's brother's child
father's brother's daughter; father's sister's daughter

Nimuendaj{1 and Lowie, 574 f.
Probably identical with preceding term.
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id-kra
tam-cw4
id-tam-cw4

id-biye'n
id-pro
tu'k~ya'
id-b~'i

papa-di'
pomre-ge'd
pomre-ge'ty
tu'kit'
id-piedyo'
tu'k~-ti

cw~i-ti

porn-re
papa-ge'ty
t4'i
cu-ti
dyili-re

8

(c) Descending Generations
son, daughter; sister's child (w. sp.);
brother's child (m. sp.); [wife's sister's
child; husband's brother's child]
daughter's child (m. sp., w. sp.)
brother's child (w. sp.); son's child (w.
sp.); father's brother's child (w. sp.);
[wife's brother's child]
sister's child (m. sp.); [husband's sister's
child]; son's child (m. sp.)
Affinal Relatives
husband
wife
wife's father
wife's brother
wife's sister; brother's wife (m. sp.)
husband's father
husband's mother
son-in-law (m. sp., w. sp.)
sister's husband (m. sp.)
sister's husband ( w. sp.); husband's
brother
daughter-in-law (m. sp., w. sp.); brother's wife (w. sp.)
husband's sister
wife's mother
mother's brother's wife [father's sister,
etc.]
mother's sister's husband
father's brother's wife
SALUTATIONS

If an Apinaye' returns to his village after an absence of
several months, he walks directly into his maternal home,
where he silently sits down on a platform bed. Soon a mat
is laid in the middle of the space, and he seats himself on it.
All his older kinswomen-i.e. in view of the small number
of Apinaye' virtually all the old survivors-sit down singly
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or in pairs beside him, put one hand on his shoulder or lean'
their heads against him, and burst into vehement tears.
Each weeps in complete sincerity, the tears rolling down
her face and the newcomer's arm, while her body trembles
with excitement. After a while they grow calm, vigorously
blow their noses, and rise so as to make room for the others.
Whenever I return to the Apinaye', this is the manner
of my welcome. Inasmuch as I am in the habit of notifying the Indians of my arrival by discharging three shots in
definite intervals at a distance of 1 to 2 kilometers, the mat
is already on the ground and the women are assembled
when I make my appearance. The entire ceremony .lasts
about thirty to forty minutes. There are two reasons for
this show of grief. In the first place, it commemorates the
death of the Indians who died during the newcomer's absence. Secondly, the women commiserate the traveler himself, who must have fared ill in a strange country and felt
great unhappiness there.
Men, girls, and young women do not take part in the
weeping salutation nor do the traveler's wife and children.
When people from different villages visit each other after a
long intermission, i(he same procedure is followed. The
arrival of guests in an Apinaye' settlement is first signalized
by the sudden wailing of the women. This ceremony is
never used to welcome alien Indians and N ea-Brazilians.
ADULTS' SPORT AND GAMES

The favorite sport of Apinaye' men is log-racing. On my
first visit in 1928 it had already fallen into desuetude for
the same reasons as among the Sere'nte, but in the following years it was revived and has been kept up until today,
notwithstanding the small number of men actively engaged
in the sport.
The two opposing teams are recruited from the men and
youths of the two moieties. As among the Sere'nte and the
Eastern Timbira, the race starts from the place where the
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logs are manufactured and ends in the plaza, but one
Sere'nte type of log, which has to be carried simultaneously
by two persons, is unknown among the Apinaye'. Some
Apinaye' log-races are peculiar inasmuch as the two logs are
not laid on the ground, but made to rest on two pairs of
forked branches 11/2 m in height at the time of preparing
the logs for the beginning of the race.
Among the Apinaye', too, there are races that do not
create any stir, being merely organized by a handful of men
returning to the village from some joint labors; others,
however, undertaken on festive occasions with great ceremony, are entered by the entire village and in some cases
even by many guests from other villages.
The largest logs, p~'ra-kape', are prepared for the terminal ceremony of the ro'ro' d festival. In 1928 I attended
such a race irr Bacaba, but perhaps I missed many a detail,
for at that time my pict.ure of the social structure was full
of lacunae.
As usual before a major terminal ceremony, the women
and girls were particularly zealous in their dancing during
the days preceding. In the morning they would dance in
couples behind one another, growling and grunting from
house to house in imitation of a drove of wild pigs. In the
afternoons they performed various dances in the plaza under
the direction of a precentor, one of them being the me-okre-podlui'n-ti, in which the dancers, standing in a line
abreast of one another, bend down and in this posture
jointly hold before them horizontally a long pole. In another dance a couple of dancers in turn would fall out of
line and dance in front of the rest with uplifted arms.
The next day all the people moved into the steppe, some
to hunt, others to manufacture the p~'ra-kape' race-logs.
They returned to the village in the evening racing_ with
ordinary logs.
The next morning there were races round the boulevard
by pairs, each runner holding a wand of arrow-cane. First,
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to the great amusement of the men, the girls and women
ran-even the older and more corpulent ones; later the
girls ran with the lads.
On the following day the p[):'ra-kape' logs were taken to
the starting-place, about 2 km outside the settlement. From
9 p.m. till 5.30 a.m. an Indian, seated on a mat between
two women and facing west, kept on singing in the plaza,
keeping time by striking the mat with a rolled-up rattlegirdle of deer hoofs. Properly he should have been accompanied by two men, but since none c.ould be found who
knew the chants women were substituted. At the close of
each stanza the audience uttered as a cry of encouragement,
"tyu !" ( = cl!, rattle-girdle?). These chants are called
kuke' gn ( kuke' n = agouti'?) .
The next morning pretty well the entire population went
to where the two huge logs were standing on palm leaves.
There people sat down in the shadow of the steppe trees in
order to paint themselves, have paty wool stuck on their
bodies, and manufacture grass ornaments. The women
began to paint the two logs. After a while the old counselor began to circle round this group in a slow dance step,
singing and with outstretched arms. His songs, like almost
all of the Apinaye' "songs, referred to animals. I noted the
names of the howling monkey, little ant-eater, and jaguar.
When the women had completed their labors, the ceremonial director of the Kolre moiety, accompanied by a
young Indian, joined the old man, whereupon all three
danced around the logs, the young man with raised swordclub (fig. 26).
Then the logs were laid down, but the dance continued,
henceforth with women, who danced forward and backward.
From time to time one of them stepped up to the logs and
in very comic fashion grasped the edges with her finger tips
as though pretending to raise them aloft in this way. Then
came an intermission, and at noon the mekamico' d ceremony (p. 74) followed, which consisted in examining boys
and girls for indications of onanism.
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Immediately after this episode the logs were taken up by
both teams and carried toward the village in a mad race,
the burden being constantly shifted to new bearers. Everybody ran amidst loud shouting and the blowing of trumpets
and flutes, the latter including the me-6-i rata'g-re, a sort
of small clarinet with gourd resonator. 50 In the plaza the
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bira, the men and boys often play at battledore with maize
husk balls.
Only among the Apinaye' have I seen stilt-walking not
by boys but exclusively by adult men. A considerable
number of men returning to the village after a prolonged
hunting trip will sometimes decide to enter not by the usual

Fm. 26. Dance round p;i'ra-kape' logs.

logs were thrown down, whereupon the Kolre director of
ceremonies scourged first the men, then the boys, and then
the women and girls; finally he danced with his whip. This
terminated the celebration.
Among the Apinaye', too, there is no word of appreciation
for the victorious team, or of censure for the losers.
Ordinary races are rare, at least at present, and I have
never seen any wrestling. The hooking and the ring-andpole game of the Sere'nte is also unknown to the Apinaye',
but in the evening, as among the Sere'nte and Eastern Tim50

Izikowitz, fig. 122.

Fm. 27. Stilt-walking.

way of a log-race but on stilts. No one in the village is
informed of this plan, the preparations being made clandestinely outside in the woods.
The stilts, kwqdn-kob, are poles 3.20 m and more in
length. At the height of 170-180 cm, at times even almost
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2 m above the ground, two little sticks are tied on bracketfashion as a step (fig. 27). Below these the stilts are painted
black and red, and at the top they bear a tassel of feathers.
In order to mount the stilts it is necessary to climb a tree.
The ends of the poles are grasped in front of one's chest
and are not put behind the shoulders. The hunters don
grass ornaments, suspend their kill and their weapons from
their backs, and suddenly advance into the village towering
above the steppe bushes,-a grotesque spectacle stirring the
spectators into exultation. The women in mad haste cast
about for any tubers already cooked, say, sweet potatoes or
aipim, plant them on poles and hand them up to the men,
who several times parade round the boulevard. But since
it is a great exertion to manipulate these giant stilts, the
paraders frequently rest on the edges of the house roofs.
On the following morning the procession is repeated.

*

*

At this point I will state what little I was able to find
out about the ancient masquerading of the Apinaye'. Their
former possession of masks - ant-eater masks (p1J:d), like
those of the Sere'nte - is beyond doubt. On my first visit
to the Apinaye', M!j:tq'k's account made it appear nearly
thirty years since the last masquerade, and that took place
in a now abandoned village on the Ribeirao da Botica. A
considerable number of masks were then manufactured in
the woods, whither meals were brought for the makers.
On some morning these put on their masks and all jointly
marched into the village, carrying slices of meat on roastThe
1.no--forks which the women tried to snatch away.
b
'
mummers danced in front of all the houses and then in the
plaza, where a hut had been erected for them. In the vi~
lage plan which M!j:tq'k drew in 1926 for Esteviio 51 this
hut is marked. Then the dance began in pairs. At night
the masks were kept in the hut, which, however, was by no
s1

Oliveira, est. VIII, p. 73.
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means tabooed to women and children, for all went there
to inspect them. Such masquerades continued for many
days, then (as among the Sere'nte) the p!j:d were "clubbed
to death " and carried into the houses, which closed the
ceremony.
In 1926 M!j:tq'k also drew a mask. "2 In 1928 I tried to
stimulate revival of their masquerades, but it was too late.
No one knew the exact method of manufacture, so without
telling me anything about it the Apinaye' took counsel with
the Kayapo' then resident in Cocal, who apparently also
had p!j:d masks. With their aid, accordingly, a male and a
female mask were prepared, - tall head-dresses of slender
conical shape with a grass fringe down to the waist. A
second fringe worn by the dancers round the body extended
almost to their heels. In place of a feather mosaic, black
and red strips of cloth were glued to the headdress. When
the masks at last were completed, the Apinaye' themselves
did not know what to do with them. The memory of their
own masquerades was all but effaced, and they were unable
to organize a proper performance. Later the Kayapo'
danced and sang with the masks according to their own
style.
However, it is quite possible that the masks made in
1928 more or less corresponded to the ancient type. In the
first place, the manufacture was superintended by old
Ngoklu'a, who presumably had been at least twenty-five
years old at the last Apinaye' masquerade; secondly, the
form more or less coincided with M!j:tq'k's drawing; thirdly,
this type, far from being restricted to the Kayapo' and
Karaya', occurs also among Eastern Timbira people. Indeed, in 1913 I saw such masks in the tribe living at Araparytiua, on the Gurupy, though there they were not called
p1J:d (ant-eaters), but ku'~!'d, equivalent to the R1J:mk6'kamekra (kokr!'t), Ap1J:'nyekra and Kraho' designations for
their mat masks.
s2

Oliveira, est. X, p. 79.
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According to some sparse and obscure statements the
Apinaye' until about fifty years ago also had another type
of mask, designated as adema-re, adema-re-pakra'ty, or
kubi'be-kamego'e'. As the last of these terms indicates.
(kubi'b =mat), mats formed the material and perhaps
they belonged to the kokri't type of the above-mentioned
tribes. They bore an ornament of ostrich feathers, the
quills of which were edged with little arara feathers, and
below the knee were worn rattling bands with deer hoofs.
M~tlt'k recalled having seen these two ornaments, but not
the mask itself, in the possession of his long deceased grandfather, whose son (M~t11'k's uncle) was the last adema-re
wearer, and with him the mask had been buried, which
M~tlt'k knew only by hearsay.
The adema-re appeared singly. Only the owner was permitted to wear it; in others it inspired awe. The apparition of a deceased adema-re mummer was formerly reckoned
as a cause of death.
WAR

Blood-revenge was almost the only cause of warfare.
Wars of conquest are incomprehensible to these nations,
and never having kept slaves they never undertook raids
on their own account or, like the Kraho', for Neo-Brazilians.
Similarly they did not organize expeditions for the capture
of women, but at most would occasionally bring home an
alien woman to be kept as a wanton in their villages. On
the other hand, in the 18th and 19th centuries pillage was
a motive for their trips down the Tocantins against the
N eo-Brazilians in order to secure iron tools, and in quest
of beads they similarly attacked the Kupa-rob on Lago
Vermelho.
Though the peaceableness of the Apinaye' has been
praised from early times, they are far from cowardly or servile. Saint-Adolphe expressly credits them with a martial
spirit, saying they had fought bravely against the Portuguese despite the disparity of numbers. In the struggle
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for independence in 1823 they furnished the Brazilians an
auxiliary troop of 250 warriors and took part in the skirmish
on the Tocantins by the Ilha da Botica which ended with
the capture of the Portuguese.
Cunha Mattos and Castelnau 53 mention the Sava'nte as
enemies of the Apinaye'. Oddly enough, Apinaye' tradition
is silent as to any conflicts with this tribe, which. they
designate as Mblt-dye'-ti or Mbq-dye'-re. On the other
hand, it refers to the Kradau'-ya (= Gradahu') as ancient
enemies in the southwest, but expressly distinguishes them
from the Northern Kayapo'. According to the Apinaye',
the tribe later was no longer heard from; Mattos 54 places
it between the Tocantins and the Araguaya.
With the Sambioa horde of the Karaya (Ngo'kre') the
Apinaye' seem to have lived alternately in peace and in
warfare. 55 Today the Sambioa have shrunk to some 40
people and no longer come into any contact with the
Apinaye'.
Equally vacillating were the relations with their congeners beyond the Tocantins, i.e., the Krikati' or Krikateye
( Caraca ty), whom they call M~kra' -ya. In general they
got along tolerably~ at least certain individuals passed to
and fro without difficulty. Two Krikati' women are still
living among the Apinaye', and an Apinaye' married to a
Krikati' woman has been living in her village for many
years. In 1928 the younger of the two Krikati' women and
an old Apinaye', whose mother had been a Krikati', accompanied me without ado to this people and were hospitably
received. On the other hand, no Bacaba could be induced
to make this trip, and the Krikati' who took me back insisted on the condition of not having to follow me beyond
the Tocantins. In other words, there was obviously some
mutual lack of confidence.
53
54

55

_Mattos, (a) 38: 21; Castelnau, 2: 37, 70.
Mattos, (a), 38: 18.
Villa Real, 428.

Th. Segurado, 191, 198. Buscalioni, 236.
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Mij;tQ'k was particularly averse to relations with this
tribe,-to be sure, for a good reason. In his younger days
two Kr:ikati' had paid the Apinaye' a friendly visit, but on
their return trip they had secretly stolen two Apinaye'
women. The then chief ordered Mij;tQ'k to recover them,
who overtook the abductors at the Tocantins, and when
they resisted restoration of the women simply shot them
down. On the other hand, the Kr:ikati' seem to visit unrestrainedly in Gato Preto. As late as 1930 they went there
in the vain hope of finding a place of refuge after the government agent had failed to transplant them to the Rio
Ourives near Barra do Corda, an attempt that led to a
breaking up of the tribe. This Kr:ikati' idea of settling
among the Apinaye' seems to be of long standing, for in
1844 Castelnau heard that the "Gavi6es" (meaning, however, not them but the Kr:ikati') had begun negotiations
with the Apinaye' with that end in view. 56
The same traveler imputes cannibalism to both Sava'nte
and Apinaye' in their conflicts with each other. 57 Apart
from the failure of the Apinaye' to recall any such fights,
the statement is equally incorrect for both tribes; and
despite the untrustworthy statements of the Apinaye' boy
Catama, Castelnau has remained the solitary author to
charge the Apinaye' with anthropophagy. The Apinaye'
did not even take head trophies, and their traditions merely
mention the occasional cutting off of a slain foeman's arm
to be taken home. Thus, in the story of a return trip from
a raid against the Kupe-rob an Apinaye' is said to have
knocked down his unfaithful wife and her lover with such
a trophy.
Though there is no vestige of cannibalism in the traditions, a ceremony preserved until the present time and
described herewith may be a relic of a once customary ceremonial killing of captives.
G6

Castelnau, 2: 18.

57

Id., 2: 37.
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Pico' -kamcvnl ceremony. The term means " piercing
(kamcwQ') a banana stem (pico')."
One morning a banana tree trunk about 5 m in height
was carried to the Bacaba plaza without its roots and
planted at its western margin. Shortly after noon the men
assembled at the house of the Kolre master of ceremonies
and made for themselves grass bands for the forehead and
upper arm with long pendant "wings" of streamers bent
in step-fashion. Then, armed with bows and arrows, they
marched from house to house round the boulevard ' sina-ino0
0
two songs, and finally assembled before the house in the
east, where they fell into a line facing toward the banana
stem. All the arrows were laid in a heap in front of the
line. Then the men, one after another, stepped out and
shot each one or two arrows at the stem until the missiles
in a body were stuck in the stem or leaves. Those arrows
that missed their goal were picked up by two boys and
brought back to the shooting-stance.
When no arrows were left, a number of the archers
assembled in Mij;tQ'k's dwelling, - also six women, four of
whom were wantons, all present being of the ipo'gny6cwQ'dn
kiye'. They decorated themselves in grotesque fashion:
some painted their faces all over with a white clay distinctive of this kiye', others applied it only to half the face or
only to the forehead or the region about the eyes. Mij;tQ'k
stuck a sort of full beard of paty wool on his face and wore
an ear-ornament of spirally coiled babassu' leaflets, - not,
however, in the appropriate perforation of the ear lobe, but
hanging below it by a thread. One youth wore half a beard
made of the caudal hairs of the great ant-eater. Several
smoked out of long smoking-funnels, in which the tobacco
was kept burning with huge burning logs. One man was
carrying an axe.
While thus moving toward the plaza, they were performing all manner of antics after the fashion of their kiye'.
The men would ask the wantons for fire and romp with
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them, both snatching at each other's genitalia. Suddenly
the youth and the axe-bearer pounced on the banana trunk,
the former dealing it a furious blow with a burning piece
of wood, the latter chopping it down with two strokes of
his axe. At once those participants provided with funnels,
including one woman, approached and blew tobacco smoke
at the prostrate stem.
Now the arrows were removed and restored to their
owners. The men took off the bowstring, wrapped it round
the lower end of the bow, inverted this upward, and thus
paraded round the boulevard from house to house, led by
the Kolti master of ceremonies. Everywhere great quantities of food were handed out to them, and on the plaza this
was distributed, the old counselor Ngoklu'a, who had directed
the entire ceremony, receiving the first share.
The entire pico' -kamcwl!' celebration occupied about four
hours. Questioning the natives as to its significance, I heard
the tale rendered below (p. 182). There the incident relating to the shooting at the banana tree is clearly an arbitrary and logically unconnected interpolation; in other
words, the entire story had originally nothing to do with
the ceremony. Moreover, the present form of the pico' kamcwQ' cannot be the primary one, because among the
Apinaye' the banana was introduced. through, contact with
civilization. What or who, then, preceded it in being riddled
. with arrows and ultimately laid low, and was the victim's
shadow-soul then exorcised by blowing tobacco smoke on it?

*
Warriors (peb) included youths and young men, both
single and married, from the close of their own warrior
initiation until the close of the next celebration of this
order, which followed after a lapse of about ten years and
by which they transferred their titles to the new initiates,
while they themselves advanced to the status of mature
men (uyape'). Armed action by the entire warrior class
actually occurred only to repel a hostile attack on the settle-
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ment; otherwise warfare was carried on by small groups or
even by single individuals, who sneaked into the vicinity
of hostile villages or camps in order to lie in ambush there.
However, when equal in numbers the Apinaye' were not
afraid of a pitched battle.

Fm. 28. Round clubs.
Fm. 29. Flat clubs and burity-bast sleeping-mat.

The warriors are still distinguishable by their babassu
grass headband, with the three-pointed strips that extend
laterally and upward from the knots across the middle of
the forehead.
The weapons included bow and arrow, lances, and clubs
of the round, sword, and paddle type (figs. 28-29). Of these,
the lance has completely disappeared. Pitfalls are attested
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by a tradition (p. 176), but artificial fortification of villages
was unknown.
A weapon meriting special attention is the stone anchor
axe (pl!ka'i) allegedly derived from the legendary Bat people
(p. 179) ,--merely another attempt, so popular among the
Timbira, to explain an unknown origin by arbitrary secondary reference to some ancient mythical motif that was
originally quite unrelated. Thus, the corresponding Canella
variant of the tale makes no mention of anchor-axes, which
this tribe connects with the legendary Amazons.
Anchor axes are obviously not a feature borrowed by the
Ge, but a typical ancient element of their culture. They
have been found in use only among the Ge and their immediate neighbors of uncertain linguistic affinity (Tremembe',
probably also Otshukayana); and the area of anchor axes
as surface finds roughly coincides with the distribution of
the Ge. I do not believe that the anchor-axes found along
the lower Amazon got there as trade objects, as Ryden
supposes, 58 but rather that they are derived from other,
more primitive axes of that area.
Ryden has collected and illustrated the available information about Apinaye' anchor-axes. Except for his figure
5, B, all were acquired by me, while half a dozen others are
scattered among different owners.
Obviously, the Apinaye' forms fall into two categories:
large war axes, Ryden's B and C, of which I was able to
find only two specimens extant; and small ceremonial axes,
some of them with degenerate blades, as already noted by
Ryden, who throws the large anchor-axes, too, into this class
because of their short haft and their carrying sling. 59
Against this militates the testimony of the Apinaye' themselves, who definitely state that these implements were
designed for fighting. As for the unpractical shortness of
the handle according to our standards, we must recall that
58
r.9

Ryden, 80.
Ibid., 65, 67.
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numerous vase pictures from ancient Peru demonstrate
combats even with unhafted axes. Finally, the carryingsling rather supports the contrary interpretation, for in
battle a warrior using his bow, lance, or club was bound to
keep his axe suspended from his shoulder, while in chanting
and in ceremonial he could hold it by the handle. According to the Apinaye' the function of the anchor-axe was to
crush the skull or neck of a foeman laid low by means of
other weapons.
In former times the kin of a murderer within the tribe
might persuade the victim's relatives to forego vengeance,
but the culprit was then obliged to capture a living enemy,
for which purpose a special raid was organized. If the
murderer succeeded, he would take his prisoner before the
person seeking revenge, who would crush the captive's skull
with an anchor-axe, which he then surrendered to the murderer. This settled the affair for good. If the murderer
failed in his task, the avenger struck him, but did not kill
him, with either an anchor-axe or a club.
Neither the Apinaye' nor the Eastern Timbira nor the
Sere'nte seem to have connected the new-moon with the
anchor-axe in the manner alleged for the Tremembe' · 60
"
'
and the reported Tremembe'
usage of leaving this weapon
with the slain man's corpse specifically does not hold for
the anchor-axe, though all the Timbira, Northern Kayapo',
Akwe, and Kaingang would always deposit a. club by the
side of the dead enemy.
According to Kissenberth "1 the anchor-axes of the Northern Kaya po' formed the badge of the wayanga' (elders'
. council?); this does not apply to the Apinaye', whose phonetic equivalent designates medicine-men. Nor are they
tokens of a chief's dignity, as Pohl reports for the Poracramekran (= Porekamekra). a2
60

Evreux, 141-42.

Kissenberth, (b), 58.
62 Pohl, 2: 195.
61
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As for the small ceremonial axes, I am inclined to think
that when the Apinaye' had abandoned their war customs
they continued bestowing on youths small axes of this type
at the close of initiation.
A man who had killed an enemy was subjected to a ten
days' fast, during which he was restricted to manioc flatcakes and was obliged to consume large quantities of pepper.
He was not permitted to talk with any one, and others were
prohibited from drinking out of his cup. While returning
from his raid he had to remain segregated from his companions both on the march and in camp. A scratcher of
rat's teeth was used to gash his chest horizontally. After
the return to the village the warriors performed a round
dance in the plaza about a fire of aroeira wood. This happened toward sunset. After a while the slayer also appeared
in the plaza, painted black all over; in his right hand, which
was lifted to the level of his shoulder, he held an anchor-axe
\vith its long drooping cotton fringe. The dancers .were
obliged to open their circle for him, otherwise he had the
privilege of knocking down the nearest performer. After
the close of his fast, he at first ate the flesh of the armadillo
and put on a special decoration of bast, which comprised
knee-bands, wristlets, and a neck-cord.
LAW

Inheritance was very simple, for the dead person's weapons, ornaments, and domestic implements were either deposited in the grave or fell almost wholly into the hands
of the kq,m-kn~mge'd as compensation for their decorating
and interring the corpse. This or that residual object, if
any, fell to the share of the deceased individual's children,
never to the parents, who would at most keep them safe
during the children's minority.
The plantation is always inherited by the children, never
by the husband; and since men of all Timbira tribes never
own houses, the dwelling comes to be owned by the dead
woman's daughters, sisters, or sisters' daughters.
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Criminal law must be dismissed briefly, my ignorance
being due to the rarity of cases requiring penal procedure.
Premarital defloration that is not followed by marriage
requires payment of an indemnity, as noted (p. 77). I
have never heard of a case of rape nor witnessed anything
of publicly scandalous adultery, larceny, or slander. Only
when intoxicated do these natives inflict damage on property and bodily maltreatment on persons or commit manslaughter. Compared with any Sere'nte settlement the village of Bacaba, at least, is a model of internal peace and
harmony, and this would hold for Gato Preto, too, in the
absence of alcohol.
·
In reply to my question whether theft ever occurred,
M~tlt'k answered that occasionally a woman would steal
another's fruits in the plantation, which the owner would
ignore so long as the amount stolen was moderate. Otherwise she would try to catch the offender, whose identity had
of course been long previously established, in fiagrante
delicto, which puts the thief to shame, so that she immediately makes restitution.
An old-fashioned form of punishing adultery is that mentioned above (p. 122), - the dupe on his return from a
war-party knocking down the guilty pair with the arm
severed from an enemy's corpse.
Severe bodily injury and homicide I observed in the case
of Nindo', the adopted brother's son of Pebkn''j:O', the Kolti
master of ceremonies at Bacaba. After sundry amours in
his native settlement he found it better to move to Gato
Preto, where he married a certain Konduaka'. One day he
went with his young wife to Boa Vista, got drunk, and
began to quarrel with her on the homeward journey, striking and slashing her several times with a bush-knife.
Severely wounded, she was taken to Gato Preto, while
Nindo' for the present remained with his uncle and fosterfather in Bacaba. Since even there his behavior was generally condemned and he realized that he would not be safe
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from an act of vengeance on the part of Konduaka"s ~in,
he fled to Neo-Brazilians two days later and allowed himself to be recruited for labor in the chestnut woods of the
lower Tocantins. There he stayed over two years, when he
returned to Bacaba and married Ngre'ri, M~ttt'k's niece.
Not long after, however, he was again intoxicated an_d maltreated his wife in so barbarous a fashion that she died the
following day. Thenceforth M~ttt'k decid_e~ tha~ he must
die, but Nindo' again escaped to N eo-Brazihan~, i.e., to the
town of Boa Vista, for only there near the official~ and constabulary (who never heard of his misdeeds) did he feel
more or less secure from vengeance. Actually, except for
his foster-father, all residents of Bacaba were waiting for a
chance to do away with him. Thus he lived on for several
months in constant terror and finally died in the town.
Matu'k considered the matter closed now, but others were
of th~ ~pinion that since Nindo' had failed to expiate his
crime, the murder must be avenged by killing his uncle.
But Pebkrao' got wind of the plan and fled to a N eoBrazilian settler provisionally leaving his family in Bacaba.
Matu'k repeatedly invited him through his family to retu_rn
in ~;ace, promising safety, but Pebkr~o' did not trust him
and remained away; and thus the matter stood when I returned to the Apinaye' in February, 1937. Since he was
Kolti master of ceremonies in Bacaba, hence indispensable
·th Pebka,.'g initiation in the offing, at which his daughwi a
'-1'
d ., I
ter had to act as auxiliary, because of her name Am Y~ ,
also requested him to return. He agreed, but notwithstanding his family's entreaties, stayed awa~. Then I personally rode to visit him, bringing a pack-ammal a_long, a~d
brought him back to Bacaba together with his family
without further reluctance.
A former mode of expiation for murder was the execution of a specially captured enemy by the avenger (p. 127) ·
W eregild, however, seems to have been unknown.
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Evil sorcery was inexorably punished with death. The
penalty was decided upon by the chief and carried out by
the victim's kin or, if these were incapacitated, by other
men who either volunteered or were appointed by the chief.
Chief Pebko'b's behavior in such circumstances has been
described ( p. 13), and I am firmly convinced that both he
and M~ttt'k would act in precisely the same way today if
the occasion were to arise. The last case of this sort occurred
in 1929, when I had already established relations with the
Apinaye'. Ireti', who played a part at the execution, gave
me information as to the details; otherwise it is impossible
to induce even Indians not directly concerned to discuss
such matters circumstantially.
In the aldea Cocal lived Y andora' dy, a woman of some
thirty years of age, with her husband and three children,
the oldest daughter then being about eleven. Somehow the
residents of both Cocal and Bacaba came to suspect that
she had killed several persons by evil magic. Accordingly,
under pretense of a friendly call Mi"j;tq'k sent a number of
his people to investigate the matter in Cocal, where Yandora' dy' s husband was seriously ill. The medicine-man
Kaklu' -ti, an uncle 'of Ireti', who accompanied him and was
then about thirteen years of age, was the one specially
charged with the inquiry. On their arrival Kaklu'-ti was
secretly informed of damaging accusations against Yandora' dy; but he arrived at the conclusion that they should
not be taken seriously and after several days he set out on
the return journey. On the way, however, he was overtaken by messengers from Cocal, who brought new evidences of guilt. Thereupon he and his companions once
more betook themselves to Cocal and invited Y andora' dy
to accompany him to Bacaba with her sick husband, whom
he would try to .cure there. She agreed, and at once
Kaklu' -ti clandestinely summoned Ireti', gave her a little
gourd bottle, which she was to fill with long pepper pods,
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and ordered her not to budge from his side regardless of
what might happen.
A hammock was plaited of burity leaves and attached to
a pole, the patient was laid in it and thus carried towards
Bacaba by two men. After they had traveled about 17 km,
the party halted on the bank of the Sao Benedicto creek,
where the sick man was set down in the shade of a big
jatoba tree. His wife and the other women sat beside him.
All of a sudden Kaklu' -ti stepped behind Y andora' dy,
clasped her from behind, and held her firmly in his grip.
She asked him timidly, what he was trying to do. He answered that she must die, and thrust his knife into her neck
above the collar-bone. Forthwith his three companions ran
up and clubbed her again and again, battering into fragments her skull, spine, and the rest of her bones. The
other women scattered in horror except for Ireti' with her
pepper bottle and Yandora'dy's eldest daughter, who madly
swooped down on Kaklu' -ti with a knife. But another man
restrained her, threatening her also with death unless she
remained quiet.
At once a pit was dug, and the corpse was thrown in,
then it was covered with earth, which was trampled down
on top. Then all who had taken part in the execution ate
quantities of pepper, painted themselves with black spots,
and put on a tauary bast decoration. For many days the
only food allowed them consisted of manioc fiat-cakes and
pepper (cf. p. 128).
When the others turned to Yandora'dy's husband after
the deed was done, they found him dead in the hammock.
killed by shock.
RELIGION

MAJOR DEITIES

Hitherto Apinaye' religion has been very little known.
Castelnau, probably influenced by P. Ludovico of Boa Vista,
speaks of a superstitious veneration of the moon, but what
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he conceived as an element of a lunar cult obviously had
nothing at all to do with the moon. Buscalioni's report of
a masculine and a feminine deity and a secret cult similar
to that of Yurupari in the Rio Negro area is wholly erroneous, while Snethlage merely states that he learned nothing
of any Kran (i.e., Timbira-Kayapo') god. C. Estevao was
the first to recognize that sun and moon play the main parts
in Apinaye' religion. Their most important myth is that
describing the earthly adventures of MbQd-ti (Sun) and
Mhqduvri'-re (Moon), which appear in fragmentary form
in Estevao's paper. 63
On the episode of the creation of man (p. 164) out of
bottle gourds (Lagenaria sp.) rests a certain sanctity of these
fruits, which playing children are not allowed to damage or
destroy wantonly. When one night one of them threw such
a gourd into the fire, where it burst, M~tQ'k got up and
scolded him. On another occasion, when I accidentally
stepped on a gourd and crushed it, I was astonished at the
concern evoked. A dorsal decoration consisting of two
bottle gourds of the smallest variety likewise refers to that
episode.
While the opening sections of the myth are devoid of
religious features, the closing parts dealing with man's creation, the founding of the first settlement, and the departure
· of Sun and Moon from the earth, form the basis of religion
and social structure. Manifestly subordinating the Moon,
the Apinaye' regard the Sun as their creator and the father
of mankind, and to him they ascribe the dual organization
and the localization of moieties. Like the Sere'nte, they
treat him with profound and truly religious veneration. As
Sun in the creation myth calls men his "children," so the
Apinaye' designate him as their father (me-papa'm, id-pam
Mbttd) and supplicate him when in difficulties as children
would their father. For this purpose they have no prayer
63 Castelnau, 2: 32, 34.
Buscalioni, 233.
65, 69, 82.

Snethlage, (b), 184.

Oliveira,
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formulae, but couch requests in simple colloquial speech.
A person will go alone outside the village, face the sun, and
say in his usual tone of voice, "My father, do ... (thus
and so)," or " Give us (me) . . ." In this fashion, I later
learned from others, M~tl!'k and Ireti' prayed to the Sun
for my recovery when I had been ill for several days and
to their sorrow unable to eat with them.
I have never seen a picture of the Sun, but Mi':!:tl!'k told
me that not only the Apinaye' villages with their circle of
houses, plaza and radial paths represent the Sun, but that
so also do the big, round meat-pies at festivals, with their
radially arranged and bent leaves (p. 34).
Prior to planting operations the Sun is asked to protect
the crops (p. 89). Further, there is a dance connected with
him which is preferably performed at the beginning of the
harvest, but also may be held on some other occasions.
This ceremony, tu'e're, lasts four days. The dancers bear
Mbl!d-ti's characteristic paint, i.e., red urucu stripes on the
outside and front of the legs and arms. On their wristlets
and forehead bands they wear black babassu grass rosettes
and in their occipital hair-knot two arara tail feathers. The
dancers form three concentric circles, the innermost being
formed by the warriors, the middle one by mature men, the
exterior one by old men. The middle-aged men move clockwise, the two others contra-clockwise. At a certain stage.
of the dance the ceremonial leaders of the moieties who are
in the intermediate circle, step into the innermost ringthe Kolti from the east, and the Kolre from the west.
Simultaneously a fellow moiety member of each executes
the same movement, from the north and south respectively,
a procedure paralleled in the all!' ti' festival (p. 29). The
dance starts daily at sunrise and closes in the afternoon,
with an intermission at noon for eating. The dance is held
round the boulevard in front of all the houses. At sunset
the moieties separately take up positions in the plaza,
whither much food is brought to them, which they exchange.
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The Mbl!d-ti songs are unintelligible not only to me, but
to the Indians as well. At best I am able to translate a
few incoherent words, e.g., ane napate' nerere' no (na-pa-te',
I wandered; no, to lie).
On the third day a Kolre man dances in the plaza, his
face blackened, his forearms and lower legs wrapped with
cotton cords, which members of the complementary moiety
remove. He then runs to a wasp nest, such as often hangs
down from the trees in the steppe, knocks it down and destroys it, being naturally severely stung by the infuriated
insects. Others, who have run after him, now seize him,
two men take him on their shoulders and drag him back to
the village, surrounded by howling women, who at his home
rub him down with cotton leaves in order to soothe his pain.
The extraordinary emotional significance of the Sun god
appears in the overpowering impression created by his appearance in dreams and visions. Thus, Mi':!:tl!'k described
one of his dreams as follows:
"I was lying on my platform bed and looking outdoors.
Then I saw Our Father sitting on the branch of a tree out
in the steppe. He was wearing a strange white decorative
paint resembling porcupine quills. One arm was resting on
his knee; in the other he was carrying a green scroll. Thus
he sat and turned round himself (drehte sich um sich
selbst). Above him there was a roar like that of a biotempest. All the women were standing in front of their
huts and crying aloud, 'If Our Father falls down, everything will be finished!' I could not bear looking at it any
longer, so I turned over on the other side on my bed.
After that I looked toward him three times and said to the
women: 'Don't be afraid! Our Father will not fall down!'
The third time I turned he was already floating in the air
at a height of two spans above the branch. Then I said,
full of joy: ' He is not falling J He is rising again!' And
thus I woke up."
~
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Far more profound was the impression made on the same
Indian by a vision of the Sun, which he described as follows:
"I was hunting near the sources of the Botica creek. All
along the journey there I had been agitated and was constantly startled without knowing why.
.
" Suddenly I saw him standing under the droopmg
branches of a big steppe tree. He was standing there erect.
His club was braced against the ground beside him, his
hand he held on the hilt. He was tall and light-skinned,
and his hair nearly descended to the ground behind him.
His whole body was painted, and on the outer side of his
legs were broad red stripes. His eyes were exactly like two
stars. He was very handsome.
" I recognized at once that it was he. Then I lost all
courage. My hair stood on end, and my knees were trembling. I put my gun aside, for I thought to myself that I
should have to address him, but I could not utter a sound
because he was looking at me unwaveringly. Then I lowered my head in order to get hold of myself and stood thus
for a long time. When I had grown somewhat calmer, I
raised my head. He was still standing and looking at me.
Then I pulled myself together and walked several steps
toward him, then I could not go any further for ~y knees
aave way. I again remained standing
for a long
time, then
b
'
.
lowered my head, and tried again to regam composure.
When I raised my eyes again, he had already turned away
and was slowly walking through the steppe.
" Then I grew very sad. I kept standing there for a long
time after he had vanished, then I walked under the tree
where he had stood. I saw his footprints, painted red with
urucu at the edges; beside them was the print of his clubhead. I picked up my gun and returned to the village.
On the way I managed to kill two deer, which approached
me without the least shyness. At home I told my father
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everything. Then all scolded me for not having had the
courage to talk to him.
"At night while I was asleep he reappeared to me. I
addressed him, and he said he had been waiting for me in
the steppe to talk to me, but since I had not approached
he had gone away. He led me some distance behind the
house and there showed me a spot on the ground where,
he said, something was lying in storage for me. Then he
vanished.
"The next morning I immediately went there and touched
the ground with the tip of my foot, perceiving something
hard buried there. But others came to call me to go hunting. I was ashamed to stay behind and joined them. When
we returned, I at once went back to the site he had shown
me, but did not find anything any more.
"Today I know that I was very stupid then. I should
certainly have received from him great self-assurance
(seguranga) if I had been able to talk to him. But I was
still very young then; today I should act quite differently."
Matu'k's account unquestionably reveals deep religious
feeling rather than mere dread of a demon. He clearly was
not afraid of, say, b~ing clubbed by the apparition. In fact,
terror was absent, otherwise its disappearance would have
made him rejoice instead of saddening him. He regarded
it as beautiful rather than terrible. Nevertheless, consciousness of standing before his god and creator overwhelmed
this otherwise brave and self-possessed man so as to leave
him as though petrified, regardless of any rational considerations.
It was surely the same sentiment that made M~tq'k formally refuse to give me accounts of his subsequent visions
and dreams. " I am not permitted to speak about it," he
said; "precisely of late I have repeatedly seen him in my
sleep. I now know for certain that before long he will
expect me in the steppe." If this man, concentrating all
his thoughts on a repetition of his vision, should some day
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attain the coveted end, this would be small cause for astonishment.
Other tribesmen have also had visions of the sun-invariably, like M~tq'k, while out hunting by themselves.
Over-exertion, hunger, and thirst doubtless contribute their
share. One conclusion is permissible: The solar god of the
Apinaye' is divorced from his substratum, for while the Sun
appeared to M~tq'k, the sun was shining in the sky.
The Apinaye' in no way recognize either celestial or
earthly intermediaries between themselves and the deity.
Unlike the Sere'nte, they eliminate the stars from this role;
and medicine-men's prayers to the Sun are no more efficacious than those of ordinary men.
The Moon is not called father, but id-kramge'd, which is
rendered into Portuguese as "meu padrinho," my godfather,
the term by which Sun and Moon address each other in
mythology. The former applies it to his mate with the
diminutive suffix -re, the latter reciprocating with the word
plus the augmentative -ti.
I was unable to get a definite account of any Moon
visions, being merely told that if he ever appears in human
shape, it is at night in order to cohabit with menstruating
women.
As Estevao notes, the Moon is invoked to promote the
growth of plants. This refers to the cwql-kro ceremony (p.
89), which begins at the new moon when the plants are
about a meter in height and continues until the full moon.
Another lunar festival, lel-e're, is always held at the time
of a new moon. On the first morning, at sunrise, the lel-e're
songs are sung in the house of the Kolti master of ceremonies. There are six chants, which Moon personally
taught mankind, but only in the case of the second and the
last am I able to gather so much as what it is all about:
(2) Arakandye' codurure' (ad-kandye', seize you with my
legs; eo' do, penis).
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(6) cape' ruru', eape' ruru', eaea' Mb4duvr!'-re eaea'
(:yape', opening; ruru' glide into; i.e., the gliding of an
armadillo into his burrow; ea, to be present standing,
Mbl!duvr!' -re, Moon). The idea is that as the armadillo
disappears into his burrow, so the moon vanishes but always
reappears. This may serve as a typical example of the
difficulty of grasping the texts of Apinaye' songs.
On the second day the dancers don their feather decoration and paint a black acute angle, with apex down, on their
chests. Thus they danced first in the house mentioned
then on the plaza, whereupon they dashed into the houses'
to fetch food, which they distributed and consumed in the
plaza.
Finally they moved round the boulevard from house to
house, singing before each a," pemnyra" chant unaccompanied by rattles: Manaya kupe pe-pe i-klu-lele' kama
pe-pe tanira.
Of this, all I understand is: Pe-pe = peb, warrior;
klulele' =the feathering of his arrow. This is Moon's.farewell song when he left the earth with Sun after foundina
"'
the first village.
During a lunar e<(lipse an old man lifts a girl towards the
moon, calling out, "Look, here is your wife! Don't die!"
Special chants are sung until the darkness is gone, and the
men shoot at the moon with arrows after setting fire to the
butt of the shafts, which has been widened by hammering.
According to Estevao, the deluge followed a prophecy of
the Sun God's; according to my informants neither Sun
nor Moon was involved, but the big snake Ka11~-ro'ti.
As indicated in a myth (p. 184), meteors are conceived
as evil demons. Thunderstorms are personified in the tale
of the visit to Heaven (p. 184) by a human figure painted
black to represent storm clouds and equipped with a swordclub emitting lightnings. Constellations are devoid of religious significance. The tale, shared by the Apinaye' and
the Eastern Timbira, of how maize was obtained from a
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star may have been adopted from the Sere'nte, to whose
religious conceptions it conforms much better. In the Milky
Way the Apinaye', too, recognize a giant ostrich, ma-ti, but
unlike the Canella they are not afraid of it. Another constellation, which I have never been able to understand
properly, represents a big ant-eater (p~d-ti) fighting a
jaguar; still another is interpreted as a sting-ray (bience' d).
The Seven Stars are called Ngro'do; Venus and Jupiter,
Tamga11:' ga; Mars remains undesigna ted.
ANIMISM

Like the Eastern Timbira, the Apinaye' call the soul,
ghost, shadow, and image by a common term, me-gala; the
Apinaye' further apply the word to the bull-roarer, which
recalls Sere'nte usage.
All organisms, whether men, animals or plants, have a
soul that leaves its body shortly after death. Rocks are
said to have no soul, yet they figure as crying out in the
story of the origin of fire (p. 156). Plant and animal souls
are of brief duration after the death of their bearers and
soon dissolve into nothing. The me-gala is by no means
perfectly incorporeal, but merely under ordinary circumstances invisible. Its appearance mostly but not always
depends on its own volition and usually occurs at night in
the dark. Ghosts resemble the living in appearance.
The souls of the dead live neither in the sky nor in the
underworld. According to a myth, the sky is inhabited by
vultures, falcons, and thunder; the underworld is merely
said to harbor human beings and animals, which the Sere'nte
deny (pp. 185, 175). The souls of the dead continue to
dwell on earth, in the places where their bearers lived and
were buried. There is neither reward nor punishment for
their deeds done when they were still alive; all differences
among these spirits are due solely to their habits and modes
of death. Thus, the souls of murdered men roam about in
loneliness, because they are afraid of the others; and their
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aspect is terrifying because they exhibit the wounds received by the body.
The souls of executed sorcerers cause nightmares. One
night I had to rouse Ireti', who was groaning aloud. She
then explained that the shadow of the slain sorceress Yandora' dy (p. 131) had visited her, had asked why she was
sleeping alone, and squeezed her chest together. M1"J:tl1'k,
also awakened by the incident, fell asleep again, but had
the same visitant, who caused a commotion lasting for
hours.
Unless irritated by gross neglect at the funeral, misappropriation of the legacy, or the like, the me-gala are
generally amiably disposed and benevolent toward their
survivors.
The souls are far from immortal; after continuing their
shadowy existence for a while, they die of a pain on the
left side and are transformed into animals, stumps of trees,
or termite hills. Cemeteries and old village sites form the
principal residence of me-gala. They eat like the living,
but even in summer have no dearth of crops. Only their
food tastes differently from ours, and its consumption definitively binds the ~iritual newcomers to a shadowy existence, making them unwilling to return to the living.
In general the people incline to credit the dead with a
knowledge of magical devices and remedies superior to that
of the general run of the living.
Will-o'-the-wisps (ace'n) are regarded as the camp-fires
of the souls of the dead. The Indian Kangro' from Bacaba
reported the following experience:
"I was once still outdoors by midnight, hunting. Then
I saw will-o'-the-wisps as I passed our old village site. I
came closer and was blinded by the light. Then I noticed
sitting alongside of my path two black figures with lowered
heads. I remained standing as though benumbed. It
seemed to me that I myself was dead. At last I mustered
up courage to address the two. Then one of them answered
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that he had come to protect me from snakes and other
dangers lurking on the roads in the dark. By his voice I
recognized him as my deceased grandfather. For a long
time we talked together. He wanted to conduct me into
the village of the dead and bade me walk ahead while he
and his companions followed. As I looked back, I noticed
that the two ~'ere not walking on the ground, but this high
(1 meter) above it in the air. Then the dogs in Bacaba
were heard barking from afar, and at once everything had
vanished."
My adoptive brother, M::i:ti.t'k, also told me he had seen
the souls of the dead at night near their ignis fatuus. Their
figures, like the fire itself, had floated in the air at some
distance above the ground.
MAGIC AND MEDICINE-MEN

To the average Apinaye', intercourse with the me-gala is
somewhat uncanny and to be avoided so far as possible;
and there are others who are not in any way able to achieve
contact with the spirits of the dead in the hour of need.
On the other hand, there are some men-no women-who
are introduced to the spirit world by their deceased close
kinsfolk and unhesitatingly move in that company at will.
Thus, they are qualified to become intermediaries between
the dead and the majority of their spirit-dreading tribesmen, rising to a position of superiority by the magical, and
especially by the medical knowledge acquired through such
relations. Such men are called vayailga'; in Bacaba there
were three, but of them only Ka't~'m ranked as a fullfledged medicine-man. Their functions are restricted to the
sphere of animism and magic; they have nothing at all to
do with the solar deity; and on the other hand M::i:ti.t'k,
blessed as he was with visions of the Sun, is not classed as
a vaya11ga'.
Ka't~m is only about 37 years of age today (February,
1938). Until 1927 he gave not the slightest intimation of
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being a vayailga'. His elder brother, highly esteemed as a
medicine-man, died in 1925 and some time thereafter began
to appear to Ka't~'m in his sleep. As Ka't::i:'m himself told
me, his brother's spirit promised to teach him to recognize
and cure disease so that he might be able to look out for
the well-being of the villagers. The dream was repeated
on two later occasions, but Ka't~'m did not breathe a word
about it to any one.
In 1927 he accompanied M~ti.t'k and others to Sao Paulo.
On the return journey, after they had passed Goyaz, M~t'i.tk
was suddenly smitten with a grave illness so that his companions despaired of his recovery. Then Ka'ta'm said to
himself,-" I must try to save him! He must not die or we
'
shall have no one to speak and care for us. Hitherto
no
one suspects my having power, but now I'll try it." M~ti.t'k
recovered, and on their return the news of Ka'ta'm's success
spread, so that he was called everywhere to c~re the sick.
Subsequently, when stationed alone at night waiting for
game, he repeatedly saw the shade of his brother waiting
for him on the way.
If the spirits fail to come to the vaya11ga' in time, he or
his shade visits them in order to get their advice on difficult
problems. The m~icine-men possessing this gift, which
Ka't~'m lacks, are designated as ako'lo-cwudn. The dance
rattle is used neither in such nor in any ~ther procedures
of medicine-men, for among the Apinaye', Eastern Timbira.
and Sere'nte this is a purely secular, non-magical musical
instrument wielded by the leader of the singing.
An officiating ako'lo-cwi.tdn seats himself in front of the
house at nightfall, facing east. His assistant lights successively three smoking-funnels for him, for which some are
said to substitute large cigarettes rolled up in tauary bast.
After smoking vigorously for a while, the medicine-man
begins to groan and tremble, finally collapsing. His assistant supports him, lays him out at length with the head
towards the west, and walks round him like a sentry. In
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the meantime the ako'lo-cwl);dn's soul has left his body to
visit the spirits of the dead and get their instructions as to
curing the patient. The assistant blows tobacco smoke on
his own hands and places them on the medicine-man's,
thereby reviving him. On waking up, he allows tobacco
smoke to issue from his mouth.
In view of the non-indigenous character of tobacco among
the Timbira and Kaya po' (p. 88), it is probable that the
ako'lo-cwqdn practice-which incidentally is lacking among
both the Eastern Timbira and the Sere'nte-was introduced
by an alien tribe together with tobacco itself. My impression is that Tupi' influence is involved.
*
*
Apart from sickness due to external causes, such as mjuries, all disease is explained on one of four principles.
(1) Soul-loss.

The weak and dependent shadow-souls of little children
are especially subject to being snatched away by other
spirits or may unexpectedly stray from the body. Then the
child must pine away and ultimately die.
When Meoka"s little daughter had the dysentery at the
age of six months, Ka't1);'m (according to the story he told
me) effected the cure as follows:
"I was walking toward the brook with Ire' [Ka'ta'm's
wife] to bathe. Passing the plantation, I heard a little child
crying. 'Do you hear something?' I asked Ire'. 'No,'
she said, ' I do not hear anything.' But I myself heard it
distinctly and thought, 'Who could this be?' Letting my
wife wait, I walked toward the sound. There I saw the
shadow of Meoka''s daughter sitting in the plantation, right
in the middle of the shadows of the white watermelons,
which had already been harvested and eaten, and 9f which
only the stalks remained. For that is the very time when
the shadows of all cultivated fruits dance in the plantation.
They had taken the little one to the farm and allowed her
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to taste of the watermelon, and the shadows of the fruits
h.ad retained the child's.
" I went to her mother and told her not to cry for her
little child would recover. I advised her to wait fo~ several
days, then the shadow would spontaneously return. The
grandmother thought the girl's body was already too feeble
and would not be able to hold out. Then I went thither
and fetched back the shadow."
I witnessed this last-mentioned procedure. Ka'ta'm had
himself painted in the afternoon and went down" to the
plantation by himself. The mother sat down in front of
the door, with her sick child on her lap, surrounded by a
number of women. After a while Ka'ti!;'m slowly returned
from the farm. He was carrying the child's invisible
shadow-soul precisely as though its body were in his arms.
~hen the women caught sight of him, they burst out cryrng aloud, imagining how the little patient's shadow had
spent days all alone, surrounded only by the shadows of the
fruits, without fire and shelter. Ka't~'m put the shadow
on the child's head and stroked it down her body.
Some time before this incident Ka'ti!;'m had similarly
cured his own chil_d, whose shadow had been captured by
the fruits' shadows;' and several days later he discovered the
shadow of another sick child at the bathing-hole in the
creek and brought it back. Its mother had taken the child
along to bathe, and while so engaged it had lost its shadow
in the water. Ka't11'm heard and learned the pitiful song
of the lost soul, and sang it in the evening for the women,
who at first wept, then took up the tune.
Such laments of souls are known to the Apinaye' in great
numbers. Ireti' had an inexhaustible stock. She knew the
plaint of a dog killed in the woods by a snake bite and left
by its mistress unburied as a prey to carrion vultures. She
also knew the plaint of a fawn that died because its mother
had left it for a big celebration by the animals; and something like twenty other songs of the same category.
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Ireti' also furnished an example of adults' soul-loss. During a severe illness her shadow left her body, departing for
an old villaO'e site inhabited by the dead. These offered her
some of their own food, which she liked so well as to decide
not to return to her body. However, a vayai1ga' from Gato
Preto recovered Ireti' s shadow. He came among the souls
of the dead in the guise of a mucura'na (a black non-poisonous snake that devours venomous ones), and they sea ttered
in terror, Ireti"s among the rest. But the vayai1ga' overtook hers. reassumed human shape, and led her back to her
body. He scolded her, "You ought not to flee any more
to the me-galo ! Their food is worthless, you must stay
here!" Ireti' said to me: " I was at first hard put to it to
reaccustom myself to things here, the food seemed no longer
palatable, and at first I would not touch it!"
(2) Intmsion of alien shadows.
The second theory is in a sense complementary to the
first: the consumption of food in the form of vegetables or
animals may cause their shadow-souls to enter the consumer's body, where they pro~uce effects corresponding to
the qualities of the pathogenic agent. E.g., the shado:V of
a fleet animal such as the deer quickens the pulse, while a
turtle's retards it; a wildcat soul evokes cramps with talonlike contraction of the fingers, etc.
A cure requires a double procedure. When a thorough
inquiry by the vayai1ga' has determined the pathogenic
species, he stretches out the patient in the dark, pushes the
intruder by stroking and kneading toward a single spot, and
thence sucks it out. This expulsion of the shadow must,
however, be eked out by applying a specific in the form of
an infusion of the scraped root or the crushed bark or the
charred powder of the burnt fruit of the plant remedy.
This is used both internally in the form of a beverage and
externally by rubbing the body with the dregs. Corresponding to every edible plant and animal there is some wild
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plant serving as an antidote (gande') against the diseases
due to the shadows causing diseases. All these numerous
medicinal plants have some external criterion in common
with the correlated food substances. Thus kala'-o-ande'
• 0
'
"deer medicine," a plant with paired podlike fruits, actually
suggests the antlers of an antelope; alo'i-gande', "rice
medicine," is a grass species somewhat resembling rice, etc.
The contents of the medicine basket described on p. 103
include many such gande'.
(3) Witchcraft.

A sorcerer ( ucimdyi're), i.e., not necessarily a professional
medicine-man, but any half-way adult person, if evilly
disposed, is able to cause illness. Such witchcraft may be
directed against a whole community or against one individual. In the latter case the magical substance is put
along the victim's trail; thus, a jacu' (Penelope sp.) bone
may cause death after prolonged suffering; and a magic
root (?) laid at the enemy's door will produce its effect as
soon as he steps over it or touches it: he will grow sad and
die. Other substances, working at a distance, are put on
the palm of the hand and blown in the victim's direction.
Human excreta, fingernail parings, hairs, and the like are
according to Apinaye' opinion wholly useless for purposes
of witchcraft. They collect clipped hair and throw it into
the water not from fear of sorcery, but in order to promote
the growth of the hair.
In cases of disease due to witchcraft only a vayai:tga' is
able to cure, viz., by sucking out the cause at night, whereupon he spits it on his hand and exhibits it by a light to
the spectators in the shape of a bone, tooth, caterpillar,
beetle, or the like. Such treatment cannot be administered
near the malevolent sorcerer; and if he is suspected of
dwelling in the village itself, the patient must be taken to
another settlement for treatment.
In order to bewitch an entire community the magician
proceeds by burying, say, pieces of a giant armadillo's armor
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on both sides of the road to the source of the water supply.
On the other hand, leaf clusters of the pau de leite (Sapium
sp.), the tree which furnishes the milky juice for bodily
decoration, ward off such sorcery when set up along the road.
( 4) Epidemics.
Epidemics of smallpox, measles, grippe, dysentery, catarrhs, etc., due to civilization figure in a fourth Apinaye'
category. Ka't~'m saved Bacaba from the grippe by putting up two rods from ribs of the bacaba palm leaf. He
made the whole community proof against catarrhs by havino-0 a fire of ape'ny wood kindled in the plaza at sunrise,
.
.
then letting all the villagers walk round the fire twice m
pairs and sending them home. These measures had all been
revealed to him by the shade of his deceased brother.
Any one desiring immunity from bewitchment goes to a
vayanga', who takes him into the woods, where he sticks a
bit of jatoba' (Hymenaea sp.) rosin on a little rod, which
is io-nited about ten drops being allowed to fall into a bowl
0
'
holding
magical
water. He stirs this fluid and makes h"is
client drink it; the residue is smeared first down the front
of the client's body, then up in the reverse direction, the
back being finally treated in similar fashion.
Venomous snakes, the Indian's worst enemy, are the
vaya11ga"s special friends. Every incipient vayaiiga' is supposed to be bitten by such a snake and even at that stage
of his career is able to overcome the effects. Then the
snakes become his friends, lying in wait for him in order to
converse with him. I have never seen Ka't[j;'m as a snake
doctor nor have I heard of his ever assuming such functions. M1l;tl!'k, on the other hand, credited a recently deceased vayaiiga' with the following hair-raising experience:
Before any one was able to prevent it, a rattlesnake once
crawled into the dvirelling of the medicine-man, who happened to be away, and straight under his bedstead. It bit
a chicken, which ran out of the house and fell dead. The
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villagers ran together and wanted to kill the snake, but
some one advised waiting for the vayanga''s return. When
he finally appeared and heard about the incident, he told
the people to calm down, that the snake had come merely
to talk to him. He sat down on his bed and made every one
else go out. What he did then, no one knows, except that
for a long while he remained alone with the snake. In the
meantime the women painted themselves with genipapo in
preparation for a dance. Then the vayanga' sallied forth,
with the snake in his arms, its head resting on his shoulder.
He approached the women, telling them the snake also
wanted to be painted. At first they were afraid to do so,
but when they saw it remaining quiet some of them mustered up courage and daubed the beast on the vayanga"s
arm with genipapo. The medicine-man finally carried it to
the edge of the woods and allowed it to crawl away.
Other magical acts may be undertaken by any one, though
after all a vaya11ga' is assumed to be more conversant with
them than the average Indian.
To produce rain, sambahyba leaves are pounded in a
mortar on the ban,l<: of a creek, both the vessel and the contents being then thrown into the water. For this purpose
people also plant a sambahyba twig in the mud of the river
bank or crush a sororoca (Heliconia sp.) leaf bud and throw
it into the air together with water. This produces prolonged, uninterrupted rain. In order to stop the rain, several such leaf sprouts must be tied in cross form toward the
west against the trunk of a steppe tree.
In order to ward off impending rain a branch of a
kukl!'t-paco're shrub is slowly waved against the approaching clouds; or the magician may rub first his left hand
against the right armpit, then the right hand against his
left armpit, then moving both hands against the menacing
storm.
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Against danger from lightning a piece of cedar wood is
burnt, its smoke affording protection. During a storm one
must neither eat nor quarrel lest one be killed by a stroke.
I have never seen any one resorting to love magic nor did
my informants spontaneously mention such practices. Only
in answer to my queries I learnt that now and then a
vayanga' was able to produce magical devices for securing
the devotion of persons of opposite sex; that he would
manufacture them for people desiring them, but would not
reveal their constitution. In any case love magic is quite
insignificant in this tribe.
At times a magician personally trains his successor, selecting a youth with the parents' permission and after carefully
scrutinizing the palms of his hands and his eyes. He teac~es
his appentice to smoke tobacco, to fast, and to. practice
continence, and smears magical substances on his hands
and chest. Finally he confers on his pupil his own powers,
which he strokes down his own arms and upper part of his
body and up the pupil's.
Allegedly the novice after two months' training has progressed sufficiently to be able to take over a deceased ~as
ter's duties. I have never myself seen such an apprentice.
Medicine-men are credited with the power of transforminO' themselves at first into mammals, later into birds as
w:ll. The vayai'1ga' who recovered Ireti''s shadow-soul
turned himself into a snake, as indicated (p. 146). In bird
shape a medicine-man sometimes visits foreign _villages,
where, however, the resident medicine-men sometimes detect him despite his disguise.
DEATH AND BURIAL

As soon as death occurs or even somewhat earlier, lamentations set in, whereupon all the relatives assemble in the
house of sorrow. The souls of the dead are supposed to
gather in swarms round the dying man in order to ~ff er him
their own food and expedite his death, after which they
depart with their new comrade. A precentor is notified,
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while the corpse is made to rest on a mat on the ground,
with the head eastward. The precentor leaves his house
chanting, betakes himself to the corpse, sits beside it, and
declares, " Now I will sing near him till morning." He
cries and chants, shaking a rattle, till the grave is completed
in the morning. Those linked by the kr~m bond (p. 31)
are under the reciprocal obligation of arranging the corpse
on a bier and digging the grave.
The corpse is washed in front of the house, then carried
back in to be painted with urucu and black rubber pigment
while lying on the mat. The bodies of males further have
paty wool stuck on thern. The corpse is dressed in the deceased person's decoration and its hair is clipped. Before
the corpse on the bier the dirge is continued for a while,
then the body is carried outside on a mat, which is put over
the corpse and tied to a pole by means of two loops made
of rope. Any two persons shoulder the ends of the pole and
carry the corpse to the cemetery.
At this moment the savage outbursts of grief on the part
of the dead person's kinswomen attain their acme. Some
seize a piece of firewood, a rock or some such object and
with full force knoQ_k it against their heads and backs, the
practice known as amni-tag. In Bacaba I actually saw two
women on such an occasion fling themselves in a high
header against the hard ground, their bodies striking it with
a bang. I was sure they had at least broken some bones,
but this did not prove to be the case. The men, who never
go so far in their manifestations of sorrow, always stand
ready to check the women, but sometimes fail because of
the speed of the performance. Thus, some time ago when
a dead child was being carried away, its mother plunged
down head foremost from her platform bed, broke her neck
and died. This type of feminine mourners' death-leap is
called amni-mo'ti'.
The parents or other close kin never accompany the
corpse to the grave, but continue crying some time by the
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empty site of the bier; and when the people have returned
from the interment, every one goes bathing.
The cemetery of Bacaba lies somewhat more than 1 km
west of the village. It is a fairly well cleared place in the
steppe. The graves are apparently not arranged in ~ny
definite order. Infants are buried in the steppe behmd
their maternal homes.
The grave is nearly 2 min depth. At the bottom are laid
three transverse pieces of wood and over them a mat. Four
men lower the corpse, wrapped in its mat, by means of the
rope loops. The head is made to lie towards the east, beside it being deposited the ornaments of the deceased not
worn on the person; alongside of these decorations are put
a bow and arrow for a man, a spindle and work-basket for
a woman. A mat and palm leaves without earth form the
first covering. The opening of the grave is first closed by
crosswise pieces of wood with mats and palm leaves on top,
and only then is earth heaped up in the form of a mound.
Baptized Indians are buried not in the general cemetery,
but each by himself; in this case the corpse is not wrapped
in mats but put into a sort of chest of burity leaf-stalks
serving as a coffin. But the shadow-souls of these "Christian" Indians share the fate of their pagan fellows, for even
today the Apinaye' have not the faintest notion of heaven,
hell, and purgatory.
If the deceased abstained from food for several days prior
to his demise, i.e., if he left life in a hungry condition according to Apinaye' logic, it is necessary to secure food for
him lest his shadow return to the house of death and seek
victuals there. In 1930 a baptized Bacaba youth named
Mbio' died of dysentery after refusing all food for three
days. The people put a bowl of bananas and manioc flour
beside the corpse, nevertheless its shadow returned to the
village, appearing to an old man, Gr[);b-re. This man told
two of Mbio"s relatives to hunt and prepare :;i, paca, which
dish he put out in the bush at night in a gourd bowl ten
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paces to the rear of the dead man's mother's house. He
himself remained near by, while all others assembled in the
plaza. After a while he saw Mb!o"s soul come and eat.
It told the elder that it was now content and would not
return. The old man thereupon took the bowl to the plaza,
where the contents were distributed among those present.
Had Mb!o"s soul remained any longer in the village, it
might have caused illness.
Apinaye' women mourn a dead husband in the same way
as an absent one. The period lasts from one to three
months. Parents and children; parents' siblings and their
nepotic kin; grandparents and grandchildren similarly
mourn each other, though in general there is no strict seclusion. But invariably the mourner of either sex allows his
hair to grow, and abstains from painting himself and from
all dancing. Snethlage and Kissenberth err in attributing
to Apinaye' and Canella widowers, respectively, the practice
of cutting their hair short. 64
Until about 1925 the Apinaye' still practised secondary
burial. Ireti' told me of having attended one herself as a
girl of about 10. It occurred about a year after the death,
the actors standing in the kr[J:m-kqmge'd relation to the
dead person and being the same individuals who had
been charged with the first burial. In this instance the
kr[);mge' dy, aided by some other women, disinterred the
bones and gathered them on a mat lying close by. On this
the remains were carried to the dead man's maternal home,
in front of which they were washed with water brought by
the kr[);mge'd-ti. When the bones had been dried in the
sun, they were carried into the house and painted with
urucu; then there followed a. lament. The bones were
finally put into a big burity bag; and some one, it did not
matter who, carried them to the cemetery, where they were
buried in a hole barely a meter in depth.
G4

Snethlage, (b), 174. Kissenberth, (a), 55.
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Warriors killed on hostile soil, hence not transportable
on account of the distance, were buried where they fell, but
subsequently efforts were made, if at all possible, to recover
the bones for secondary burial.
Tame pets and dogs, like children, are buried in the
steppe back of the house. The grave is exactly like a
human being's except for its correspondingly lesser size
and depth.
MYTHS AND TALES

1.

FIRE

A man found an arara nest with two young birds in a
cave in a high and vertical cliff. He took his little brotherin-law along, chopped down a tree, leaned it against the
wall of rock, and bade the boy climb up to the nest and
catch the young ones. The boy went up, but as soon as he
stretched out his hand toward the young araras, the parent
birds rushed at him with fierce screams, so that he got
frightened and did not dare to grasp them. Then the man
got angry, knocked the tree aside, and left.
The boy, unable to descend without the tree, remained
sitting by the nest for five days. He nearly died of thirst
and hunger. From time to time he would softly sing: "He,
piednyo padko !" (Oh, brother-in-law, give me some drink!).
He was completely covered by the droppings of the araras
and swallows that flew above him.
Then a jaguar came past the foot of the cliff. He saw
the boy's shadow moving and rushed up to seize it; but
only caught the air. He waited till the boy again moved
and again tried to seize his shadow, but in vain. Then the
boy spat down, and now the jaguar raised his head and saw
him. "What are you doing up there?" he asked. The boy
told about how his brother-in-law had left him. "What
is in the hole?" asked the jaguar. "Young araras," answered the boy. " Then throw them down!" ordered the
jaguar. The boy threw down one of them, which the jaguar
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immediately devoured. " \Vas there only one young one?"
he then asked. " No," was the answer, "there is a second
one." "Then, throw it down, too," commanded the jaguar
again, and when the boy had obeyed he ate up the second
one, too.
Then the jaguar brought the tree there, placed it against
the rock, and asked the boy to step down. He began to
climb down the trunk, but when quite close to the ground
he got scared: " Dydma kod-kab id-kre" (You are going
to eat me up), he cried and hurriedly climbed up again.
"No," the jaguar quieted him, "come down, I'll give you
water to drink." Three times the boy almost got down,
and three times his fear of the jaguar drove him back. At
last, however, he climbed down all the way.
The jaguar took him on his back and carried him to a
creek. The boy drank till he remained lying there and fell
asleep. At last the jaguar pinched his arm and awakened
him. He washed the dirt off him and said that, having no
children, he would take him home as his son.
In the jaguar's house a long jatoba trunk was lying, which
was burning at one end. While the Indians of that time ate
only flesh dried in,,the sun, the jaguar had quantities of
roast game. "What is smoking there?" asked the boy.
"That is fire," answered the jaguar. "What is fire?" asked
the boy. "You will find out at night when it warms you,"
the jaguar explained. Then he gave roast meat to the boy,
who ate till he fell asleep. He slept till midnight; then he
woke up, ate again, and then again fell asleep.
Before daybreak the jaguar went hunting. The boy followed him some distance, then climbed a tree on the road,
where he waited for the jaguar to return. But toward noon
he got hungry, returned to the jaguar's house, and begged
his wife for food. " What?" she shouted, turned round
toward the boy and, pointing at her teeth, "Look here!"
The boy cried out from fear and ran back to the tree, where
he waited for the jaguar, to whom he told about the occur-
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rence. The jaguar took him back home and scolded his
wife: "I told you not to frighten my son!" His wife excused herself, saying she had been merely jesting.
. The next morning the jaguar made a bow and arrow for
the boy. He took him outside and told him to shoot at a
termite nest. He did, and the arrow pierced the nest. Then
the jaguar ordered him to kill his wife with the arrow if
she threatened him again, but to make sure of his aim.
Then he again went hunting.
At noon the boy got hungry again, went home, and asked
the jaguar's wife for a piece of roast flesh. But instead of
answering, she threatened him with her claws and teeth.
Then he aimed at her, and now she in alarm cried, " Hold
on! I'll give you to eat!" But the boy shot the arrow at
her side so that it came out on the other. Then he ran off,
while she sank down with a roar. For awhile he heard her
roaring, then nothing was to be heard.
He met the jaguar and told him he had killed his wife.
"That does not matter," answered he. At home he gave
the boy a lot of roast meat in addition and told him to
follow along the creek, then he would be sure to reach his
tribe. But he was to be on guard: if a rock or the aroeira
tree called him, he should answer; but he was to keep still
if he heard the gentle call of a rotten tree. In two days he
was to return and fetch the fire.
The boy moved along the brook. After a while he heard
the rock shout and answered. Then he heard the call of the
aroeira and again answered. Then a rotten tree cried out,
and the boy, forgetting the jaguar's warning, answered it
too. That is why men are shortlived; if he had answered
only the first two, they would enjoy as long life as the rocks
and the aroeira trees.
After a while the boy again heard a cry and answered.
It was Megalo-kamdu're (me-galo, image, shade, soul of
dead, bull-roarer). He came up and asked the boy, "Whom
are you calling?" "I am calling my father," answered he.
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"Am not I your father?" "No, my father looks quite differently, he has long hair." Then after a while Megalokamdu're went away and returned after a while with long
hair, pretending he was the boy's father. But the boy refused to recognize him because his father had big ear-plugs.
Again Megalo-kamdu're went away and soon after returned
with what had been missing, but the boy still insisted he
did not look like his father. "Are you not by chance
Megalo-kamdu're ?" he asked. Then the man seized him
and wrestled with him till he was quite worn out, whereupon he put the boy into his big carrying-basket and went
home with his burden.
On the way Megal6-kamdu're noticed on a tree a flock of
coatis (Nasua socialis). He set down his basket, shook the
coatis down, killed them, and packed them all on top of the
boy in the basket. Then he took this on his back again by
means of a tump-line. Then the boy, who had somewhat
recovered in the meantime, called to him to make a trail
through the woods first so he could carry the load better.
Megalo-kamdu're accepted the suggestion, set down his
basket, and cleared the road. In the meantime the boy
slipped out, laid a heavy stone on the bottom, packed the
coatis on top, and hurried away.
Megalo-kamdu're, having finished his job, came back to
his basket and picked it up, but found it still very heavy.
But at last he got home with his burden. He set the basket
down and said to his numerous children, " There I have
brought a nice little bird!" Then one child took out a
coati, raised it and asked, "Is it this?" "No," answered
Megalo-kamdu're. The child took out another, "This?"
" No." Then he took out all of them, one by one, and got
to the stone. " Now there is only a stone here!" " Then
I must have lost it on the way," said Megalo-kamdu're and
went back to look for it. But he found nothing, for the boy
had long made his escape.
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Back in his village, he told about his adventures with
the jaguar and Megalo'-kamdu're. "Now let us all fetch
the fire so we need not eat raw food any more!" he concluded. Then various animals cai:ne to off er their help:
first the jaho' (Grypturus sp.), but they sent him away because he was too weak; he was to run in the rear and
extinguish what blaze fell off. The jacu' (Penelope marail)
was also spurned; but the tapir was considered strong
enough to carry the tree.
When the Indians, led by the boy, got to the jaguar's
house, he gave them the fire. "I have adopted your son,"
he said to the boy's father. Then the tapir carried the
burning log to the village. The jacu', running after him
with the jaho', swallowed a live coal that had dropped and
thus got his red throat. 65
2.

SUN AND MOON

(a) First Mbl!d-ti (Sun) came down to earth. Mbl!duvr!' -re (Moon) followed, but missed the spot. But when
he went hunting the next morning, he saw Sun coming from
afar. At once he stooped under a paty palm and crawled
into the bush on all-fours to hide. Sun followed his tracks
and called to him to come out, asking whether by chance
he was afraid of him. " No," answered Moon. He came
out and excused himself, saying he had not known who
it was.
Sun now told him he had already erected a hut by a brook
and stored fruit there. He took Moon along, but made fun
of him on the. way for having hidden. Then Moon begged
him not to speak of it any more; saying he had hidden
from being ashamed of missing the place agreed upon.
(b) Sun went ahead. When he came past a wasp nest
hanging from a branch above the road, he passed it quickly,
stopped at some distance, and said to Moon, "Do take the
gourd-bottle there along!" But as soon as Moon touched
65 The essentials of the story were recorded by Nimuendaj{1 also among
the Rf1mko'kamekra and Sere'nte.
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the branch, the wasps pounced upon him and stung him all
over his face. Wailing he ran to his comrade: "That was
no gourd bottle! Something has stung me." "What could
it be?" asked Sun with a serious face, "perhaps a branch
fell on you?" "No," lamented Moon, "it hurts very
much!"
( c) His eyes were all swollen from the wasps' stings so
that he was unable to open them. Sun had to lead him like
a blind man. But when they came to a tree lying transversely across the road, he jumped over it quickly, while
Moon stumbled and fell. " Oh," said Sun, " I had not
noticed the tree at all." Thus he acted three times; then
Moon did not want to walk further. Sun had to carry him
on his back, but he purposely pushed him against all the
branches. Moon wailed, but Sun comforted him, saying he
would get well sooner thereby. He pinched Moon's testicles, and when Moon cried out in alarm he soothed him,
saying he had probably squeezed his testes against his back.
At the hut he set Moon down precisely in a thorny shrub.
Moon jumped aside, wailing he had been stung, but Sun
said he had only stepped on some old dry twigs. At home
Sun then pulled the wasp stings out of Moon's skin with
his finger-nails and gave him medicine so that he was cured.
He reserved one side of the house for him, inhabiting the
other himself and leaving a space in the middle for dancing.
(d) Sun went hunting. He heard the woodpeckers at
work pecking honey out of the trees, went to the old woodpecker and begged for some honey. The woodpecker called
him to come and gave him his share. He wore a brilliant
red head-dress, which, however, was somewhat worn. A
little further on, however, Sun saw another woodpecker
wearing a beautiful brand-new one. He went there and
begged him, too, for honey, which he obtained. Then he
further begged for the head-dress. The woodpecker at first
refused, but was persuaded by the other woodpeckers. Thus
he bade Sun step under the tree and warned him not to
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drop the head-ornament. Then he rolled it up and threw
it down. As it dropped it was like real fire, but Sun caught
it and threw it from one hand into the other till it had
grown cold. At home he stored it in a lidded gourd, which
he opened the next morning before going hunting to make
sure the ornament was still there.
Moon observed this, and when Sun was gone he opened
the vessel, took out the head-dress, put it on, and danced
with it in the house. Sun heard him dancing from afar as
he came home and grew angry, scolding Moon, who excused
himself, saying he liked the ornament so much.
The next morning he then begged Sun to help him get a
similar ornament and importuned him until he finally took
him along. They went together to the spot where the woodpeckers were at work on the bees' nests and asked first for
honey. At first Sun got his share and ate it. Then when
Moon, too, received his share, Sun murmured to himself,
"Bee-bread! Bee-bread!" Then Moon's honeycomb had
not a drop of honey, only bee-bread, about which he complained bitterly. Then Sun begged the woodpeckers for
another head-dress, and at last one of them was willing to
part with his. Sun prepared to catch it, but Moon suspected him of wishing to keep this head-ornament, too, and
insisted on catching it himself. Then Sun stepped aside,
and Moon took his position under the tree. But when he
saw the ornament dropping upon himself looking just like
fire, he was afraid of grasping it and allowed it to drop to
the ground. At once the entire grass of the steppe was
aflame.
( e) The two fled from the flames as fast as possible. Sun
crawled into a fire-proof clay wasp-nest, hiding there until
the fire was over. Moon, seeing him, also hurriedly crawled
into a wasp nest, but this was of pasteboard (sic: Pappe)
so that the fire drove him out. He tried a second and a
third nest with the same result, and only succeeded with
a fourth in sheltering himself until the fire was over.
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Sun went through the burnt steppe and called his comrade, who at last answered from afar. He came up and
stood still at a distance, blackened by the smoke and with
his hair singed off. Sun called him to come nearer and
scolded him harshly. He struck him on the crown of his
head with the palm of his hand so that he toppled over and
remained seated on the ground. Weeping he declared he
would never more take out the head-dress without perm1ss10n.
(f) Thereupon Sun proposed to search the burnt steppe
for beasts that had perished in the fire. They found quantities of game and each put up a griddle for broiling it. All
the slices on Sun's griddle, when opened, proved very fat.
But when Moon cut his open, Sun murmured softly to himself, "Nothing but skin! Only skin!" And all were lean.
Three times Moon came to his comrade's griddle to complain. Then the latter at last angrily took a slice of
capybara from over the fire and threw it at Moon's belly,
burning his skin so that he began to wail aloud. "Run to
the creek," cried Sun, but when Moon got to the bank
Sun murmured" Dry! Dry!" At once the creek dried up.
Moon picked up mud in both hands and rubbed his scalded
abdomen. Then he" saw a turtle lying in the mud beside
himself. In the meantime Sun said, "Water, return!"
Soon the creek bed filled with water. But the turtle bit
into Moon's scalded belly a~d clung fast. He wailed aloud
and bitterly complained of his comrade's malice, but Sun
answered it had happened merely by mistake.
(g) At last they carried the game home and there each
made a grate to spread out their slices of flesh anew. But
Moon made no fire under his, so his flesh got full of maggots. When he had gone away, Sun went to his grate and
inspected the damage. He took down a piece of a wild hog
and broke it into fragments on the ground. Then all the
slices turned into all species of furry game. When Moon
got home, he found nothing but the destroyed griddle and
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the tracks of game. Then he seized a slice of ostrich flesh
from Sun's grate and knocked it against the ground; and
forthwith the remaining slices turned into all species of
·
game birds.
(h) Sun ,,vent to the creek, where he found a burity palm
with ripe fruits and ate his fill of them. Thus his faeces
acquired a fine red color. When Moon noticed it, he ~mme
dia tely asked whence the red color came, he wanted his own
faeces to be equally fine. Sun suggested that he eat the
blossoms of the pau d'arco tree on an empty stomach.
Moon did so, but his faeces got black. Then he sneaked
after his comrade and caught him eating burity fruits. He
went up and charged him with his lies, but Sun only answered he should come now and eat his fill, too. But as
Moon was plucking the fruits, Sun murmured, " One side
hard!" And all the fruits Moon tried were only somewhat
ripe on one side, the other being hard and inedible. Then
Moon, angered, hurled one fruit against the burity trunk,
which then was still so low that standing up one could reach
the fruits with one's hands. At once the trunk of the palm
shot up to its present height, and similarly with the trunks
of all other fruit-trees, which until then had still been as
low as shrubs. In vain Sun cried, " Enough! Enough!"
They all grew so high that henceforth no one could reach
the fruits with his hands. Sun was very much annoyed,
but Moon declared that was precisely the right way, for
when thirsty a person could discover water from a distance
by the tall burity palms.
(i) Sun went hunting and found a nest with two young
dwarf parrots, which he took along in order to raise ~h:m
at home. He selected the one with more plumage, g1vmg
the other to his mate. They fed the little birds after returning from the chase, took them on their fingers, and
taught them to speak.
One day, while both were out hunting, one of the dwarf
parrots said to the other, " I pity our father. When he
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comes home tired from the chase, he must first prepare
food for himself and us. We will help him." Then both
parrots turned into girls and prepared the meal. While one
was working, the other kept watching by the entrance. As
Sun and Moon were returning, they heard the pounding of
a mortar from afar, but then suddenly it ceased. As they
entered, they found the meal ready, but the two dwarf
parrots, as usual, were perched on their beam. They found
human tracks, but to their amazement only in the house,
not on the road. This continued for several days. At last
Sun said to his comrade, " Let us hide on both sides of the
house in the bush, and as soon as we hear the pounding in
a mortar each of us shall run to one of the two doors."
They went each to his ambush and heard laughing and
talking indoors. As soon as they heard pounding, they ran
in and simultaneously entered by the two doors. The girls
dropped their pestles, lowered their heads and sat down.
They were very beautiful and of light skin, and their hair
extended to their knees. Moon wanted to address them, but
Sun prohibited it and himself first addressed one of them:
"Is it you, then, who have been preparing our food?" The
girl laughed, " We ~ere sorry for you because you had to
work when you came home from hunting. So we turned
human and prepared your meals." Sun said, " Now you
shall forever remain human!" The girl replied, "Settle
between yourselves who is to marry whom!" At once Sun
said, " You are mine!" And Moon said to the other " You
'
are mine!" They made platform beds for themselves and
their wives and lived together with them. 66
j) Now Sun thought if they had women they ought to
make a plantation. He staked out a bit of the woods and
divided it into two sections, for himself and his comrade.
Then he called the woodpecker Dy11'i, the snail Duwl),' dn,
66 The motif of parrots transformed into women occurs in Peru on the
Rio Y amunda (n. affluent of the Amazon) ; and among the Kara;a. See
P. Ehrenreich, (a), 40; id., (b), 63.
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and the quartz Kl!d, to start with the clearing. But Moon
had slunk after him, and hearing the sound of work in the
woods, he took a cudgel and hurled it in that direction. At
once the three stopped work forever.
(k) Sun and Moon planted bottle gourds (Lagenaria sp.)
in their cleared plots, and when they were ripe Sun chose
a quiet, deep spot in the creek, and made a path thither.
Moon did likewise a little further downstream. The next
morning Sun went fast to his plot; Moon, who was still
sleeping, followed later. They got all gourds to the bank
and then threw them into the water by pairs, and as soon
as they came up they turned into a couple of human beings,
who would sit down on the bridge crossing the creek. When
Moon had made four human couples, Sun caused his next
couple to be blind and lame. Moon went to his comrade
and complained bitterly on seeing the handsome people Sun
had made. But Sun said that was the way it should remain.
Then Moon, too, uttered a magical formula, and several of
Sun's children also developed defects. Thus both continued
till there were no gourds left.
(1) Then Sun said, "Let us lay out a village for our
children. They looked for a high site and laid out a circle,
which Sun divided by an E-W line, saying, " I put my children on the N side!" "And I put mine on the S side!"
answered Moon. Thus the two moieties arose, Kol-ti and
Kol-re. Then Sun asked, " Who shall rule the village?"
Moon answered at once "Kol-re!" But Sun said, "No,
Kol-ti!" And so. it was, that is why the Apinaye' chiefs
are still of the Kol-ti moiety. They married off their children and gave them good advice: "You must take pains
to multiply! Fetch wasp larvae and let your wives smear
them on their bodies, then you will have many children!"
(m) Then Sun said to Moon: "Now our children are all
married. Come, let us go!" "Yes," Moon agreed, " let us
go! You shall light up for them by day, and I by night!"
Then they assembled all the people in the plaza and Sun
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spoke: " My children t Now I am going off with my godchild!" And Moon replied, " Well, then, let us go, my
godfather!" Then both rose to the sky. 6 '
3.

STAR-WOMAN

A young man's wife had died. He allowed his hair to
grow long and slept in the bushes behind his mother's
house. As he was lying there, he noticed a pretty little star
above. He thought to himself how nice it would be if this
star came down to him. But when he looked up again after
a while the star had disappeared. Then a frog came hopping to his bed and jumped on his body. He threw it aside,
but it returned and leaped at him. He hurled it far away
into the bush; then he fell asleep. When the frog noticed
this, he assumed the form of a girl and lay down beside
him. The man awoke and asked, "Where have you come
from?" " From there," answered the girl; "what has been
the matter with you?" "A frog twice jumped on my body."
" That was I! Did you not see the star directly above
you?" "Yes, but now it is gone." "That was I, too. I
am Kandyekw~'i (kandye', star; kw~'i, fem.)." They remained together all night, and before daybreak she returned
to the sky.
The following night she came again, bringing a bowl full
of sweet-potatoes (Batatas edulis) and yams (Dioscorea
sp.), which she ate together with her mate, to whom these
plants were as yet unknown, for the Indians then had no
cultivation, but ate rotten wood with their meat.
At daybreak the man hid Star-woman in a big lidded
gourd, which he carefully tied up. When his comrades later
called him to a log-race, he first opened the vessel again
and looked in, and Star-woman smiled at him. He fastened
the cover on carefully and joined the others. His younger
brother,.however, observed him. In his absence he opened
G< Nimuendaj{1 has also recorded the Sun and Moon cycle among the
Canella and the Sere'nte.
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the lid and saw the girl, who lowered her head for shame
when she saw that it was not her mate. The brother hurriedly Closed the cover. When the man returned from the
race, he at once opened the lid of the bottle, but Starwoman kept her head down and would not look at him.
So he took her out and now publicly lived with her. She
was very beautiful and light-skinned.
Star-woman went bathing with her mother-in-law. When
they got to the water she transformed herself into a little
opossum and jumped on the old woman's shoulder, but was
thrown aside. She jumped a second time and was again
pushed away by the old woman. Then she jumped up a
third time, saying she wanted to tell the old woman something. She called her attention to a thick tree on the bank
of the creek, which bore all manner of maize cobs, and explained that the Indians were to eat this maize instead of
rotten wood. As an opossum she climbed up and threw
down quantities of cobs. Then she reassumed human shape,
packed the cobs together, and carried them into the village.
There she showed her mother-in-law how to make maize
cakes. They ate of the new dish, also giving some to a
boy. When he came eating across the plaza, where the
men sat in assembly, they called him to ask what he was
eating. The boy gave them some of his cake, and all liked
it extremely well.
Then the men resolved to chop down the maize tree.
They went to work with a stone axe and had got the tree
near the point of falling when they got tired and sat down
to rest. But when about to go to work again they discovered in alarm that the notch they had cut had got closed
agam.
They sent two boys to the village for a better axe. On
the way the two discovered a steppe opossum, which they ·
killed and immediately roasted and consumed, though this
animal is taboo to boys. Hardly had they finished their
meal when they turned into senile, stooping old men. Thus
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another messenger found them who had been sent after
them in search of the stone axe. He led the two into the
village, where an old magician-doctor undertook their rejuvenation. He washed them and poured water over them
till they were all but suffocated. Then they turned back
into the boys they had been.
When the men had finally felled the tree with great
difficulty, Star-woman advised them to make a clearing
and plant maize. The Indians did so, and since then they
have had their cultivated plots.
Star-woman, however, later returned to the sky after her
husband's death." 8
4.

VANMEGAPRA'NA

A village wanton named N yimo' go was big with child.
One day while she was bathing in the creek, the boy suddenly came out of her body, turned into a paca (Coelogenys
paca), swam around playing in the water by his mother,
then went back into her body. He did this repeatedly for
a long time. At last he resolved never more to go back into
his mother's womb.
When Nyimo'go went digging up sweet-potatoes with the
other women, she took her suckling along and laid him down
in the shadow of a tree. The women then noticed from afar
how little Vanmegapr!1;'na stood erect; but when they ran
up to him he was again little and weak. When Nyimo'go
went for water, she carried him in a carrying-girdle; but
as soon as the village was behind them, the boy grew so
tall that all by himself he ran beside his mother. But on
their return he became again a tender babe in arms.
Nyim6'go's brother hated the boy and wanted her to kill
him. She would not do it, for the boy was very goodlooking. Then her brother made a hole, in which he buried
Vanmegapr!1;'na alive. But at midnight he came out of his
68 The Star-woman motif was found by Dr. Metraux among the Mata' co.
It is likewise shared by the Sere'nte and the Canella.
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grave, went to his mother, and took her breast. The following morning Nyim6'go's brother espied her with her
child in her arms and asked how this could be. She told
him her boy had himself returned at midnight. Then he
led her with the child to the brink of an abyss, snatched
away her boy, despite her and the grandmother's tears, and
hurled him down. But Vanmegapril:'na turned into a dry
leaf, which slowly circling floated down to earth. Nyim6'go's
brother chased the leaf, looked till he found it, kindled a
fire, and threw it in before the eyes of the weeping mother
and grandmother. All now supposed that Vanmegapril:'na
had been consumed by the fire.
But he arose from the ashes in the shape of a white man.
He went to the creek and threw manioc flour from a gourd
bowl toward the fish. Then the black fish turned into
Negroes, the light ones into white men. "Later you, too,
will persecute me !" said V anmeka pq' na (sic) . He put up
a big house and made everything now in the possession of
Christians.
At daybreak the Indians heard a cock crowing in the
distance. Then they heard the sounds of cattle and horses.
"What sort of animals might these be?" they asked in
astonishment. Then they saw smoke rising far away and
recognized that they had a neighbor. An Indian decided to
showed him the domestic
"'ao there ' and Vanmeirnpra'na
~
"
beasts and called them by their names. Then he had his
relatives ~alled, fed them with rice and beef, and taught
them how to cook these. To his uncle he said, " If you had
not persecuted me, you would be rich now." Then he asked
his mother whether she recognized him. "No," she answered. Then he said he was her son Vanmegaprij:'na, and
she wept a great deal. He gave gifts to his kin and dismissed them.
Vanmegapq'na was the old Emperor of Brazil, Dom
Pedro II.
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THE SEPARATION OF THE APINAYE'

(a) A group of young warriors and village wantons left
the settlement of the Miikra'ya to hunt. They got to the
Tocantins and decided to cross it. Making floats of dry
wood and burity leaf-stalks, they swam across with their

Fm. 30. Hair-dress of Eastern and Western Timbira. At left, Krikateye
(= MijJcra'ya) girl with Eastern Timbira way of dressing the hair; at right,

Apinaye' girl. Both sexes wear their hair in identical fashion.

assistance. Arrived on the other bank they decided to
marry and not to return any more. They built a village,
cut their hair-furrow right around the head (fig. 30), and
altered their speech into Apinaye'. The number of war-
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riors, however, was one less than that of the girls, one of
whom thus remained single. So she returned alone across
the Tocantins and told the Makra'ya what had happened.
Years later several of these tried to find their lost brethren
beyond the Tocantins, but when they reached the villages
of the Apinaye' these failed to recognize them and killed
them.
(b) One day a group of Indians, men and women, came
to the Tocantins from the east. They conceived the wish
to cross and made a thick coil of very strong cordage for
the purpose. One of them then, using a float of light wood,
crossed by taking one end of the cord along, which he fastened on the west bank. Then all with their women swam,
holding on to the stretched cord, across the river. But when
every part of the cord had been seized, it seemed to one
Indian that too many people were coming to the west bank,
so he cut the cord in the middle. Those who had already
got to the west bank pulled those clinging to the part fastened there ashore, the rest were pulled to the opposite bank
by the tribesmen who had remained there. Then those on
the west bank at once cut their hair furrow all around and
changed their language.
Hereafter when the two groups saw each other on opposite banks of the Tocantins, they would call each other, but
no longer quite understood each other. "Do speak properly!" the Easterners would cry. "You speak properly!"
the Apinaye' would answer. "You are the Oti' !" cried the
former; and "You are the 1\!Dikra'ya !" cried the Apinaye'
in return. And thus it remained.
6.

KENKUTA' AND AKRE''rI

Gg

The big falcon Hii/ga-ti had his eyrie on a large jatoba'
tree. He killed many people and dragged them to his eyrie
69 This tale, like its close Canella parallel, purports to explain the origin
of the second phase of initiation. The seclusion of the boy heroes in the
shelter made by their grandfather promotes their growth and strengthens
them for the combat with the falcon.
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to eat them. Then the Indians, for fear of him, abandoned
the village and moved far away. Only an aged couple remained with their grandsons Kenkutii' and Akre'ti, whose
parents Hi):'ga-ti had also eaten.
One day they saw Hi):'ga-ti flying past, carrying in his
talons a dead Indian whose signal trumpet, still suspended
from the corpse, sounded in the wind. When Akre'ti saw
this, he wept bitterly and resolved to take revenge.
In the evening he heard a jaho' (Grypturus sp.) whistling
in the woods and asked what it was. When he learnt it was
a bird he wanted to go there and kill it, but the old man
explained this could only be done by an arrow shot. So
Akre'ti went into the wood where the jaho' was whistling
and brought him down by throwing a club at him, whereat
the old man was greatly astonished. Another time Akre'ti
heard an ostrich growling in the steppe and said at once he
wanted to kill it. His grandfather, however, remarked it
was impossible for a boy because the ostrich ran so swiftly.
But Akre'ti went there with Kenkutii', whom he ordered to
drive the ostrich toward him, whereupon he killed it, too,
by throwing his club at it. He dragged it home, where his
grandfather was still more astonished and wanted to know
how he had managed to do this. But Akre'ti gave no explanation.
Then the old man alone organized a log-race. He went
into the plantation, where he made the log, and ran back
with it shouting, whereupon he threw it down in the plaza.
Then he sang all round the peripheral boulevard, took a
dance rattle, and danced with his wife. Thereupon they ate
and all went jointly to bathe.
The two boys went some ways upstream along the bank
of the creek and after bathing remained lying on a thick
log extended across the creek. The grandparents returned
alone. It was night, and the boys did not come home.
Then the next morning the grandfather went to look for
them. First he looked downstream, but found nothing.
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Then he looked in the opposite direction and discovered the
two lying on the tree trunk. They declared they would not
return home any more, so on the log their grandfather
made a grate of poles for them just above the water and
daily brought them their food.
Very quickly the two got big and strong. When their
stature equaled the length of the grate, he made for each a
sword-club, with which they went hunting. They startled
a tapir, pursued him, and clubbed him to death. They carried him near the village without dissecting him and called
their grandparents, "Go fetch the rat we have killed on
our way!" The two old people went there and were astonished to find a tapir. They had to cut him up in order to
be able to carry him home. They made a big pie from the
flesh, and the next day they cut their grandsons' hair.
The next day they painted and decorated both and led
them to the jatoba' tree on which was the falcon's eyrie
and at the foot of which the old man had already built a
securely closed hut, which the brothers now entered. Akre' ti,
the swifter runner of the two then stepped out and lured
the falcon, " Ta, ta, ta!" The bird swooped down at once,
but Akre'ti escaped into the hut. The falcon flew so close
by that he tore off the protruding grass of the hut, then he
soared up to his eyrie again. At once Akre'ti came out
again and lured him, and without delay the falcon swooped
down without being able to seize him. Thus the boy continued for a long time, not allowing the bird a moment's
rest. Then Kenkut~ said he wanted to try, too, and though
Akre'ti advised against it, he stepped out and called the
bird. Then the falcon swept down so near him that the
wind of his flapping wings knocked him down. However,
he succeeded in getting into the hut. At noon the bird was
so tired that he could not rise to his eyrie any more, but
remained sitting before the hut with gaping bill. Then
Akre'ti jumped out with his club and beat him to death.
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They dragged him to outside the village and notified his
grandparents to fetch him in, but he was far too heavy for
both the old people. The grandfather plucked him, blowing the down into the air, which turned into little birds of
all species, which began to utter their call. Then they cut
up H~'ga-ti, roasted the slices, and ate them.
Now in a cave in a high
cliff another bO'iO'antic
bird '
'-'
b
Kuk~'d, had his home; he would cut off human beings'
heads with his bill as he was flying about. The brothers
resolved to kill him, too, and had their grandfather erect a
hut at the foot of the cliff. Akre'ti again lured him first
and escaped into the hut as Kuk~'d swooped down. Now
Kenkut&:' insisted on also trying and stepped in front of the
hut. At once Kuk~'d swooped down, cut off his head before
he was able to escape into the hut, and again flew back to
his hole, from which he would not come out again, no matter
how Akre'ti lured him. When the boy was convinced that
all his calling and luring was useless, he put his brother's
head on a branch and went away.
He decided not to return to his grandparents any more,
but to seek his fellow-tribesmen, who had moved away from
fear of H~'ga-ti. He wandered through the steppe and encountered the Sariema tribe ( Cariama cristata), who had
fired the grass in order to hunt lizards and rats. He called
to them: "Mbo kupe kamo? (Of what tribe are you?)."
And they replied: "Id-pe Kupe-pye'gre wa-mo ! Nyoved
kod nyamco kod pog-tamo ! (I am of the Sariema tribe and
am hunting rats by fire.) Who are you?" Akre'ti answered: "Id-pe Akre' wamo! (I am Akre')," and went on.
Then he met the black araras, who were cracking open
tucum nuts in the burnt steppe and eating the kernels.
They gave him thereof, and he ate with them. When he
came into the woods, he saw the monkeys harvesting
sapucia chestnuts and also joined them at their meal. He
inquired for the whereabouts of his tribesmen, and the
monkeys told him he would have to traverse three more
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strips of woodland, then he would get to the road to the
villagers' water-hole.
When Akre'ti got to the water-hole he hid behind a thick
jatoba'. After a while a girl from the village came to bathe
there. She was very pretty; her name was Kapakw<;l'i.
While she was bathing, Akre'ti furtively threw chips of
wood at her, but she did not notice anything. So he called
her as she was coming out of the water and revealed himself as a tribesman. Kapakw<;l'i asked for his and his
brother's names and had him tell her the story of the contest with Hl:);'ga-ti and Kuka'd. The two soon agreed to get
married.
In the evening Kapakw<;l'i made a hole in the grass wall
of the house beside her platform. At midnight Akre'ti
stealthily came to her, but being so big and strong he almost
tore down the wall. Before daybreak Kapakw<;l'i's companions came to call her to a plaza dance, but she answered
that she did not happen to be in the mood. Then one of
the girls lifted a firebrand and now noticed Akre'ti beside
Kapakw<;l'i on the bed. Hurriedly she laid down the brand
and told the others what she had seen. The next morning
Akre'ti presented himself to his tribesmen on the plaza.
Then he said he wanted to go hunting a few little birds for
his mother-in-law. He killed four ostriches and carried
them by their necks as though they were partridges.
One day he went with his wife to take out a bees' nest.
He chopped a hole into the tree and told his wife to put in
her hand and take out the honeycomb. When she obeyed
him, her arm got stuck in the hole and she was unable to
remove it. Akre'ti said he would enlarge the opening, but
instead he killed Kapakw<;l'i, dissected her, roasted her flesh,
and took it to the village. But a brother of the murdered
woman, who ate of it in the plaza, discovered the crime,
"This is Kapakw<;l'i's flesh that we are eating!" he cried,
and notwithstanding Akre'ti's denials he remained convinced. The next morning he followed Akre'ti's tracks to
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the site of the murder, where he found his sister's head.
He gathered the bones and brought them home, where she
was buried and the lamentation over her death was held.
The next day Akre'ti wanted to bake kupa' (Cissus, see
p. 88) with the other men, who had kindled a big fire for
the purpose. When it had died down, the women told
Akre'ti to put his kupa' in the very middle of the fireplace
and while he was thus occupied they pushed him into the
blaze from all sides so that he died.
Out of his ashes grew a nest of earth termites.

7.

THE UNDERWORLD

Below our earth there is another world. It is said to be
very beautiful: it is all pure steppe and the burity palms
are very low. There are people there and game; the wild
pigs come up to us from there.
Once an Indian was digging out an armadillo. He dug
deeper and deeper into the ground after his quarry. His
comrade vainly called to him to leave it alone and come up.
At last he pierced the earth and tumbled down into the
underworld, coming to lie on the leafy top of a burity palm.
His comrade went back to the village weeping and reported
what had occurred: Then a medicine-man offered to brino·b
the lost man back to the upper world. After four days he
really succeeded by conducting him up along the road of
the wild pigs.
8.

TECWARE (SHARPENED-LEG)

'°

A man and his brother-in-law went to the woods to hunt.
As they were sleeping by their fire at night, he stuck his
leg into the fire. His brother-in-law noticed it and cried
" Your foot is burning!" The man feigned alarm, but
when his comrade was asleep he once more stuck his foot
70 This tale is shared by the Canella.
For a Warrau parallel, see W. E.
Roth, An Inquiry into the Animism and Folk-lore of the Guiana Indians
BAE-R 30: 195, 1915. The Apinaye' combination with the rolling skull
motif is noteworthy.
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into the fire. When it was all charred, he tore it off, threw
it at a piquy tree and cried out to his brother-in-law: "Go
fetch the piquy fruit that has just dropped. Let us roast
and eat it!" While his brother-in-law vainly looked under
the tree, the man with a snail-shell plane whittled his shinbone now bare of flesh, to a point.
The next morning he again sent his brother-in-law to
look for the piquy fruit, but he found only the charred foot.
As they were facing each other seated, the mutilat~d man
suddenly pushed the bone point of his leg toward his comrade in order to kill him, but the one attacked l~apt up and
fled to the village, where he told what had happened ..
At night Tecware secretly entered the village and k~lled
several men sleeping in the plaza. Then the others decided
to do away with him. They painted and decorated a log
from the trunk of a mamohy tree [which has very soft wood
rich in sap] to simulate a man and put it in the plaza; a
man hid behind it and talked in a loud voice. When
Tecware aaain came at night and saw the log, he took it
for a man ° hurled himself upon it and hit it with his leg,
but the b~ne point got stuck. When the others saw him
imprisoned, they went there and beat him to death.
They cut off his head and threw it aside, but he turned
immediately into the Kr~-grod-grod-re (head of a ra~tle)
and jumped away. However, he returned i~ full daylight,
killing people by leaping at the nape of their necks. The
warriors looked for the head in the woods. They were
armed with clubs and cried: " Kr~-grod-grod-re nemengahi' !" Then he immediately came jumping, but he was
so fast that no blow could touch him. Then they first decided to set caltrops for him, but rejected the plan and
instead dug a great many de_ep holes along and beside the
road. Then they called him again, and when he came leapinrr he fell into one of the holes and could not get out any
m~re. The warriors killed him and pulled him out, but
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recognizing that if they let him lie he would revive, they
buried him in a deep pit.
After a long while the youths in the second initiation
phase came past the spot and saw a tree that had grown
out of the grave. It was a mangaba tree (Hancornia speciosa). They cut it with a stone knife and painted themselves with the rubber milk, then they made the first rubber
balls for the peny-kr~ game (p. 61) from the rubber strips
on their bodies.
9.

1

'l'HE KUPE-NDI YA

71

(a) This story happened in a country far in the east,
toward the sea. The single women of the village went to
the beach to bathe. A big jacare' (Cairnan niger) came up
out of the water. He was quite tame, and the women got
friendly with him. One after another lay down on the sand
to cohabit with him. The next day they went to the same
spot. They had brought meat and pies with them and
cried, "Mi-ti, we are already here!" The jacare' replied,
"Ho!" and came up the beach. Thus they continued their
intrigue with the animal for a long time.
Then one day a man chanced to come to the same spot
to shoot fish. Hearing the women corning, he hid and
looked on unseen. He told his comrades what he had dis0overed, and the next day all hid in ambush by the shore.
One of them, disguising his voice, cried, " Mi-ti! We are
already here!" "Ho!" answered the jacare', came up, and
vainly looked for the women. Then the men enticed him
again, then he ran after the voice, got to the ambush and
was killed by the men. They roasted him there, ate him,
and heaped up the bones and the plates of his armor beside
the fireplace. Then they went home.
When the women came they vainly called the jacare'.
Then they noticed the fireplace and the remains of the
men's meal and recognized what had occurred.· They wept
71

Kupe, alien tribe; ndi, woman; -ya, personal collective pluraL
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bitterly, but each made herself a club. They hid in ambush
by the road near the village and one of them called from
afar "Kwa-kwa-kwa !" When the men of the village heard
this' cry they ~t once ran to the spot unarmed. The women
rushed out of their ambush to assault them and killed them.
After this deed they moved on. First they came to the
coati people (Kupe-wak6'), then to the Kupe-gang~'la
(gang~'la = tatahira bee); they moved furth_er .and further
and formed the tribe of Kupe-ndi'ya cons1stmg only of
72
women, who kill all male infants they bear. •
(b) Now two brothers were living in that village. Long
after the departure of the Kupe-ndi'ya, one of the brothers
wanted to dance one day, but he had no anchor-axe and his
brother would not lend him his. Then he recalled that his
sister one of the Kupe-ndi'ya, had taken an anchor-axe
alon~. He resolved to go in search of her, and his brother
was willing to go along.
They walked thither and got to the Kupe-wak6', who
offered them earth-worms for food. The brothers asked
them about the Kupe-ndi'ya, but were told their village
was still far away. Then they came to the Kupe-gang~la
and learnt that they were only one day's journey away.
The next morning they actually got to a big village, for
each of the women had her own hut. They inquired for
their sister's dwelling and visited her. She had several
anchor-axes hanging in her hut and gave one of th.em to
her brother.
The following morning two young Kupe-ndi'ya invited
the brothers to bathe with them. They answered that they
were not now interested in bathing, but in cohabitation.
The two airls consented on condition that the brothers outrun the; in a race. Accordingly, they raced with them
from the village to the water-hole. One of the brothers
72 For a close Karaya' parallel, see P. Ehrenreich, (a), 41. The Taulipang (Carib) version shares merely the Amazon motif and the killing of
male children. Th. Koch-Griinberg, 2: 124.
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lagged far behind his opponent and had to rest content with
that. The other beat his and at once went to cohabit with
her in the woods by the bank of the stream. The next day
the brothers started the homeward journey.
10.

'J-'HE KUPE-DYEB

73

In the sertao of Sao Vicente, which lies toward the Araguaya, there is the Bat mountain. In it is a big cave with
an entrance from below, while high above there is a kind
of .window. There in ancient times dwelt the Kupe-dyeb,
bemgs of human shape but with bat wings.
An Apinaye' had shot a deer near the Bat rock and
camped there overnight because it was already late. But
while he slept the Kupe-dyeb came flying and crushed his
skull with their anchor-axes. When he remained away too
long, his relatives followed his tracks and found his corpse.
Round it they also saw many tracks, but no traces of the
arrival or departure of the malefactors.
Consequently for a long time the Apinaye' avoided
spending the night in that region till one day two hunters
and a boy decided to camp at the foot of Bat rock. After
nightfall they heard singing from inside the mountain.
Then the boy got frightened and hid in the bush away from
the two men's camp. Soon after the Bats came flyina and
killed the two hunters while the boy escaped and repborted
the occurrence in the village.
Then the Apinaye' warriors of all the four villages jointly
marched out to destroy the Kupe-dyeb. When they got to
the Bat rock, they immediately occupied the entrance to
the cave, where they heaped up fuel. Meantime others
. tried to make a detour to the window of the cave. But this
was harder than they had supposed, and they had not yet
accomplished their end when those occupying the entrance
set fire to the pile. So the Kupe-dyeb in a throng flew out
of the upper opening without being injured by the Apinaye'
73

Dyeb, bat.
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arrows. They flew south and are said to be still living
somewhere there.
When the smoke had cleared, the Apinaye' warriors penetrated into the cave, finding quantities of anchor-axes left
behind by the Kupe-dyeb in their flight. Far in the rear,
hidden by a stone slab and stupefied by the smoke they
discovered a boy about six years of age. At first they
wanted to kill him, but one Indian decided to bring him up
and took him along.
When the Apinaye' on their journey made their bedding
of palm leaves on the ground, they also assigned a sleepi~g
place to the little Kupe-dyeb, but he would not remam
lying, but wept and constantly looked skyward. Whe~ he
would not lie still at all, his master suddenly had an idea.
He remembered that the dwelling of the Kupe-dyeb lacked
bedding on the ground as well as posts for fastening hammocks, but had many horizontal poles. He brought a pole
and laid it horizontally into the forks of the branches of two
little neighboring trees. Hardly had the boy seen this than
he climbed up one of the trees so as to hang from the pole
by his knees, head downward. He drew in his h_ead, c_overe_d
his face with crossed arms, and now slept qmetly m this
position.
.
,
This boy lived only a short time among the Apmaye,
for soon he died. One day they observed him lying down
singing, "U-ua ! Kluna kloCire l Khid pecetire l" Th_en h~
snatched up the kernels with his hands. When the Apmaye
asked him about this, he said his tribesmen had danced
this way. The Apinaye' still sing this Kupe-dyeb song.
11.

THE KUPE-KIKAMBLEG

74

In the easternmost end of the world, where the sun rises,
there ·lives a red-haired people. Since the sun rises close
to them they suffer severely from his blaze and live in
bitter e~mity with him. Every morning at sunrise they
74

:

!

Ki, hair; kambleg, red.
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shoot arrows at him, but with averted faces since they cannot bear the light and the burning heat. But the sun rises
·very rapidly, so they always miss him.
So they decided to fell the post that supports the sky in
order to make the sky topple down .and prevent the sun
from following his course thereafter. They chopped and
worked away till the pillar was worn quite thin. Then
from fatigue they had to stop, and when they returned to
their task the chopped-away portion had grown anew and
the pillar was as thick as before. They are still at it today.
12. THE KUPE-NDO-GALI 1LI 75
Once an Apinaye', hunting far to the south beyond the
tribal district in the great Cordilheira forest, got lost. Night
fell and he was still in the woods. So he climbed a tree and
made himself a nest of twigs to sleep in.
When it was pitch-dark he heard people hunting in the
woods. They came nearer and nearer, and one of them
stopped precisely under his tree. In the dark he was unable to see him, but he heard him calling to the others:
"Come here! There's a coati!" The others gathered, but
soon recognized that it was no animal but a man in hiding
and asked him to come down. The Apinaye' was very much
afraid of being killed, but they assured him nothing would
happen to him, he was to come along to their village. The
hunters were Kupe-ndo-gali'li. He climbed down and went
with them. They marched through the thickest of the
woods in the greatest darkness as safely and rapidly as other
people at mid-day, but the Apinaye' was constantly running
against the trees and stumbling. Then one of them packed
him on his back and thus carried him to the village.
There they treated him well and fed him. But when
daytime came, the Kupe-ndo-gal!'li lay down as other folk
do at night. Some fell asleep, the others freely cohabited
with their wives. When it grew dark, they rose again and
took the Apinaye' to the road to his village.
75Nd6, eye; gali'li, quite (very) blue.
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13.

PICO'-KAMCWU'

8

76

While their parents were engaged in farming, the boys
and girls, led by an older boy, gathered together and marched
into the steppe near the village. The girls brought a quantity of manioc paste along and built a hut while the boys
hunted birds and rats in order to make meat-pies. Then
the older boy called his companions aside and proposed that
each boy was to deflower his own sister. He himself went
into the bush first, the others sent his sister to him. She
cried and would not go, but the other boys forced her to
do so. They acted similarly with the other girls. Then
they ate meat-pies, decorated themselves with the feathers
of the birds killed, made themselves wings of the grass-like
foliage of the bacaba palm, and returned to the village.
There the oldest of the boys went to an adviser and
asked him to induce the parents to make ornaments for
them. In the meantime he had a banana plant put up,
into which the boys discharged their arrows. Then they
danced round the house circle and thence to the plaza,
flapped their wings, and flew up like birds. The youngest
at first had difficulty flying, but the rest helped him rise.
They flew to a lake, put the little one on a tree-stump in
the middle of the water, crushed tinguy roots, and poisoned
the water with them to drug the fish. They caught plenty
and fed the raw little fish to the little one.
The little boy's mother wept bitterly for him and went
after the fugitives. Seeing her child from afar sitting on
the stump in the lake, she made herself a mask of burityrana palm leaves and dived into the lake. But when she
had already got close to the lad and was emerging panting,
the rest caught sight of her. They at once flew up, taking
the little one along. They transformed themselves into
maguary (Ardea cocoi) and other swamp birds and flew off
in the direction across the Tocantins.
76 Pico, banana plant; kamcwq, to pierce.
The story accounts for the
Apinaye' ceremony of this name (p. 123).
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THE DELUGE

The big snake Kan~-roti came up from the sea and made
the Rio Tocantins and the Rio Araguaya. He left to his
smaller companions the task of making the lesser streams
and creeks.
Then it rained for many days. All the watercourses
overflowed their banks; the flood waters of the Tocantins
joined those of the Araguaya. For two days the whole
world was flooded. Many Apinaye' fled to the Serra N egra,
a mountain behind Sao Vicente, toward the Araguaya,
which for that reason is called Ken-klimati (mountain of
the meeting). Others took refuge in high jatoba' trees,
still others clung to big bottle gourds, drifted hither and
yon, and finally perished.
One married couple took three gigantic gourd bottles, put
manioc cuttings, maize and other seeds inside, stopped the
orifices thoroughly with wax, and tied the three vessels
together. Then the two sat down in the middle and allowed
themselves to drift on the water. The current drove their
craft close to the Serra N egra, but it resisted the powerful
whirlpool.
On the Serra N egra the water was already up to people's
knees; quite suddenly at night it fell again. Those perched
on the high jatoba' trees were now unable to get down and
finally turned into nests of chope' bees and termites.
When the water had ebbed away, the couple with the
three gourds looked for a dwelling site and started a farm
there. The people of the Serra N egra, however, having no
more cuttings, lived on palm sprouts and nuts. One day a
boy there killed a dwarf parrot, which he took to his mother.
When she prepared it, she found maize kernels in his crop.
She asked the boy from what direction the bird had come,
and when she had found out everybody went there to
search. Finally they found the couple's farm and stayed
there till h11rvest time in order to acquire more cuttings
and seeds.
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15.

8

METEORS

Meteors (akrij/), which luminously descend at night, are
evil demons who assume human or animal shape on the
earth.
The youths of a village were once bathing in a deep
rivulet. Then they noticed two boys at the bottom of the
water. " Look, there are two boys!" they cried, " let us
get them out!" Several dived in, but as soon as they
touched the two there was a stroke of lightning that killed
the divers, for the two boys were akrij/.
After a while the two akr~' were sitting on a tree as araras,
when a medicine-man passed by and recognized them. He
invited them to come bathing with him, saying he knew a
fine deep spot. Then the two assumed human shape and
followed him. He led them to a spot in the river, where
there was a black stone slab just below the surface, so that
the water there was apparently of fathomless depth. The
medicine-man jumped in first, head foremost, but at once
turned into a fish and swam off to the side. When the two
akr~' followed his example they struck their skulls against
the stone slab and died.
16.

THE VISIT TO THE SKY

While a man was lying sick with a fever an ant crawled
into his ear and bit itself fast there. Then he broke out all
over his body in stinking wounds. His kin went hunting
far away and abandoned him in the village. A hummingbird came to the deserted man and, seeing the cause of his
ailment, pulled the ant out of his ear with his beak. But
a flesh-fly flew to the sky and told the urubu's (carrion
vultures), who came in great fiocks. 77
77 This opening part is also told as follows: An Indian got wounds all
over. his body so that he was unable to walk. His wife was vexed because
he could not go hunting for her. When the villagers went wandering, his
sister invited him to come along, but he answered he wanted to be let
alone. Then they left him 'lying alone on a mat in the house. When all
were gone a carrion vulture came circling round the village and then went
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The vultures laid him on their wings and while some of
them flew below to support him, they carried him up to the
sky. When they arrived and the man was permitted to
open his eyes, he saw the earth far below and his wife and
tribesmen camped by a brook. The vultures vomited carrion and served it to the man for manioc gruel. The tapir
who had eaten fruits, offered him his droppings; but at last
a falcon fed him with roast meat.
Then the Thunder (nda-klag) summoned the man. who
at first was very much afraid, for he saw it lighteni~g all
the time in the house, and above the door was suspended a
wasps' nest. But at last he went in to Thunder, who was
painted black like storm clouds. When he swung his swordclub, there was lightning and thunder. The man stayed
there a long time and was hospitably treated. In parting
Thunder gave him a sword-club like his own. Then the
carrion
vultures took him back to earth as they had brouaht
.
0
h im up.
His kin had returned to the deserted village some time
after their departure to look after him, but had found only
traces of the carrion vultures. His wife had in the meantime acquired a lover, whom she would not drop even after
her husband's return. While her husband was huntinaOJ her
lover came to her, but the sword-club hung up beside the
platform bed caused a stroke of lightning so that the pair
were terrified and postponed their meeting until night-time
to the space before the patient's house. When he heard him aroan he
went in and heard his story. Noticing that the man had no "food: he
fl:w off and brought carrion, which he set before him, but the man excused
himself, saying he would eat later. Then the carrion vulture a"ain flew
off to call his comrades. But first he sent the caracarahy falco~ to the
man. He brought three rats, which the sick man ate. The next mornin"
came many carrion vultures, the anterior space of the house was full of
th:m. They waited till the king vulture came, who comforted the man and
said he would help him. He had him and the mat on which he was
resting dragged to the esplanade, where the vultures had to clean his
wounds. Then he ordered the patient to shut his eyes and not open them
till so ordered.
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in the steppe. But as they were embracing in t~e bus?, t~e
club sent a scorpion which stung them in their gerntaha.
As soon as the husband got home, he openly charged his
wife with adultery and told her he had some one watching
for him. He left the unfaithful woman and when she went
into the woods with her paramour, the sword-club sent a
swarm of wasps which pounced on the couple and badly
stung them.
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